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ABSTRACT 

Most scholars of female farmers of sub-Saharan Africa have 

come to agree that the transition from subsistence to market 

agriculture has hurt women's Independent agricultural enterprises anci 

Incomes. Research conducted among a group of farmers known as the 

Kofyar of central Nigeria provides a case study which runs counter te> 

this general consensus. 

Kofyar women have not suffered a loss of economic or social 

Independence with the Introduction of cash-cropping but have In fact 

embraced the new opportunities of the markets to produce crops for 

sale Independently of their households. The Kofyar farming system a~ 

a whole Is out I Ined, and the system of Independent production Is 

described within this context. The recent history of the Kofyar Is 

sketched Including, most Importantly, their migration Into an 

agricultural frontier, the adoption of yams as the primary cash crop ~ 

and the evolution of a complex set of mechanisms for mobil Izlng labor 

The role of women In the cooperative labor network and In household 

labor Is described and women's Important contributions to al I types C>~ 

labor are I Inked to their access to labor for their own Independent 

production. Ono of the basic arguments Is that Kofyar women are 

prospering relative to other African women because their labor has 

been so crucial to the agriculture of the Kofyar both before and slnc:~ 

the Introduction of cash-cropping. 
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The other basic argument for Kofyar women's relative success 

Is that they are successfully exploiting the flexlbl I Ity Inherent In 

their farming system to maximize their own production. The use of 

Intensive techniques such as Intercropplng and taking advantage of the 

flexlbl I Ity In the timing of certain agricultural tasks on their major 

crops of groundnuts and yams are examples of this strategy. Women 

have, In other words, evolved a system of Independent production which 

fits around rather than competes directly with male/household farming. 

The dissertation goes on to place women's Independent farming 

within the broader social system by analyzing differences between 

women In marriage and chi Idbearlng statuses and histories. Regular 

dlffer~nces In magnitude of Independent production are found between 

women with contrasting social characteristics (e.g. age, marital 

status, divorce history, numbers of chi Idren). The portrait of the 

most prosperous woman Is sketched. 

Kofyar women's activities are seen as an essential part of 

Kofyar development. The system In general has become more prosperous 

and women as Important contributors to that prosperity are also 

benlfltlng as Individuals from these changes. 
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The transition from subsistence to market agriculture has been 

of prime concern to scholars of female farmers of the Third World. 

This economic change has fundamental Implications not only for 

materialist relations such as the sexual division of labor In farming, 

but also for more Ideological constructs of male and female status and 

power (Sanday 1973,1981, Blumberg 1978, Rosaldo 1980, Whyte 1978) and 

the social relations of marriage and chi Idbearlng. Despite the 

obvious diversity In sub-Saharan Africa In farming and social systems, 

most scholars have come to agree that the effects of the monetization 

of agricultural economies on the female farmers of the region have 

been largely negative. In broad terms, they argue that what were 

economic systems In which women either equaled or surpassed men's 

contributions to farming, are being transformed Into systems 

control led by men (Boserup 1970, Tinker 1976, Youssef 1976, Bouldlng 

1978). 

The primary purpose of this dissertation Is to provide a case 

study which runs counter to this general consensus. The women of the 

farming Kofyar of Nigeria have not suffered a loss of economic or 

social Independence with the Introduction of cash-cropping Into their 

agricultural system. They have In fact embraced the new economic 

opportunities of the markets, and are producing crops for sale 
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Independently of their households and husbands. The dissertation wi I I 

outline this system of Independent production, and go on to 

Investigate some of the reasons why Kofyar women are an exception to 

the general model. The discussion wi I I range from specifics of the 

farming system and sexual division of labor, to a discussion of 

marriage, divorce and chi Idbearlng patterns. The basic argument 

throughout wi I I be that Kofyar women are prospering relative to other 

African women because they have successfully exploited the flexibility 

Inherent In the economic and social system and because their labor has 

been so crucial to the agriculture of the Kofyar both before and since 

the Introduction of cash-cropping. 

Theoretical Background 

The general model of the loss of famale power with the 

Introduction of market agriculture was outlined In 1970 by Boserup and 

continues to be Illustrated and amp I Ifled by more rar-ent studies 

throughout the region. Despite the proliferation of studies of female 

farmers In the last decade (Hafkln and Bay 1976, Nelson 1981, Bay 

1982, Benerla 1982, Creevey 1986), many fundamental Issues about the 

varlabl I Ity In women's responses to economic development remain 

unexplained. 

Boserup (1970) paints a broad-scale contrast between female 

and male farming systems. Female farming systems are typified by 

extensive or slash-and-burn agriculture, low population densities, 

communal land tenure, primitive technology, polygyny with brldewealth, 

and the social and economic Independence of women. Boserup Identifies 
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sub-Saharan Africa as the region "par excellence" of female farming. 

Boserup goes on to argue that under the advent of capitalism, 

these female farming systems break down and Increasingly resemble the 

male farming systems characteristic of Europe. With Increasing 

population pressure, the Introduction of new technologies such as the 

plow, and colonial policies favoring male farmers, these systems are 

transformed Into capital Intensive agriculture dominated by men. 

Although Boserup was writing at a time when few empirical 

studies of female farmers were available, most authors, Including 

herself (Boserup 1987) since that time, have supported this basic 

outline (for overviews, see Blumberg 1981, Charlton 1984, Cloud 1985). 

Many studies have corroborated Boserup's thesis that as African 

farmers have moved Increasingly Into the market. men have come to 

control cash-cropping. often relegating women to subsistence 

production. The evidence for this tendency Is mounting: this has been 

the fate of Mandlnka women of Gambia (Haswel I 1963. Well 1973). of 

Tanzanian women under uJaama (Fortmann 1982), of migrant cocoa farmers 

In Ghana (Oppong et !l. 1975. Bukh 1979) and many others (Guyer 1980. 

Dey 1981). 

The scholarship of the last decade has not only documented 

this pattern but has Identified a number of corollary trends. With 

the spread of cash-cropping. land has often passed Increasingly under 

the control of men. with women losing their customary rights to 

usufruct and their access to the more valued agricultural lands (see 

Muntemba 1982 on Zambia. Dey 1981 on Gambia. Hay 1976 on Kenya. Oppor.g 
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et !l. 1975 on Ghana, also Charlton 1984, Cloud 1985). Women's 

control of and access to agricultural labor, Including their own, Is 

also undermined. Women may be expected to work on their husbands' 

cash-crops, with no claim on the proceeds and no time to generate 

their own Incomes through Independent cash-cropping (Kennedy and 

Cog I I I n.d., Fortmann 1982, Etienne 1980). Women may sometimes share 

In the profits of the husband's cash crops but their share can be very 

smal I (Etienne 1980). Men also gain almost exclusive access to modern 

technologies and such governmental help as rural credit and extension 

services. For example, many studies have documented how governments 

have favored production for export, have focused training on male 

farmers, and have continued to Ignore women's contribution to 

agriculture (Moock 1976, Staudt 1975, Ashby 1981, Sen 1982). 

Male control of Income Is also extended to their 

monopolization of rural wages. Wage labor Is portrayed· as a male 

stronghold (although a mixed blessing, Latour Dejean 1981), and when 

women do work for wages they hold the least ski I led, most temporary, 

and most poorly paid Jobs (Benerla 1979, Dixon 1981). Simi larly, 

education Is largely a male preserve (Safl I los-Rothschild 1981). 

In sum "Women are often the sole providers of food for family 

consumption, yet they are frequently Ignored In agricultural extension 

and training programs, discriminated against In land-holding 

arrangements, and down-graded In status by technological modernization 

(PCWH 1980:24). 
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Typologies 

The widespread unanimity about the negative effects of 

commercialization on women farmers derives, In part, from the stark 

contrasts used to model the process. Boserup was not the first to 

propose a two-stage model (Engels 1972, Baumann 1928) and scholars of 

the sexual division of labor continue to focus on this contrast. It 

has been variously discussed In terms of horticulture vs. agriculture, 

subsistence vs. surplus and traditional vs. modern farming systems. 

The basic definitions are clear, but so general as to be of 

limited uti Iity. Horticulture Is defined as farming limited to hand 

tools; agriculture Involves the usa of the plow, Irrigation and/or 

manure (Martin and Voorhies 1975). Subsistence production Is farming 

limited to consumption needs, whl Ie surplus production Implies the 

abl I Ity to exchange agricultural produce for other goods or services. 

This does not necessarily ental I a market economy (Friedl 1975). The 

final, and most widespread distinction, Is between traditional and 

modern agricultural systems. This Is the contrast of farming systems 

which operate within a precapltal 1st to those In a capitalist system. 

Such broad-scale dichotomies are rarely useful In studying 

local responses and patterns of change, and may mask Important 

varlabl I Ity. There Is undoubtedly a general evolutionary trend 

throughout the world from horticulture to agriculture, from 

subsistence to surplus production and from traditional to modern 

farming systems. Many local systems, however, straddle the contrast 

and ~re better described as transitional from one stage to the next. 
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This Is very apparent In many parts of sub-Saharan Africa 

where market economies have been Introduced Into systems which are 

basically horticultural. and where many farmers continue to rely on 

hand labor despite widespread cash-cropping. The transition from 

horticulture to agriculture has largely not been made. There Is also 

no clear division between subsistence and surplus production. Many 

farmers continue to produce primarily to meet consumption requirements 

whl Ie marketing a share of their surplus staple production and/or 

marketing certain cash- crops that are grown exclusively for sale. 

There has not been wholesale adoption of new technologies. or other 

modern Inputs. and those that are being adopted. such as chemical 

fertllizars. are often appl led by hand. The transition from 

traditional to modern agriculture Is not total. Although 

"traditional" Is often appl led to systems whose mode of production 

seems largely unchanged. these same systems may stl II be generating 

surpluses for sale In the market. So although these farmers may be 

"modern" In that they market their surpluses In the cash economy. and 

use selected modern Inputs. the transition from precapltal Ism to 

capital Ism Is similarly not wholesale. Land and labor. for example, 

are often only Incipiently monetized In the agricultural sector. 

Hyden (1986) describes this persistence of precapltal 1st relations of 

production Into the modern African system as the "economy of 

affection." By this he means that traditional networks of support 

among groups connected by blood. kin and community remain more 

Important In contemporaiY Africa than capitalist relations. 
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It Is also becoming Increasingly clear that not al I African 

women farmers have experienced economic marginalization under market 

agriculture. Neither the women nor the agricultural systems In which 

they operate have responded uniformly to the Introduction of market

oriented agriculture. Variation In women's responses can be traced to 

numerous factors, ranging from the sexual division of labor before 

widespread Introduction of cash cropping to the specific 

characteristics of the new commodity economy. 

The Boserup model and Its successors, for example, may obtain 

primarily In systems that are "modernlzlng" In capital Intensive ways 

or where cash crops are nonfood exports. In contrast, many African 

farmers have entered the market whl Ie remaining labor-Intensive 

cultivators, and some are seiling surpluses of food crops at 

burgeoning domestic markets rather than specializing In export crops. 

In these cases, land Is not ~ecessarl Iy diverted away from food crops 

and away from women's Independent production. These are systems that 

are largely "self-developed", since most agricultural development 

policies and programs have not encouraged this trajectory. With 

commercialization, these self-developed systems do not necessarily 

ental I the loss of female Incomes or of women's Independent access to 

the means of agricultural production (Guyer 1984,"McMII Ian 1986, 

Venema 1986). 

Despite the empirical problems with using these evolutionary 

watersheds, they have pervaded the study of the responses to the 

modern period of the female farmers of sub-Saharan Africa. Beginning 
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with the early evolutionary models (Engels 1972. Baumann 1928. Murdock 

1949) and persisting today (Benerla and Sen 1981). authors have argued 

that these large-scale dichotomies have relevance to the sexual 

division of labor and to the contemporary experience of the women 

farmers of the Third World. 

For the women of the many farming systems which have not been 

transformed In ways that reflect the evolutionary model. the outlook 

may not be so bleak. By remrlnlng labor-Intensive cultivators. and by 

sel ling surpluses of food crops to expanding domestic markets rather 

than specializing In export crops. for example. these systems and 

women may escape the worst case scenarios. 

hypothesize that the sexual division of labor before the 

Introduction of cash-cropping also Importantly molds responses to the 

market. The contrast here can be made simply on lengths of fallow

Intensive agriculture Is distinguished by fields which are planted 

with crops for longer periods than they are al lowed to remain fal low. 

while In extensive agriculture fal lows are longer (Netting et ~. 

1980. see discussion below). For a more thorough discussion of the 

contrast. see Boserup's seminal study of Intensification (1965). 

Comparisons of Intensive and extensive modes of production suggest 

that systems with permanent. Intensive agriculture tend to have few 

gender-s~eclflc tasks but many gender specific-crops. The Intensive 

systems tend to al low women to maintain their Independent production 

after the commercialization of farming. with women marketing what 

continue to be their gender-specific crops. In contrast. extensive 
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modes of production tend to have a high segregation of tasks by 

gender, but rarely have gender-specific crops. Women In these systems 

commonly remain responsible for the same tasks they performed before 

commercialization, but working on cash crops under the control of men 

(M.P. Stone n.d.). 

Independent Production by Women 

Independent farming (also known as own-account farming) forms 

no single pattern but rather shows significant cross-cultural 

variation. Fo,- the purposes of this dissertation, Independent farming 

wi I I mean the farming undertaken by Individuals separate from 

household production. The Independent producer, furthermore, must 

maintain control over the products. Independent farming Is not 

restricted to women, and may Involve both Junior males and even male 

household heads In some farming systems. 

This dissertation wi II focus on the Independent production of 

women, even though Kofyar Junior males also produce Independently. 

Women do dominate the category, and the theory used and criticized In 

this dissertation focuses on women. The detal Is of Kofyar 

Independent farming will be more fully described In the next chapter, 

Including access to land and the relationship between household and 

Independent production and Incomes. Other agricultural systems fol low 

differing patterns Influenced by land tenure rules, cropping 

strategies, descent systems, residence patterns, household 

composition, etc. 
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Some of the more common patterns Include the following. In 

some cases, men farm the household farm, while women help on this farm 

as wei I as produce Independently (e.g. central area of Burkina Faso as 

described In Henderson !1!!. 1982). In other cases, both men and 

women produce Independently, as wei I as cooperate on the household 

farm (e.g. the Gulmantche of Burkina Faso; Hemmlngs-Gaplhan 1982, the 

Mandinka; Haswel I 1963, the Kusasl In Whitehead 1984). The household 

farm Is rarely communal In the sense that men and women have equal 

access to the produce or Income generated, but Is typically under the 

control of the household head who Is usually male (for example see 

McMI I Ian 1986 on the Mossl). In other cases, men and women grow 

completely separate crops, although they may help each other In 

specialized tasks. The men of the Bambara of Mal I, for example, clear 

the women's fields whl Ie women help with the weeding on men's fields 

(Creevey 1986). In other cases, there may be a clear division between 

male and female crops, although both sexes participate fully In each 

other's production. In South-eastern Nigeria, for examplo, certain 

crops were al located to men (yam, plantain, kola and palm 01 I) and 

others to women (cocoyam, pumpkin, okra and other sauce crops). In 

labor terms, however, the distinction was only relevant for the 

harvest. Women planted and weeded the male crops and helped carry the 

harvest; men cleared all the land (Martin 1984). And logical iy, there 

are cases In which men and women's production are completely separate 

(for e.g. the Barma of Chad; Reyna 1977). 
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Women's Independent production has frequently been 

underestimated or Ignored In development planning and research (see 

Spiro 1985 on the I lora farm settlement scheme or McMillan 1986 on 

Moss I resettlement). This Includes not only an underestimation of 

their contributions to family production and Income. but also the 

labor and time they devote to agriculture (for example Burflsher and 

Horenstein 1983). This problem Is even more acute at the level of 

national statistics (Dixon 1982). A proliferation of studies of the 

types and varlabl I Ity of women's own account farming have come from 

the the Increasing awareness of African women's Importance to 

agriculture. 

There has been no comprehensive effort to classify Independent 

farming. Most studies consider a combination of factors Including 

women's access to land - how they acquire land and for what purposes -

and their control over the products of their labor - whether the crops 

are grown for subsistence or sale and who controls the Income. 

Most sub-Saharan African systems have yet to be transformed 

from group control of land to private ownership and land Is stl I I 

rarely sold. In Kenya. where land tenure has been Individualized. 

land titles have been granted to men and women's use rights have been 

undermined (Oboler 1985. Haugerud 1982). What remains most Important 

to women's Independent production Is their acquiring use rights to 

land, rather than outright ownership. In some cases. women may 

actually Inherit land or use rights to land through their natal 

lineage (e.g. the Sherbos of Sierra Leone as described In MacCormack 
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1982). More commonly, however, women acquire usufruct rights through 

marriage. Women are granted use of a portion of their husbands' land 

and lose access to that land upon divorce. Widows mayor may not 

retain rights to farm their late husband's land (Okeyo 1978). The 

more senior women, such as a first wife or " father's wife, may 

maintain more firm control over their usufruct rights (McMI I Ian 1984). 

Women who are more socially marginal, such as childless women, may 

have the least secure claim on land (Pala 1978). The kinds of land 

al located to women, the permanency of their tenure, the size and 

fertl I Ity of the plots, etc., also vary by ~armlng system as wei I as 

by social system. 

Women's access to land can change Importantly with the 

monetization and development of agriculture and with changes In rural 

population density (Boserup 1970, Cloud 1985). Cleave (1974) writes 

of women walking further to their fields In areas where Increased 

cash-cropping makes land more valuable. Smale (1980) In Mauritania 

and Hanger and Morris (1973) In Kenya show the loss of women's access 

to land with the Introduction of Irrigation (although the reverse 

pattern may hold In some Instances). Resettlement schemes often 

undermine women's usufruct rights. The Ilora farm settlement scheme In 

Nigeria accorded land titles only to male household heads. Women were 

accustomed to having Independent access to land, producing 

Independently, and not pooling Incomes with their household heads. 

Upon resettlement, women who had lost their- access to Independent farm 

Incomes were among the first to leave the scheme (Spiro 1985). 
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Independent Agriculture under Different Farming Systems 

An alternative, although overlapping approach, Is to consider 

how contrasting farming systems (whether extensive or Intensive, for 

example) may mold patterns of Independent farming. This approach has 

the advantage of being responsive to the farming system as a whole, 

rather than studying women's roles In relative Isolation. Some of the 

Implications of this contrast for the sexual division of labor have 

been explored elsewhere (Stone n.d.) and do not form part of the 

argument of this dissertation. Rather the contrast Is used here as an 

organizing rather than theoretical principle. 

The extensive system of shifting cultivation Is characterized 

by the clearing and burning of bush land and the Imperman~nt 

cultivation of fields which are planted for shorter periods than they 

are left fallow (Netting ~!!. 1980). Extensive agriculture tends to 

be associated with communal land tenure and thus usufruct rights 

(Boserup 1965, Netting 1982). 

In fal low systems, a mixture of farming strategies Is often 

characteristic. The compound fields may be farmed permanently, 

surrounded by fields In fal low rotation. and finally by plots under 

shifting cultivation often In a concentric ring (Ruthenberg 1980). 

The Intensively cultivated compound fields are often devoted to the 

production of staples which are usually considered the province of the 

male household head (Burflsher and Horenstein 1983, Haswel I 1963, 

Tripp 1982). Although women may work on these fields, they are often 

al located parcels of the more distant fal low lands on which to 
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cultivate alternatlv~ crops. The Barma of Chad (Reyna 1977) follow 

this pattern with men cultivating the subsistence cereal crops and 

women farming small plots of groundnuts (peanuts) and okra. Among the 

Kusasl of Ghana, men contributed most of the work to the millet 

production and to the household's groundnuts, whl Ie women had separate 

fields for the cultivation of their own groundnuts (Whitehead 1984). 

Among the Gulmantche of Burkina Faso, men and women cultivated common 

plots of millet and sorghum, whl Ie women held private plots for 

growing groundnuts and men grew cotton on their own separate fields 

(Hemmlngs-Gaplhan 1982). 

Labor on the women's personal fields Is primarily supplied by 

the women themselves, although they might have some claim on their 

husband's help In clearing (Dey 1981). Men however, could cal I on the 

women's' labor for the household's compound fields. 

This pattern Is less clear-cut In systems which specialize In 

or Include root crop cultivation. Although women might stl II have 

their own separate fields, they more often required male labor. Among 

the Yako, for example, both men and women "owned" their own yams. But 

labor was suppl led by both sexes on all the yam fields. So, whl Ie men 

cleared, women made the heaps, planting was done by both, weeding by 

women, staking by men, and harvesting by both (Forde 1964). 

Simi larly among the Tlv (Bohannan 1954) although most yams belonged to 

women, men built the mounds while women did the weeding. Baule women 

of the Ivory Coast also held separate plots of yams on which men did 

the clearing, made the mounds and staked the yams (Etienne 1980). 
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Among the Betl, where men contributed little to agriculture, yams 

required more consistent male labor Input than any other crop (Guyer 

1980). The heavier Involvement of men In the cultivation of yams will 

be discussed In light of the Kofyar material In Chapter Three. 

There are few ethnographic examples of "traditionally" 

Intensive systems In sub-saharan Africa. Intensive agriculture can be 

defined as a system In which fields are planted with crops for longer 

periods than they are al lowed to remain fallow (Netting ~!l. 1980). 

Only In unusual situations, such as the Kofyar crowded onto the 

escarpment of the Jos Plateau f~r defensive reasons, or simi lar hll I 

dwellers In Cameroon and Togo, did agriculture Intensify. Some of the 

examples I wi II be citing below are real.JY mixed systems but with a 

particularly Intensive aspect such .as wet rice cultivation (e.g. 

Mandlnka of Gambia or Olola of' Senegal). Some of the Ibo of Nigeria 

lived In areas of dense population which also promoted 

Intensification, although they often cultivated distant, fal low fields 

as w~1 I. 

Traditionally Intensive techniques Included manuring, 

terracing and ridging with hand tools. Complex patterns of 

Intercropplng, multlcropplng, crop rotation, etc. are also seen In 

some cases. Women may stl I I cultivate their Independent fields. The 

Mandlnka women grew fields of Independent rice In tidal swamps (Wei I 

1973, Dey 1981). In the Mandlnka example, the women's rice was 

completely Independent of the upland plots of sorghum and ml I let 

cultivated by the men of the household for subsistence. The men grew 



groundnuts as Individuals, separate from their household plots, for 

use In brldewealth payments and market sales (Haswell 1963). This 

pattern 01 dIvision of plots Into household, women's Independent 

fields 2! wei I 2! men's Independent fields Is Interesting, and has 

been noted elsewhere (e.g. the Kusasl of Ghana as reported In 

Whitehead 1984). 
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In most savanna areas, women continued to grow these 

Independent crops In less Intensively cultivated plots on the 

periphery of the homesteads' Intensive fields. In many cases In 

Africa, these crops have In the historical period Included most 

Importantly groundnuts, as well as subsidiary sauce and condiment 

crops (okra, egusl, melons, etc.). In more tropical areas, women 

often grow cassava as well as other root crops such as sweet potato or 

cocoyam. In both cases, these crops were not considered staples. The 

produce of these crops was considered the woman's own, although a 

certain proportion was expected to· go to family consumption since they 

did not overlap with the household's subsistence array of crops. 

Intensive agriculture requires more total labor hours than 

does extensive, and this contrast has Implications for the sexual 

division of labor. Relative to men, women have been found to devote 

proportionally fewer hours to agriculture In Intensive than In 

extensive systems. Ember (1983) finds that In a comparison of five 

extensive systems (cal led simple agriculture) to eight Intensive ones 

(none In Africa) that men spend an average of 9.09 hours a day working 

In the Intensive systems versus 5.15 hours In simple agriculture. 
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Women's corresponding hours are 10.81 vs. 6.7. These figures Include 

what Ember cal Is Inside (domestic) as wei I as outside (productive) 

labor. Women are stili working longer hours, but the proportion of 

their time spent In the fields goes down. Women are averaging only 

4.46 hours In the fields In her Intensive sample, compared to 4.68 

hours In the extensive systems. This has been noted by other scholars 

as wei I (Boserup 1970, Burton and White 1984). 

In broader terms, women have been found to dominate 

agricultural production In 55 percent of al I extensive systems and 

only In 40 percent of al I Intensive systems In sub- Saharan Africa. 

Women, however, whl Ie not dominating Intensive systems of production 

do tend to participate equally In many of these systems. A ful I 40 

percent of Intensive systems Involve the ful I participation of women 

as compared with only 26 percent of extensive systems (Bryson 1981). 

Besides sheer number of hours, the sexual division of tasks 

differs between Intensive and extensive systems. Gender specific 

tasks are rare In Intensive systems, with more Interchangeabl I Ity 

between male and female labor (Stone n.d.). Women perform labor 

Intensive tasks such as weeding and transplanting In extensive systems 

(Boserup 1987), while these tasks are more evenly divided In Intensive 

systems. The aval lability of free female labor In the family thus can 

be seen to promote labor Intensification as opposed to capital 

Intensification of agriculture (Boserup 1987). 
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The Kofyar 

The Kofyar were first studied In the 1960s by Robert Netting 

(Netting 1968). He found them living primarily In the escarpment of 

the Jos Plateau, practicing a very Intensive form of agriculture In 

small homestead farms. The crop complex--a mix of cereals, legumes, 

and tree crops--was produced on farms that averaged only 1.5 acres per 

household. The permanent cultivation of such smal I fields was made 

possible by techniques such as terracing, fertilizing with the manure 

of ~tal I-fed animals, and transplanting. These practices supported a 

2 2 population density up to 518 persons/ml .(200/km), about six times 

that of neighboring swldden cultivators In the same savanna 

environment (G.D. Stone et !I. 1984). Most of the agricultural labor 

was provided by a small resident household (mean size - 5.3). 

Even In the 1960s, though, the Kofyar had begun a gradual 

movement Into an agricultural frontier In the Benue plains south of 

the plateau. Here. they began to grow yams for the market, as wei I as 

larger quantities of sorghum and ml I let, the surplus of which could 

also be sold. This migration not only Introduced the Kofyar to 

regular sales of their crops but also marked a change In agricultural 

strategy. Average farm sizes grew sixfold to 10.64 acres, which 

Included 2.94 acres In yams, and the farming strategy became more 

extensive. The Kofyar responded to the related changes In labor 

demands by Increasing the size of their households, primarily through 

acquiring additional wives as wei I as by retaining married sons 

(Netting 1968). Households In the plains grew to an average of 6.3 
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people (G.D. stone et ~. 1984). Most Kofyar migrants maintained 

their home farms, at least Initially, and continued to cultivate them 

Intensively while opening the new tracts In the frontier land some 50 

km to the south (Figure 1.1). 

Netting, Glenn stone, and I returned to Nigeria In 1984/5 to 

restudy the Kofyar and look at the "after" picture of their entry Into 

market agriculture and an agricultural frontier. Although analysis of 

the 1115 household censuses we collected Is stl II underway, our 

general findings Indicate that the Kofyar cash-cropping system as a 

whole represents a case of successful "development from below." By 

concentrating on food crops for the domestic urban market, the Kofyar 

have found an ever growing and lucrative market for their surpluses. 

The construction of al I-weather roads through the Kofyar migrant areas 

has promoted an active private commercial sector which trucks the 

produce of the middle-belt zone of Nigeria to al I of the country's 

major urban centers. The Kofyar have used the Increases In their 

Incomes to educate their children, purchase motorcycles, and modernize 

their houses with metal roofs and cement floors and wal Is. These 

changes have been made In the absence of any agricultural development 

efforts on the part of the government or any other outside agency. 

Methodology 

As a collaborative project, several of the survey Instruments 

were designed to cover the Interests of al I team members. The most 

basic of our questionnaires was a household census which we 

administered to approximately 1200 households In both plains and h: I I 
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communities. This census form (a sample Is Included as Appendix A) 

Included demographic as well as economic Information. Household farm 

production was collected as well as Individual production of each 

adult besides the household head. Information Included not only what 

crops were grown, but In what amounts, the amounts sold from the 

previous harvest, and the Income generated. The census also collected 

data on the marital and chi Idbearlng histories of each adult woman In 

a household. This basic census material on women forms the basis of 

much of the analysis In this dissertation. 

Although similar census material Is available from Netting's 

two earlier periods of fieldwork among Kofyar, this earlier material 

does not Include Information on women's Independent production. The 

material from which the sections on women's economic activities In the 

traditional hll I communities Is contained primarily !n Dr. Netting's 

fleldnotes and articles (Netting 1969). The earlier censuses did 

Include marital Information which Is used to some extent In Chapter 

Five of this dissertation. A ful I comparison of the pre-migration and 

post-migration position of women Is not the subject of this 

dissertation, however, but could form the basis of later work on 

Kofyar women. 

Supplementary Information was also collected on Kofyar women 

In several ways. Divorce Information and brldewealth amounts were 

collected from court records In the Namu District court, which served 

the Kofyar migrant area. Further Information on marriage and 

chi Idbearlng was contained In a questionnaire designed to elicit such 
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Information and administered to two select communities. A sample of 

this questionnaire Is Included as Appendix B. 

Other Information was collected In the form of a women's 

economic questionnaire (Appendix C). This questionnaire was designed 

to supplement the data collected In the household census, but was 

administered to a smaller sample. Whereas the household census only 

collected agricultural production data for women, the women's 

questionnaire Included other sources of Income for women such as beer 

brewing and animal raising. Also collected were detal Is of women's 

expenditures Including the hiring of wage labor. Women's mobil Izatlon 

of labor for their Independent farming was also Investigated Including 

reciprocal labor groups and festive labor parties. Finally, 

Information on women's access to land and to transport for the sale of 

their crops was collected. 

This women's economic questionnaire and women's marital 

questionnaire were administered In one ungwa (neighborhood) -- Ungwa 

Kofyar -- In the migrant plains region and In one vi Ilage In the 

traditional home communities. The sample from the plains was selected 

somewhat opportunistically, although the community conformed to the 

characteristics I sought. The neighborhood was home to two of our 

assistants and this provided a convenient entree Into a long-settled 

migrant community. This was a neighborhood to which I could gain easy 

access, both socially and logistically, and so could return to 

repeatedly for less structured Interviews and more In-depth 
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Information. The approximately 80 women of Ungwa Kofyar provide the 

bulk of the qualitative aspects of this dissertation and Its research. 

The data also Include a year-long labor scheduling/time 

al location survey. A sample form Is Included as Appendix D. Three 

ungwas were surveyed (Including Ungwa Kofyar) over an entire year (May 

1984-June 1985). Data were collected on fifteen sample households by 

seven local enumerators. The enumerators were young Kofyar men with 

at least six years of primary education who were members of some of 

the households observed (and neighbors to the others) and were 

themselves engaged In farming. They made dally entries for each adult 

recording all agricultural and nonagricultural tasks performed. The 

enumerators rei led on Individual reports for tasks not personally 

observed and noted only those activities which lasted approximately an 

hour or more (resulting In under-reporting of domestic tasks). 

Agricultural activities noted not only the task, but also the crop, 

whose farm, and the method of labor mobil Izatlon (whether household, 

group, etc.). The charts and analysis presented In Chapter Four are 

primarily drawn from this data base of over 50,000 observations. 

Dissertation Outline 

Chapter Two describes Kofyar women's Independent agricultural 

production, comparing women's activities In time and In space In the 

traditional home communities, In the frontier era, and In the now 

settled migrant area. The present-day farming system In tho plains 

area Is described In some detail, fol lowed by the overal I organization 

of labor. The groundwork of how women organize and marshal labor for 
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their Independent production, Including women's role In group labor Is 

laid for the analysis which fol lows In Chapter Four. 

Women's nonagricultural activities are then described 

featuring, Importantly, their beer brewing. This Is discussed both as 

an additional source of Income to women and an Important contribution 

that women make to group agricultural labor. 

Women's Investments and expenditures, Including livestock, are 

outlined In the final section of the chapter with some Indications of 

the magnitude of their Incomes and property ownership. 

Whereas Chapter Two Is primarily descriptive, Chapter Four 

presents an analytic discussion of the Kofyar system of agricultural 

production. The outlines of the system of Independent production are 

sketched Including the average agricultural production of women as 

compared to their household heads, the crops which women grow and In 

what proportion, and the Incomes they derive from the sale of those 

crops. 

One of the basic themes of the dissertation will be partially 

addressed In this chapter, to be amplified In subsequent discussions 

on patterns of marriage and chi Idbearlng. This theme derives from 

Internal comparisons of Kofyar women along numerous axes to help 

Isolate and Identify the determinants of Independent agricultural 

production. This Is a study of one farming system and one society, 

and thus does not have access to comparative data from other systems 

In which women's agricultural production differs. The Identification 

of what has al lowed Kofyar women to maintain their agricultural 
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production and Increase their agricultural Incomes when many African 

women have not derives therefore from Internal comparisons. By 

comparing Kofyar women who do produce Independently with those who do 

not. we can approach the determinants of Independent production. 

Chapter Three presents a brief life history of a Kofyar woman 

fol lowed by a hypothetical week which outlines the labor a woman 

performs and the productive choices she makes In the course of that 

week. This chapter Is designed to add a more qualitative perspective 

on the numbers to follow In the fol lowing chapter. 

Chapter Four deals with several sources of variation In 

women's Independent production Including the effects of regional 

differences, the migratory history of their household heads, as wei I 

as differential access to land and to labor. These analyses are 

placed within the context of the system of Independent production 

through a discussion of gender specific crops and activities. The 

sexual division of labor Is quantified for both household level and 

Individual level production. The demonstration of the Importance of 

women's labor contributions to household production sets up the 

discussion In the fol lowing chapters on marriage and divorce. 

Chapter Five Is primarily a description of Kofyar marriage 

customs and patterns, Including a discussion of brldewealth payments 

and their change during the last generation. Chapter Six resumes the 

analysis of Chapter Three In Investigating some of the social 

determinants of women's Independent production. The three major 

topics Investigated for their effects on Independent production are 
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polygyny, divorce and childbearing. As In the analyses of the earlier 

chapter, considerable variation among Kofyar women correlates with 

their marital statuses and strategies. 

The final chapter summarizes the results of the Kofyar study 

and Investigates some of the Implications of this research for the 

comparative study of other African farmers and for theory of 

agricultural development. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITIES OF KOFYAR WOMEN 

The Kofyar are agriculturalists and the demands of farming are 

paramount. Although Kofyar women and men are Involved In other 

economic activities. the scheduling of such supplementary tasks as 

beer brewing. are best understood as responses to the organization and 

scheduling of agricultural labor. The focus of this chapter will thus 

be on the farming system. 

This chapter begins with a brief description of Kofyar women's 

activities In the home communities and sketches their Involvement In 

the settlement of the frontier. This Is fol lowed by a discussion of 

the current al location of labor. land and Incomes by gender. The 

descriptive statistics In this chapter are derived from the data base 

of 2464 women (defined as females over the age of 14) drawn from the 

general household census. Of this number. 1736 women (or 70 percent) 

are living In the plains region. 

These descriptions are fol lowed by a more detal led discussion 

of the present-day crop complex and agricultural calendar. The 

organization of agricultural labor Is also described. 

The chapter then considers the detal Is of the system of 

women's Independent production and Incomes Including: gender-specific 

crops and tasks. the organization of labor for Independent production 
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Including women's participation In group labor, and other sources of 

female Income such as ml I let beer brewing and livestock raising. 

Beyond the presentation of ethnographic detail, I wi I I make 

two major points. The first Is the the crucial and Indispensable 

contributions of women to the Kofyar economic system. The Importance 

of Kofyar women's labor pervades Kofyar agricultural production, 

whether subsistence or cash-crop, as It pervades, of course, Kofyar 

reproduction, whether chi Idbearlng and care or domestic labor. Women 

are afforded a degree of economic and marital leverage through this 

rei lance on their labor. Nonetheless, this Importance of female labor 

does not alone explain the extent of women's production and Incomes. 

There are many African systems to which women contribute half or more 

of the labor time and yet have lost their Independent production 

(Gladwin 1985, Levine 1966, Fortmann 1981, Barnes 1983) for reasons 

Including male outmlgratlon as wei I as male specialization In cash

cropping. This has occurred despite the widespread tradition In sub

Saharan Africa of separate male and female purses as opposed to pooled 

household Incomes under male control (Oppong et !l. 1975, MacCormack 

1976, Robertson 1976, Guyer 1980). 

The second point concerns how Kofyar women have contrived to 

exploit the flexibility Inherent In the agrIcultural system

flexibility In land and labor allocation, flexlbl I Ity In crops grown 

and thus In labor schedul lng, flexlbl I Ity In extra-agricultural 

occupations. Kofyar women by not directly competing with men for 

land, labor and Incomes have prospered where other women may not have. 
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They have chosen to specialize In certain Income-generating activities 

which are labor Intensive (such as beer brewing. groundnut farming. 

pig raising) but where the labor demands are not constrained by a 

narrow ecological window. 

The System of Independent Production 

This section wi I I provide a brief historical view of Kofyar 

women's activities. The earlier period refers to Netting's first 

fieldwork among the Kofyar In 1960-61. The frontier period Is drawn 

primarily from his second fieldwork In 1966-7 and Is supplemented by 

historical Interviews I conducted In the migrant areas. The third 

period Is based on my fieldwork In 1984-5. 

Women _I_n t he ~ .;;.Co,;;,;m;;.;;m.;.;.;u;;.;.n.;.,;l:...;t;...;.l..;;;e.;;;;.s 

In the hi I I communities. Kofyar women grew their own crops. 

primarily groundnuts. sweet potatoes. and vegetables (Netting 1969). 

Both men and women marketed smal I amounts of produce even In the 

1960s. Although portions of the women's harvests were used to feed 

the household. the decision to sell any amount of their personal crops 

was made by the women themselves. and their husbands could not 

Interfere. Women also generated smal I Incomes through the sale of 

millet beer. firewood. pottery. and baskets. 

Female labor was essential to the Intensive production of the 

hi II farms. Men and women. working side by side. performed most 

agricultural tasks on household fields. Very few agricultural 

activities were gender-specific. although men and women might perform 
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complementary tasks on the same Job. For example, men prepared ridges 

for transplanting whl Ie women fol lowed behind, Inserting the 

seedlings. Segregation of tasks by gender was typical only of craft 

production and other non-agricultural pursuits, such as hunting, 

warfare and most domestic actlvltle~. 

Women ~ the Frontier System 

Kofyai women participated In the colonization of the frontier 

from the start by accompanying their husbands, at least seasonally, to 

the new plains farms. In the first years of the frontier, women did 

not farm Independently, as the family worked to clear the virgin 

forest and establ Ish the household farm. Within ten years, however, 

Kofyar women had begun to farm Independently In the plains and to 

market their own produce. Polygynous household heads could leave one 

or more wives at home In the hi I Is to tend the homestead farm, while 

taking others to the migrant farm. This pattern remains true today 

for households with both plains and hi I I farms. 

Men and women worked side by side clearing the virgin forest. 

The women cut grasses, chopped smal I trees and burned the larger trees 

Just as the men did. The chopping down of larger trees was primarily 

men's work, although many trees were left standing. Women helped 

mainly by gathering wood for setting fire to kl I I the standing big 

trees. According to one Informant, the women believed that very large 

trees have evil spirits which harm whoever burns or fells the trees, 

so the women feared this task. The frontier In the early days was, In 

general, a somewhat fearful place. Wild animals were common (and 
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smal I chi Idren were often left In the home communities for fear of 

animal attack) and settlement was sparse. The specialization of men 

In clearing and burning of land, with little or no participation by 

women, Is found In most extensive agricultural systems (stone n.d.). 

Other ethnographic accounts also describe women's participation In 

clearing to be restricted to helping with the burning and clearing of 

smal I brush (Etienne 1980). 

Women did not Immediately begin to cultivate Independently. 

Clearing activities continued for several years, and women Initially 

spent only part of the year In the frontier area. Many of the women 

continued to cultivate theIr groundnuts and other smal I crops at the 

home farm. According to several frontlerswomen It was only when men 

started abandoning fields, due to diminished fertility, that women 

began farming on their own. This was approximately five years after 

Initial migration. Initially, women grew only groundnuts and grew 

them on a relatively small scale. The market In Namu was already 

operating and women took their groundnut harvests there to sell. They 

used these Incomes to buy ml I let beer or to contribute to the drinking 

and revolving credit clubs (zabe) which were appearing In the plains 

communities. 

Women did not start growing yams untl I some time later, partly 

because seed yams were difficult to acquire and were used on the 

household fields. 
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Women ~ the Settled, Cash-Cropping System 

In the contemporary period, most Kofyar women living In the 

plains produce crops Independently of their households and household 

heads, sel ling at least a portion of the products on the market. 

Virtually al I households grow cash-crops In the plains areas, 

principally yams. Yams are often rotated with cereals In the major 

household fields. Yams are monocropped and planted In heaps 

constructed with hoes. The fol lowing year the same field Is ridged 

and planted In millet and sorghum. Virtually al I yams are sold, whl Ie 

the grains remain primarily subsistence crops. What surplus grain Is 

sold enters the domestic Nigerian market along with the yams. Sorghum 

Is the Kofyar's staple food grain, whl Ie most millet Is brewed Into 

beer. 

Women's primary cash crop Is also yams, but few of th~m grow 

cereals (see Table 2.1). Of the 67 percent of women overall who 

produce Independently, 60 percent grow yams, whl Ie only 2.9 percent 

grow millet (3.2 percent of Independent producers In the plains). 

Groundnuts, while less lucrative than yams, are grown by 72.7 percent 

of all Independent producers (73.1 percent In the plains) and are 

usually Intercropped with the household's grains. Other crops grown 

and sold by women Include bambara nuts (34.3 percent overal 1,31.3 In 

the plains), rice (3.8 percent overal 1,6.5 percent In the plains), 

cocoyams, benlseed (sesame), and various smal I root crops. 

Of the crops that women grow In any significant numbers or 

quantities, only yams and rice overlap with the crop repertoire of 
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Table 2.1 Independent Production In the Plains and Hili Regions 
(Means and Percents) 

Plains Hills All 

Yam (heaps)(X) 269.9 38.5 
Proceeds (Naira) 58.7 4.8 
Percent Growing 51.7 11.5 39.5 

Groundnut (basins) 3.0 2.9 
Proceeds (Naira) 11.5 8.4 
Percent Growing 52.6 38.6 48.5 

Rice (basins) 1.0 .2 
Proceeds (Naira) 9.1 1.7 
Percent Growing 12.0 2.6 9.2 

Bambara nuts (basins) .7 .6 
Proceeds (Naira) 2.0 1.0 
Percent Growing 22.7 23.4 22.9 

Millet (basins) .1 . 1 
Proceeds (Naira) 1.0 0 
Percent Growing 2.4 1.0 1.9 

N~ 2428. Includes al I women whether Independent producers or not 
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men. Why this should be so Is related not only to the labor demands 

and scheduling of these crops, but also to their requirements for 

land. These Issues are discussed at length In the fourth chapter. 

Incomes and Expenditures 

In order to assess women's Independent budgets, they must 

first be placed In the context of household level Incomes and 

expenditures. Virtually all heads of Kofyar households are male, and 

these men do not have Independent crops In the same sense that women 

or Junior male household members do. Any crops grown by the household 

as a whole, however, are under the control of the head. No 

distinction wi I I be made In the fol lowing discussion between the 

Income of the household qua household and the Income of the male 

household head. He decides what proportion of this harvest to sell, 

and how to dispose of the Income generated. In the 1960s and at 

present, women's Incomes from the sale of their Independent crops are 

only a fraction of the agricultural Incomes of their household heads. 

These men have many more financial obi Igatlons to their households 

than do women, however, Including the payment of brldewealth for 

themselves and their sons, educational expenses, taxes, medical care 

for household members, gifts to wives (Including clothing), house 

construction, etc. Men are also responsible for the basic subsistence 

of the household whether through the home production of cereals or 

through purchase If shortfal Is In cereal stores occur. Women may 

contribute to many of these expenditures but are not required to. 

Wives often lend money to their husbands for large purchases, but 
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these sums must be repaid. A woman can take her husband to court for 

nonpayment of a loan, although this Is rarely done. 

Women's Incomes are, thus, much more disposable than men's. 

Women spend some of their money on food for household consumption, but 

they spend more on beer for their own and their friends' enjoyment, on 

clothing for themselves or their chi Idren, and on trips to visit kin. 

Some of women's Incomes are Invested In animals, In transportation 

such as bicycles and even motorcycles, or In smal I business ventures. 

Women have other sources of Income as wei I, Including beer brewing for 

sale, animal raising, and the sel ling of cooked foods. 

Since women have few obligations on their Incomes, they may 

accumulate relatively large 'reserves of cash over the years. Beyond 

the normal expenditures listed above, women may use these larger 

accumulations for loans or gifts. They may give money to their 

parents, for example, to help with the brldewealth payments of their 

brothers. They may also voluntarily help with school fees for their 

own chi Idren, or for their Junior brothers and sisters. A woman may, 

however, refuse to help with school fees, even for her own chi Idren, 

arguing that" the chi Id does not answer to my own name (I.e. he 

belongs to the father), so why should I pay?" 

Women may even have fewer obi Igatlons on their Incomes than In 

the past. Nowadays, the husband Is supposed to provide al I of the 

food for the family. In the past, the man was responsible for the 

grains and the salt, whl Ie the women were responsible for the soup 

Ingredients. Now the women argue: "We are suffering on your farm, so 
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why should we have to pay for food?" Women stl I I contribute to sauce 

Ingredients with their tending of small crops and contribution of 

groundnuts to the household subsistence and may buy food for the 

communal pot, but large purchased Ingredients (such as palm 01 I or 

meat) are more frequently bought by the husband. 

In the past, the harvest of major crops was divided among the 

wives and adult sons. The food was then stored separately and each 

wife cooked for herself, her children, and her husband In turn, from 

her own store. Each woman provided the sauce Ingredients for her own 

meals. Now al I the crops are stored centrally and when It Is a 

woman's turn to cook, she simply takes as much as she needs for the 

meal. The Kofyar explain this In terms of the scarcity of food In the 

past, where each woman had to husband her stores carefully to make 

them last the year. Now that food Is more plentiful, there Is no 

potential dispute between wives over food stores. The time spent 

cooking has also been reduced, by women taking turns cooking for the 

whole household. From the beginning days In the frontier, women 

adopted the new arrangements and those few families who persist In the 

old pattern In the plains are cause for comment by others. The labor 

saved Is significant and frees women's time for Independent and 

household level production. 

Women do spend a portion of their Independent Incomes on food. 

In a survey of Ungwa Kofyar, women were asked what were the last three 

purchases or expenditures they had made. Twenty-eight percent had 

bought food (usually meat. salt. and palm 01 1).40 percent had bought 
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ml I let beer for drinking themselves, 74 percent had purchased clothing 

or personal Items for themselves or their chi Idren, and 14 percent had 

bought millet for biewlng. Other less commonly mentioned Items 

Included medicine, animals, school fees, transportation, gifts and 

wage laborers. 

It Is therefore not Just a question of Increased agricultural 

Inco~es for women that reflect an Improvement In their economic 

position. It Is also a general household-level Increase In the 

standard of living plus fewer or no more onerous demands on women's 

Incomes. 

Women's Control over their Incomes 

According to the cultural convention, al I wives' Independent 

Incomes are held by the husband. If a wife wants to spend any of her 

own money, she must come to ask him for It. The husband has the right 

to refuse If he feels the expense Is not Justified. If, for example, 

a woman wants to spend a large amount of money on clothes, he may 

refuse. Or If she wants to sel I some of her crops at a time when the 

price Is low, he may again refuse. In such a case, he may lend her 

the money, with the crop held as col lateral untl I the price has 

Improved. 

In many households, however, the convention Is not the 

reality. Women, especially younger women, store their own cash and 

spend It, more or less, as they please. Women may also hide their 

money from their husbands by asking relatives to hold It. This may be 
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especially true If she Is considering divorce (see Chapters Five and 

Six), since by law she forfeits half her savings at divorce. 

Some of the divorce cases In which women's property was 

Involved give an Idea of women's savings and ownership. Since It Is 

the women suing for return of their property, unless they have already 

taken some away, these should represent ful I accountings. 

The divorce has already been granted but the woman Is 
suing for the return of her property which she lists as: 
3 basins of groundnuts, 3 basins of bambara nuts, 1 
goat, 4 chickens and some yam seedlings. The former 
husband said he never refused her permission to collect 
her belongings. She Is ordered to go pick them up but 
to give her husband a share. 

A women sues for her: 2000 seedlings of yams, 1.5 basins 
of rice, one bed, bambara nut seeds, some plates, an 
Iron pot, 1 basin of cassava flour, a door, and N64. 

A woman sues for 1 goat, 5 chickens, 2000 yam seedlings 
already sowed In heaps, NaOO (of which N400 was already 
refunded to her). The court ordered her to go collect 4 
chickens (she was to leave one with the husband to 
recompense him for the rearing of her livestock), 2000 
yam seedlings and N400. Note: Apparently the husband 
does not get his 50 percent share. 

A woman sues for the refund of: 1200 sown yams, 60 
chickens, 1 bicycle, 4 sacks of rice, 2 goats, 2 dogs, 2 
ducks and N510. The woman accepts the sum of N371 and 
forfeits the rest. 

A woman Is sUing for the refund of: 100 tubers of yams, 
2000 yam seedlings, 1 white bicycle, 1 ten-spring bed, 
12 chickens, a ducks, clothing and N600. 

These are, of course, only Individual cases but give some Idea 

of the range and value of Items owned by divorcing women. Comparisons 

to the wealth of men Is not yet possible, and conversion to money 

amounts unfeasible due to the small number of cases, but these 
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anecdotal data do Illustrate the kinds of Investments women make In 

durable goods (such as bicycles and beds), less durable yet stl I I 

Investment goods (such as livestock) and their cash savings. 

Crop Complex and Calendar 

A detal led description of the agricultural calendar and the 

round of agricultural tasks Is presented In Appendix E and elsewhere 

(G.D. Stone et al. n.d.). The description In this section wi I I be 

largely limited to those crops which women produce Independently. 

The primary women's crops are yams and groundnuts. Bambara 

nuts and rice are of secondary Importance. The subsidiary root and 

sauce crops (cocoyams, Hausa potato, sesame and sweet potato) are also 

women's crops but grown In smal I amounts In the plains areas. 

Yams (~) are the most demanding crop the Kofyar grow In 

terms of labor time and sheer physical effort per unit of land. The 

construction of the yam heaps (bunga) and weeding of the yam vines 

must also be coordinated with the cultivation of the major cereal 

crops, resulting In serious bottlenecks (see Figure 4.2). Yam heaps 

are knee-high conical pi les of earth constructed with the large hoe. 

The yam heaps may be constructed during the preceding season, 

built In amongst the standing sorghum crop or In an unused field. 

Some heaps are made as early as late July on land not under 

cultivation, but most are left for the period fol lowing the ml I let 

harvest but preceding the sorghum harvest (August to October). The 

Incidence of cooperative work meetings for the making of the heaps Is 

especially high during this period. ,Wage laborers, who come generally 
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from the Jos P;ateau, also contribute to the heap construction during 

this period. 

If the heaps are not constructed during this period, they must 

walt until the following Spring to be bul It. Yam heaps cannot be dug 

during the dry season since the ground Is too hard. The early spring, 

however, Is a time of concentrated work on the cereal crops, so the 

optimum time for yam heap construction Is during this fall hiatus. 

Some farmers plant their yams during the relatively slack dry season, 

capping the heaps with dirt and grasses to protect them from sun 

damage. Others plant after the first rains, or whenever their heaps 

are ready. Yam planting thus extends from January Into early June. 

Yams must be weeded three or four times, and this work begins 

as early as April, peaking In July and extending until the harvest In 

November-December. Yams are harvested by loosening them from the heap 

with a hoe or a digging stick. The dead vines and weeds must be 

cleared away before the harvest (a task cal led mangkoe) and are used 

to cover the pi les of yams left In the field or In the courtyard. 

Groundnuts (kom or komkwan) show a wide range In their 

scheduling. Some are planted as early as March whl Ie others not until 

late July. The harvest reflects the variation In planting dates, 

extending from early August to lata November. One weeding of 

groundnuts Is usually done sometime between June and August. The 

method of harvest depends on how late the groundnuts mature. If 

early, the plants can be simply yanked out of the moist earth (shang) 

and the whole plant carried back to the compound to dry. If late, the 
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ground Is too hard and dry for easy pulling, and the groundnuts are 

harvested with a smal I hoe (kap). The harvesting of groundnuts can 

also function as a weeding of sorghum when the two are Intercropped. 

The pul ling of the seed off the roots Is a separate process (chin) 

which Is done soon after the harvest (from mid-August to early 

December). The nuts may be stored or sold In the shell, or shel led 

during the fol lowing months to fetch a better market price. ~ 

Bambara nuts (komzugut, Voandzela subterranea) are not grown 

as commonly as groundnuts In the plains region, although It Is a major 

women's crop In areas of poor or lateritic sol Is. The nuts are 

planted from mid-June to late July, usually Intercropped In other 

fields. They are weeded from mid-July to late August and harvested In 

November. 

Rice (kappa) cultivation begins In June with a preliminary 

clearing of the rice field. Rice Is usually planted In seasonally 

swampy areas In val ley bottoms. The weeds are cut (shang dem) and 

removed from the field to al low the rice to "get enough air" and the 

earth Is then turned over with the broad hoe. Rice seeds are 

broadcast. In a few very swampy areas basin listing Is used to keep 

the growing rice out of standing water. Rice needs only one weeding 

between late June and late October. The weeding Involves hand pulling 

of weed grasses (tagat). The rice harvest extends from early November 

to early December. The grain heads are cat (~) with a knife or 

sickle and left to dry In a clear place In the field. The processing \ 

of rice Into paddy Is done during the dry season from mid-November 
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soon thereafter. 
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Sesame (Iem) Is planted by broadcasting from mid-June to late 

September. Generally It Is sown In amongst the sorghum plants 

sometimes on the yam heaps that have already been constructed, 

sometimes on the ridges left by the groundnut harvest. If planted 

before the groundnuts are out, the sesame Is planted In between the 

ridges of groundnuts. Due to variation In dates of planting, some 

sesame Is mature by early December while other Is not mature until 

mid-January. When the seed head~ turn yel low, the plants are cut at 

the base and are stacked head-up to dry. The seeds are separated by 

turning the plants upside down and beating them with a stick (~or 

bwap) and winnowed (f!). This Is primarily done during the dry season 

from early January to early March. 

Numerous smal I root and sauce crops are grown In small patches 

often clustered around the compound benefiting from household wastes 

and water and tended primarily by women. Sauce crops Include okra 

(tokla), smal I hot peppers (shlta), and bitter tomato (kul). 

Pumpklnl Ike cucurblts (tokmang) are multipurpose since the young 

leaves, seeds and fruit are al I sauce Ingredients. The older leaves 

are fed to the pigs. There are several varieties grown (Including 

nakwa and laer) distinguished primarily by the size of the fruit. 

The cereal crops of ml I let (~) and sorghum (~) are by and 

large not grown by women but are the most Important crops grown by 

households. The agricultural schedule for the cereals which Is 
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detal led In Appendix E has little flexibility. The labor bottlenecks 

Inherent In the cereal cultivation are I I lustrated In Figure 4.1. All 

millet Is planted Immediately after the first rains of the year, and 

al I harvested and stored In August during the brief dry period. The 

sorghum may be planted at this same time, or somewhat later, and 

matures slowly, not harvested until December. 

Other crops Include cowpeas (oeroem), very smal I amounts of 

maize, and tree crops such as mangoes and locust beans. 

The Organization of Labor 

AI I labor remains manual, and the resident household remains 

the primary source of labor. Each adult member of a household spends 

at least a portion of most days working on household crops. Women 

continue to work side by side with men on most agricultural tasks. An 

extensive cooperative labor network has developed among households In 

plains communities, however. 

Labor groups (wuk) are organized In such a way that the whole 

group works on a different member's farm at each meeting. These 

groups are smal I and average only 10-15 people at anyone meeting. 

They Include women as representatives of their households as wei I as 

In their own right as farmers. During the 1984/5 agricultural year, 

33 percent of the meetings of these smal I groups worked on women's 

fields or on those of men other than household heads. The household 

level wuk do not have a fixed membership of Individuals, and the size 

of the group varies from one meeting to the next. Strict reciprocity, 
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he/she must return later to work their share. 
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Other wuk are organized at the sub-household lavel with 

Individual women or young men as members. The labor of wuk Is on 

occasion sold, and this happens most frequently with the wuk of young 

men. If It Is the turn of the wuk to work on a certain member's 

field, he may opt Instead to have them work on another farm and sell 

this labor which Is owed to him. The money Is his own. These wuk of 

young men may also specialize In certain strenuous tasks, such as yam 

heap making, and so not meet al I year. 

Although wuk existed In the traditional areas, they were less 

common. This was explained by the fact that farms were smaller back 

home and the work could be done by the household. 

Another form of cooperative labor Is a larger group (~~) 

of neighbors who are rewarded with ml I let beer for a day's work on 

another's farm (what has been cal led festive labor groups; Moore 1975, 

Saul 1983). Attendance at these events may range from 20 to 100 

people, and each participating household might host only 1-3 of them 

In anyone agricultural year. The ml I let beer Is brewed by the women 

of the host household, aided by the women of the neighborhood. Some of 

the mar muos hosted by women rival the size of the gatherings for the 

largest male farmers. One woman In Ungwa Kofyar hosted a work group 

for the construction of her yam heaps and those of her son. They used 

4/5 of a bag of millet and hosted a group of approximately 60 people 

which constructed 2500 yam heaps In a day. 
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Women's labor Is crucial to al I the forms of labor 

mobil Izatlon discussed above, Including household labor and 'the two 

forms of cooperative labor (wuk and ~ ~), as wei I as beer 

brewing, which Is an exclusively female task. The reciprocal beer 

brewing arrangements Include all the adult women of a neighborhood and 

may be cal led on dally during periods of labor bottlenecks when ~ 

muos reunions are frequent. This reciprocal labor for beer brewing Is 

considered so Important that, If a man Is seen to be driving his wife 

away, the men and women of the neighborhood may attempt to Intervene 

to avoid losing her assistance. 

Women do not work on their own crops each day, but alternate 

work on their personal fields with cooperative work at other 

households. Within the household, women perform the bulk of labor on 

their own fields themselves, although their husbands or sons may help 

occasionally. Coresident women may take turns working on each other's 

fields. Women generally market their own produce directly, either 

sel ling right on the farm, as In the case of yams, or transporting 

groundnuts or other crops to the market town of Namu. 

The typical scheduling of the various types of labor Is as 

fol lows: the household works together In the morning ~ a wuk may meet 

to work on a household field. In the afternoon, people either attend 

~ ~ or work on their Independent fields. The household head may 

continue to work on the household fields, while his wives work on 

their Independent production. The proportion of the various labor 

types throughout the agricultural year Is I I lustrated In Figure 2.1. 
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These are broken down by labor type, for each week In the agricultural 
calendar. Black areas represent labor mobil Ized within the household. 
White areas represent labor mobil Ized In wuk groups. Hatched areas 
represent labor mobil Ized In ~ ~. 
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Women's Access to Land -- ----
Land for women's cash crops Is al located by the male household 

heads. Some women borrow or rent land from neighbors and relatives, 

but on their husbands' wlilingnoss to al locate land for Independent 

production Is especially crucial for yams. Unl Ike groundnuts, sesame, 

or bambara nuts, yams cannot be Intercropped with household crops; 

yams require their own separate field. A map of a farm In a long-

settled frontier area Is presented In Figure 2.2, I I lustratlng the 

proportion of farmland al located to Independent production as compared 

to household production, and the extent of Intercropplng practiced by 

Independent producers. Household heads differ from one another In the 

proportion of available farmland that they al locate to women's 

Independent production, and they may also al locate varying amounts to 

different women within their households. The Implications of these 

differences for women's agricultural Incomes and marital decisions are 

discussed In later chapters. 

Women are not al lowed to own land, since they are not 

taxpayers, although this was probably also the case before colonial 

taxation. Women do make de facto purchases of land (but wi I I not 

admit to this) by making a one-time payment that al lows her to use the 

land Indefinitely. The owner, however, may reclaim the land If he 

wishes. When a woman borrows or rents land, she usually repays the 

owner with a share of the harvest. 
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This Is an example of a farm In a long-settled Plains community. The 
smal I yam fields around the compounds belong to Independent producers, 
as do the Intercropped groundnuts In the cereal field, and the smal I 
root crop fields. 
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Women's Access to Labor 

Women may exploit various types of labor to produce their 

Independent crops. Some older women may be able to marshal 

significant help with their crops. while younger women may have access 

to little besides their own labor. For example. a woman of Dadln Kowa 

In her sixties planted 1000 yam heaps as her primary cash crop and 

grew groundnuts and bambara nuts for subsistence. She hired four 

workers to make the yam heaps for her (at the rate of N4 per 100 

heaps) at a total cost of N40. and two people to work on her bambara 

nuts. She sponsored a ~ ~ for her groundnut cultivation. By 

combining wage and cooperative labor. she avoided some of the heavy 

physical labor herself. 

Women hire wage laborers primarily to construct yam heaps. one 

of the few agricultural tasks In which women do not equally 

participate with men. Some of the wage labor hired by women may be a 

neighbor or even a young man living In their own household. 

Women also cal I on group labor and a ful I twenty-five percent 

of the meetings of ~ ~ are hosted by women or by men who were not 

household heads. Although the meetings hosted by Individuals rather 

than households tend to be smaller. they are attended by both men and 

women of the neighborhood. Women have a certain advantage In 

accessing this labor since they are. after all. the beer brewers who 

have only to acquire the ml I let to schedule a ~~. Typically a 

woman wi II sponsor only 2-3 ~ ~ during the year, none of which 

exceeds 50 people. Some of the ~ ~ sponsored by women may have 
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as few as 10 participants. The task varies, but work on yams Is the 

most common (especially heap making) followed by rice, cereals and 

groundnuts (Table 2.2). Wuk labor Is also available to women, but 

limited to the Individual rather than the household level membership 

groups. 

Women's Specialized Labor Groups 

Women have In recent years In the plains area begun to 

organize specialized labor groups. The control over their own labor 

thus extends outside of the household. 

The mar shar (farming friends) Is a group of women In Ungwa 

Kofyar who hire themselves out as a group to farm on other people's 
." 

field. They primarily work on the fields of one of their husbands 

(the usual rate was N20 for a half day), and so work during the 

morning or afternoon. Sometimes, they wi II work on one of their own 

fields at a reduced rate (N10 for a half day) and In those Instances 

meet In the afternoon. Least commonly, they work on someone's field 

who has no relation to the group (N24 for the half day). They may 

meet as often as twice a week depending on the demand for their labor 

within their households, on their own fields, or In other forms of 

group labor organIzation. At the time of the work, they are given 

only unfermented gruel (~) to drink. The money they make Is pooled 

and used for an end of year party - a large batch of beer Is brewed, 

they buy meat, and collectively buy clothing (I.e. a uniform) for 

themselves. Not al I members of the group are working members, and 

those who don't work contribute money Instead of time. The mar shar --
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Table 2.2 Independent Production and Group Labor 

Household Independent Producer 

Yams 37 37 

Rice 9 26 

Cereals 46 21 

Groundnut o 15 

Other 8 1 

100 100 

Percentage of ~ ~ events sponsored by Independent producers vs. 
households for various crops 
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organization was only a year old at the time of fieldwork, and had 

been the Idea of two of the more senior and respected women of the 

ungwa. At the time of my departure, however, there were some 

complaints by the husbands about how much time their wives were 

spending working In this group. 

Another group of younger women, cal led gongdogom had also been 

organized at about the same time. The name which refers to "those who 

drink too much" was apparently sarcastic since this group did not brew 

beer to drink. This group farmed In the afternoon after their work on 

the household's fields was complete, as they worked principally on 

their own Independent production fields" The gongdogom thus 

functioned more as an al I female wuk than did the more special purpose 

mar shar. 

The groups can perform virtually any tasks, although they 

concentrate on weeding. The women worked throughout the dry season, 

carrying blocks of mud for building, although their meetings were less 

frequent during the dry months. 

Some cowlves belonged to the same group, others belonged to 

different groups. 

Other groups although not restricted to female members, may be 

predominantly women. One of the wUk, for example, In Ungwa Kofyar had 

a membership of 18 with 16 women and only 2 men. At the meeting I 

attended the two men were absent, attending a male only work group 

(levu) at another farm. Although this wuk was dominated by women It 
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was stl I I a household-level wuk In that the work was only done on the 

field's of household heads, never on Independent fields. 

It Is Interesting that even when women take the Initiative to 

organize al I female labor groups, they may take the form of social 

clubs and are not necessarily used to further the economic Interests 

of their members. 

Beer Brewing 

Besides farming, women's principal money-making activity Is 

the brewing of millet beer. This activity Is multipurpose and 

undertaken both as a household and Independent task. 

Beer takes six days to brew. The batch Is handled In two 

parts, so that only half Is al lowed to ferment more than a day. On 

the first day. half of the batch Is soaked (10k) fol lowed by a washing 

on the second day (plem). The grains are then spread out to germinate 

Inside the brewing or grinding hut. On the third day, this sprouted 

grain Is ground (~) by hand on grinding stones and cooked whl Ie the 

second half of the batch Is soaked. The cooked portion Is then 

al lowed to ferment overnight In large brewing jars sunk Into the floor 

of the brewing hut. The fourth day (fuol) the first batch Is cooked 

again whl Ie the second half Is washed and laid out to sprout. The 

fifth day the second half Is ground and cooked (~ Jim and baan Jim). 

The two halves are mixed together In the evening. And on the sixth 

day the beer Is ready to drink (nung). 

The most labor demanding days are the two grinding days (~ 

sam and ~ jim). A smal I to medium-sized batch may be soaked, 
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washed, cooked and mixed by a single woman, but she wi I I usually 

require the help of other women to finish the grinding. Depending on 

the size of the batch and the "debts" a woman has accumulated working 

on other's beer, the help she receives may be limited to a few cowlves 

or may Include as many as 23 women grinders. One woman who hosted a 

~ ~ for rice which drew 50 people had 23 women working on her 

muos, while her neighbor who hosted a simi larly attended ~ ~ had 

only 6 women from nearby compounds grinding for her. Five to ten 

women Is a more normal sized group. 

Thus, th~re are no regular or formal groups of women for the 

grinding of muos, although there Is a generalized reciprocity. (Note: 

Menstruating women may not grind or cook muos, only fetch water and 

firewood). When a man wants to host a ~ ~ he may go to 

neighboring women himself to ask their help, or his wives may do this 

on his behalf. An unmarried man Is at a real disadvantage In 

marshaling the labor to brew beer and may have to "beg" help from 

mothers, sisters-In-law and neighbors. 

By the end of October, women begin a dry season activity of 

brewing beer for sale. Many ungwa have beer for purchase available 

every day during the dry season. Brewing for sale extends Into mld

May, wei I Into the rainy-season as well. The Independent Income from 

beer brewing can be significant and often surpasses what a woman earns 

from Independent farming. It does however take an up-front Investment 

In millet and can only occur when beer brewing for agricultural 

purposes does not Interfere. 
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My most complete data on Independent beer brewing Is from 

Ungwa Kofyar. The size of the batches ranged from 40 to 60 mudus (one 

mudu weighs approximately 2 kilograms thus 80-120 kilograms) of millet 

and the number of women helping to grind from 2 to 5. In one beer 

batch of 55 mudus, six women helped with the grinding meaning each 

would have ground 9 mudus In al I (4 1/2 on sam, 4 1/2 on jim), a net 

Insignificant task. AI I of the ml I let used In this batch was 

purchased, and since women do not usually grow ml I let, unless their 

husband gives them a gift of grain, most of the cereal for this 

purpose Is bought. Although the price of millet varies, It averages 

approximately N1 per mudu. One mudu of mil let makes one jar of muos. 

In both October of 1984 and February 1985, a Jar of muos sold for 

N1.50. So the profit per jar Is 50 kobbo. Most women make a batch of 

40-60 mudus, meaning they earn N20-30. This, of course, does not 

figure the labor costs, but to the women this Is not a relevant 

consideration. 

The cost of beer can vary greatly depending on the cost of 

ml I let, the time of year, and where It Is being sOld. In the home 

community of Kwa In late March the beer brewed by the wives of the 

late chief was sel ling for around N1 per jar. During this same period 

In Dadln Kowa, a woman was sel ling her beer for only 50-70 kobbo per 

Jar (.5-.7 naira), but the ml I let for this batch was a gift from her 

husband. Nonetheless, profits do vary by season, neighborhood, and by 

brewer. 
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Considering that In Ungwa Kofyar. most women brewed for sale 

several times during the 1984-85 year. the Income from beer brewing as 

wei I as the time devoted to brewing (Figure 2.3) can be significant. 

other Sources of Income. Overal I Incomes and Expenditures 

Women own livestock which are raised for sale. and are not 

expected to contribute animals for household consumption. A woman may 

contribute a chicken for the household to eat. but this Is considered 

a gift. 

Women own al I types of smal I livestock Including goats. sheep. 

pigs and chickens. Pigs are especially lucrative -- a piglet bought 

for N18 can be sold less than a year later for N100 and up. Their 

care and feeding. however, Is more time-consuming and trickier than 

other animals. It Is felt they like variety In their diets. and so 

they are fed the grain left from brewing, cooked leaves. mangoes: etc. 

Pigs are kept penned except for the few months of the dry season, 

requiring the construction of special enclosures and constant feeding 

and watering. 

In a sample of 88 women, drawn from Ungwa Kofyar, the average 

woman owned 6 chickens and earned N3.1 from the sale of one or more 

chickens In the previous year. Pigs were next most commonly owned 

with an average of 1.1 pigs per woman. Pig sales generated the highest 

average Income of N21.9 In the previous year. Each woman owned an 

average of .82 goats with N2.6 generated from goat sales per woman. 

Goats are seen more as long-term Investments and are less commonly 

sold by both men are women than are chickens and pigs who are raised 
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primarily for sale. So from animal raising alone, the women In Ungwa 

Kofyar made an average of W27.6 from the sale of livestock during the 

previous year. 

The raising of pigs Is relatively new to the KofYar. In 1960, 

Netting did not find any pig-raising at al I. The fact that women have 

adopted the raising of pigs with enthusiasm Is consistent with most 

other forms of Income generation by women. Pigs are labor-Intensive 

and although they must be fed everyday their feeding can be fit around 

a woman's agricultural and domestic responsibilities. 

Conclusions 

Kofyar women have maintained a mix of Income-generating 

activities that extends throughout the year and Is not limited to 

agriculture. Some of the sources of female Income noted by Netting In 

the 1960s In the home areas have not been transported to the plains. 

They rarely make pottery and baskets for sale: this Is stili done In 

the home areas to some extent, although these Items are Increasingly 

replaced by purchased enamel pots and plastic basins. They have 

continued to grow crops, raise animals and br~w beer for sale, and 

have emphasized certain new crops (yams) and certain animals (pigs) 

which are the most lucrative. The outlines of their economic 

strategies In the plains are analyzed In Chapter Four. 



CHAPTER 3 

LIFE HISTORY AND WEEK IN THE LIFE OF NAWAM, AN 
INDEPENDENT PRODUCER 
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To better Illustrate the ml I leu In which women operate, and to 

give a better sense of the options available to women, this chapter 

wi I I tel I the story of a Kofyar woman I wi I I call Nawam. The life 

history Is based on a biography collected In the course of fieldwork; 

the dally activities are drawn from our yearlong labor study as well 

as from descriptive materials. 

Nawam's Life History 

Nawam was born between 1930 and 1935, making her 50-55 at the 

time of my fieldwork. She grew up In the hi I I village of Lardang with 

her maternal grandmother and mother's brother (~). Despite the 

fact that the Kofyar have patrilineal descent, after her father died, 

Nawam was "clalmed ll by her grandmother. 

As she was growing up In Lardang, women were already growing 

groundnuts on their own, but only to eat or to barter for other 

foodstuffs such as millet or acha (hungry rice, Dlgltarla exl I Is) with 

neighboring vii lagers. 

Her first husband was chosen by her maternal uncle, whl Ie she 

was prepubescent. The husband lived In a neighboring hi II vii lage, 

and Nawam was his first wife. He acquired other wives whl Ie she was 
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there. and although she had no role In choosing the subsequent wives. 

she was pleased when they came for the company and the shared work. 

Nawam farmed only groundnuts. but sold some In the new markets 

which were appearing. She could sel I a large calabash measure (mudu) 

of groundnut for 3 pence. and so had to sel I a substantial amount to 

afford the clothing she wanted to buy (a wrapper cost at least 6 

shl I lings). She wore only leaves when she was first married. and 

bought her first clothes as a married woman. Some people tried to 

stop her from buying a skirt. saying that a woman who wore clothes 

Instead of leaves would never bear chi Idren. 

She did bear three chi Idren In this marriage. however. al I but 

one of whom died. She left this marriage after approximately ten 

years. but not of her own choice. A close relative of her husband 

had stolen a wife from Nawam's family. so her family forced her to 

leave. This would have been around 1955. 

She then married two men from her home vi Ilage. In both 

marriages. she miscarried and bore children who died. In the first of 

these two marriages. her farming expanded. She not only grew 

groundnuts and bambara nuts. but also yams. She owned a dog and some 

chickens as wei I. She ended up leaving everything behind. howev~r. 

She had gone to her parents house for a cure. and they told her not to 

return. The next husband was a diviner (wupaa) and they hoped she 

would be healthier with him. She continued to be sick and miscarry, 

however, and his farm was too smal I to al low her to farm 
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have been In her forties, and the hopes of bearing children gone. 
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Her fourth and current marriage was thus contracted 

approximately ten years ago less for chi Idren or health, than for 

comfort. She chose another man from her home vi I lage, who also had a 

farm on the frontier. Although Nawam stayed for a few years In his 

farm In the hills, she had planned from the start to come down to the 

plains. Her husband had one wife when she married, and has acquired a 

third since Nawam arrived. The household on the plains consists of 

the middle-aged household head, his three wives, and three small 

children the household Is fostering. 

Nawam did nut start farming Independently Immediately when she 

moved down, because It took her a few years to accumulate the seeds. 

She did not plant yams untl I her third year on the farm. The others 

In the house gave her millet to brew beer, and from the profits of the 

sale she bought yam seeds. She was given sorghum seeds by her 

husband, and grows groundnuts as wei I. She bought some goats within a 

few years, but they have al I died, and she derived no revenues from 

them. 

By the time of this Interview, Nawam had become a quite 

substantial woman farmer. In 1984, she planted 1000 yam heaps, wei I 

above the average number for women. She had harvested 4 bags of 

groundnuts and 2 bags of rice which she had yet to sel I In December. 

She also had one bag of ml I let, which she did not plan to sel I but 

rather to brew, and 5 basins of cocoyams. Her sorghum was stl I I In 
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the field, although the previous year she had harvested one bag. Her 

profits from the sale of crops In 1983 were quite low, largely due to 

the failure of her yam crop. Although she had planted 600 heaps, she 

had sold only 200 yams for the low price of N30. In al I she reported 

sales of N245 from her crops, although even she admitted that 1983 had 

been a bad year for her. Her husband sold her sorghum and rice In the 

Namu market for her, and negotiated the sale of the yams on the farm 

on her behalf. She herself sold her groundnuts and cocoyams In the 

Namu market. 

Nawam's production surpasses the Independent farming of her 

two cowlves. The senior wife, Noeshe, has been married to her husband 

for more than 25 years and has three adult chi Idren. She planted 600 

yam heaps and harvested 2 bags of groundnuts, but reported no sales 

for the year and spends more time on the household farming than does 

Nawam. Noeshe feels secure In her marriage and In her future, and 

says herself she feels no great need for an Independent Income. Her 

grown son, who lives In the next compound, wll I care for her as she 

ages. The third wife was new to the household the previous year, and 

had not yet begun to farm Independently. As the youngest woman In the 

household, she was assigned more of the chi Idcare for the three 

fostered children (al I under the age of 9) living In the household. 

She planned to plant 400 heaps of yams In the fol lowing year. 

AI I of the land farmed by the women belongs to the husband, 

who was an early migrant In this area. Nawam has farmed the same 

ml I let and sorghum field since she arrived, and her rice field for two 
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years. The yam and groundnut plots have changed location yearly. Her 

yam field Is contiguous to Noeshe's, and the two women often work In 

the fields as If It were one. 

Nawam sponsored three ~ m!L In 1984; one for groundnuts, 

one for rice, and one for yams. She sponsored the groundnut party In 

the early season (March) for land preparation and planting, the rice 

party was for weeding, and the yams for heap making In October. None· 

of the events drew over 25 people. 

Nawam also had access to wuk labor for harvesting her yams and 

for field preparation for her sorghum. The wuk she belongs to Is 

small, however, and these two meetings only had an attendance of 4 

people each. 

Nawam's final source of labor besides herself and her cowlves, 

Is hired labor. She spent N40 to hire one worker for five days to 

make yam heaps for her. 

The three women In Nawam's house are active brewers for both 

agriculture and sale. When Nawam brewed a batch of beer for sale In 

March of 1985 she had 20 women helping with the grinding, 

demonstrating the "debts" she had accumulated In reciprocal labor. 

She had brewed another batch for sale In October of 1984 with the help 

of only five women but the batch only consisted of 40 mudus of ml I let. 

Nawam's primary concern Is her health, and she views the 

Income she Is managing to generate as a form of Insurance. In the 

absence of sons, older women often worry about sickness In their old 

age, and may compensate by trying to become relatively large-scale 
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female farmers. Noeshe felt no such fear, and the third wife was too 

young to worry about her old age. When I asked Nawam, however, how 

she would spend N500, she said she would save It to pay a future 

hospital bill. In the meantime, she Is spending her money primarily 

on herself. The last purchases she made were N25 on clothes for 

herself, N5 on beer, and ~2 on meat for her own consumption. She has 

also acquired some livestock Including 5 chickens, 7 ducks, and a pig. 

She has bought a bicycle. 

Nawam Is active In her community, belonging to the ~ ~ 

organization as wei I as to two revolving credit associations (zabes). 

These associations meet periodically during the year, and at each 

meeting the members contribute a fixed amount. 

which she belongs has a N4 fee, the other N10. 

One of the zabes to 

Each meeting Is 

sponsored by a member In turn, who takes the accumulated pot for 

his/her own. The host also commonly brews beer, for the members as 

wei I as for sale to the community at large, thus generating some 

additional Income. The N10 zabe to which Nawam belongs has 27 

members, meaning the host receives N270 (plus whatever the beer brings 

In) but the group only meets 5-6 times a year. It may take 5 years 

before a member has his/her turn at hosting. Because of these delays, 

the rules of membership are very strict and the penalties for 

withdrawal stiff. Nawam also belongs to the women's Catholic church 

group which sponsors bazaars, as well as sel Is their farm labor, to 

raise church funds. 
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Nawam hopes to spend the rest of her days down In the frontier 

area. She says there Is more and better food here, as wall as better 

medical care. She Is well respected In her community as a hardworking 

and senior woman, although she Is considered somewhat quarrelsome. 

A Week In the Life -------
Nawam thus has numerous obi Igatlons to fulfl I I as well as 

options to chose from each day. She must balance her agricultural 

activities with her domestic responsibilities. She must also balance 

her duties to her husband's farm, with her desire to cultivate her own 

crops. She can to some degree chose whether she wi I I work singly on 

her own crops or attend a sponsored ~ ~ on another's farm, but 

then again the principle of reciprocity Is always considered. She can 

chose to go to market, as a leisure activity, or to stay home and work 

on her crops. She must devote considerable time to brewing for other 

househo I ds, but does recoup some of t his t I me In rec I proca I' I ab'or when 

she brews for her own agriculture or for profit. The fol lowing 

descriptions of the choices she does make In the span of a few days, 

i j lustrate th~ v~rlcus strategies and accommodations she and other 

women make. 

In early April, the agricultural season Is In full swing. On 

Monday morning, Nawam, her two cowlves and husband al I weed the 

household's yams for five hours. After mid-day, one of the wives 

grinds the grain for the evening meal, fetches water, and feeds the 

household's goats. This frees the other two, Including Nawam, to work 

on their own crops. Nawam plants yams of her own, another wife 
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processes her sesame grown the year before. Late In the day, Nawam 

helps with the cooking. The husband continues throughout the afternoon 

to work alone weeding his yam crop. 

The following day the women are al lowed part of the morning to 

work on their own crops. Nawam and another cowlfe chose to plant 

their groundnuts, another wife works on her yams. The husband 

continues to weed yams. In the afternoon. the household cooperates on 

processing sorghum from the previous year's harvest. The husband 

threshes by spreading the sorghum out In the compound and beating It 

with a long stick, while the three wives winnow. 

On Wednesday, Nawam and one of her cowlves Join their fel low 

church group members to work on another man's farm, preparing the 

field for millet. The money they earn for this work Is contributed to 

the church. The group numbers 22 women, and works for 3 hours. The 

household resumes Its sorghum processing work for a few hours at 

midday, whl Ie In the afternoon Nawam and her husband chose to attend a 

~ ~ for yam heap making sponsored by a neighboring woman. Whl Ie 

they are gone one of the cowlves processes her own sorghum, while the 

other cooks. 

Although It Is not unusual for Nawam to attend two cooperative 

work groups outside of her household In a day, the more usual pattern 

Is to spend half a day working on the household field. and to spend 

the second half either attending a cooperative work group or working 

on her Individual fields. The slightly higher Involvement of men In 

extra-household labor (see discussion In Chapter Four) may wei I be 
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explained by this pattern -- while women balance their work on their 

Individual fields with participation In cooperative work, male 

household heads have more leisure. 

Thursday morning the whole household Is again Involved In 

sorghum processing. In the afternoon. the three wives grind ml I let 

for the beer brewing of a neighboring woman to be ready on Sunday for 

sale. They contribute to this beer on the two successive days as 

wei I, spending at least 3-4 hours a day on the various cooking and 

grinding operations required. Whl Ie the women work on this beer, the 

husband attends a ~ ~! for heap making. 

Friday Is market day In Namu but only the husband attends, 

after spending two hours In the morning planting sorghum. The woman 

stay on for an additional two hours planting the household sorghum, 

and then they resume their beer and domestic activities. 

Saturday the whole family spends the morning making ridges for 

the household ml I let. The women then return to beer brewing and 

cooking, while the husband does not work In the afternoon. Little 

farmwork Is done on Sunday; and one wife cooks with the help of Nawam. 

Nawam also helps with the grinding of a batch of beer being made by 30 

women for a church bazaar the following week. 

Women voluntarily fl II what could be leisure hours with 

Independent production activities. The demands of household chores 

are greatly mitigated by the presence of multiple women In a 

household, freeing up women's time for household and Independent 

production. 
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Although the yearly round of tasks varies by season, the labor 

Input of both men and women remains high throughout the year. Time 

for visiting the home area, sickness, going to nearby clinics, 

attending church or choir practice, etc. Is short. Nonetheless, group 

labor activities are at least partly social events and though Kofyar 

men and women work hard (see Chapter Four) life Is not continuous 

drudgery. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

PATTERNS OF WOMEN'S FARMING 
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The argument that Kofyar women are prospering under market 

conditions requires an assessment of the relative magnitude of their 

Independent agricultural production and their Incomes. This can be 

done by comparing women's output to the production and Incomes of the 

male household heads. This comparison wi I I be made In the first 

section of this chapter. A second approach would be to compare Kofyar 

women's agricultural Incomes to the Incomes of other African women. 

Unfortunately, comparable data of these sort do not exist. In the 

absence of such external comparisons, however, I can make Internal 

comparisons of Kofyar women along a variety of axes to begin to 

Identify the determinants of Independent production. By Identifying 

which women are most likely to produce Independently, and how much, 

can discuss some of the attributes of the system as a whole which 

permit women to earn these Independent Incomes. These sources of 

variation are first addressed In this chapter and then re-examined In 

Chapter 6 which considers the effects of marriage, chi Idbearlng and 

divorce on women's Independent production. 

Although this chapter wi I I focus on female agricultural 

strategies, other sources of female Income are also considered and 

assessed. 
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Out I Ines of the System 2f Independent Production 

The majority (67 percent) of women over age 15 reported some 

Independent production (Table 4.1), although the range of varlabl I Ity 

In scale of production Is significant. For example, although 40 

percent of those women who grow yams plant fewer than 200 heaps, more 

than 20 percent of these women plant more than 800 heaps (see Table 

4.2). 

The scale of women's Independent production Is, not 

surprisingly, much smaller than that of male household heads. The 

average woman In the plains grows about one-tenth as many yams as does 

her household head In the plains, and the proportion of her overal I 

Independent Income from agriculture (Including most Importantly 

groundnut and rice sales) to the household head's Income from the sale 

of crops Is simi lar (Table 4.2). This Implies that the ratio of crops 

grown for subsistence and those grown for sale Is comparable for women 

and for their male household heads. 1 This, In Itself, Is significant 

In light of the experience of many African women who have been forced 

Increasingly Into subSistence production whl Ie men control cash crops 

(see discussion In Chapter One). 

But, each woman Is Independently producing only a smal I 

fraction of what her household head Is2, even considering the fact 

that women have fewer finanCial obi Igatlons than do the male heads. 

When the production of all the women within a household Is totaled, 

however, the proportion of Independent to household output (I.e. 

output of the household head) Is not Insignificant. With 65 percent 
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Table 4.1 ComparIson of Women and Household Heads In the PlaIns and the 

Hlllsa 

Household Heads (N) 

Women (N) 

Women (%) Independent Producers 

YAM HEAPS 

All Women (X) 

AI I Household Heads (X) 

I NCOMEb 

PlaIns 

528 

1736 

72.8 

269.9 

2899.2 

AI I Women (X) 80.8 

AI I Household Heads (X) 900.4 

Total Independent Producers (X)c 306.2 

CHARACTERISTICS OF WOMEN AND THEIR HOUSEHOLD HEADS 

Age (X) 

Years MarrIed (X) 

Number of WIves/Household Head 

34.1 

10.2 

1.9 

HIlls 

220 

728 

53.3 

38.5 

1271.4 

15.5 

476.8 

168.7 

41.2 

13.4 

1.78 

Overa II 

748 

2464 

67.0 

199.9 

2281.4 

60.73 

707.0 

220.4 

36.1 

10.92 

1.8 

a AI I dIfferences In means (X) sIgnIfIcant at .005 level In T-test. 

b Reported In NaIra. In 1984. N1 = U.S. $1.34. 

c Total of Independent Incomes of al I women wIthIn household. 
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Table 4.2 Percentages of Women Planting Yams 

Yam Heaps All Regions Only Yam Growers 

0 60.5 

1-200 15.7 39.6 

201-400 8.3 20.2 

401-600 5.5 13.8 

601-800 2.0 5.1 

801-1000 5.6 14.0 

1000+ 2.4 7.3 
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of al I plains households containing more than one woman. the sale of 

Individually grown crops In the plains accounts for around one-fourth 

of total household sales (Table 4.1). 

Overall In the plains less than 30 percent of women grow no 

Independent crops and only 14 percent of households contain no 

Independent producers. Fullya third of these households are 

organized as simple nuclear households with only one resident adult 

female, usually a wife but sometimes the mother of a young male 

household head. Being the only adult woman In a household seems to 

Inhibit Independent production. The differential effects of monogamy 

and polygyny on Independent production wi I I be Investigated In Chapter 

Six. 

Sources of Variation in Independent Production 

From the preceding discussion and from the figures presented 

In the tables, It Is clear that women's Independent production cannot 

be treated as a unitary phenomenon but shows considerable variation 

from one woman to the next. The fol lowing sections wi I I Investigate 

several sources of variation -- residence, household head's migratory 

history, access to land and labor -- which affect women's Independent 

production and Incomes. 

Women, In part, reflect the fortunes of the households to 

which they belong (although they also contribute to the prosperity of 

their households - see Table 4.3 and Chapter Six). Although It Is 

possible for a woman to become prosperous on her own account, whl Ie 

belonging to a relatively poor household, It would be more difficult 



Table 4.3 The Effects upon Production of Increasing Numbers of Adult 

Men or Women In the Household 

Numbers of Adults Males or females In the Household 

2 3 4 

Measures of Product Ion M f M f f M f 

Household Cereal Production 41.6 36.0 55.8 45.0 70.4 51.8 64.7 71.7 

(In blD1dles) 

Per Capita Cereal Production a 8.3 8.9 7.0 6.9 6.5 6.3 5.3 6.6 

(In blD1dles) 

Household Agricultural 614.7 493.1 831.3 625.2 1160.7 772.8 658.3 1288.2 

Sales (In Nalra)b 

Household and Independent 824.9 658.5 1185.5 808.7 1335.4 1145.0 1212.7 1602.5 

c Sales (In Naira) 

a Per capita production divides total production by the number of 

resident adults In the household. 

b Sales figures In Naira; In 1984, Nl = U.S. $1.34. 

c A total of all agricultural Income within a household Including 

household sales as wei I as sales of women's Independent crops. 
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because she would have to seek outside sources of land and Income. 

Women's prosperity not only reflects the prosperity of their 

households but, on a more systemic level, of the Kofyar frontier. 

Women have not entered the cash economy on their own, but have 

participated In and benefited from this change In the agricultural and 

economic system as a whole. This, as In the proportion of crops grown 

destined for subsistence or for sale, Is a significant fact In Itself. 

While other African women may have benefited from the Increasing 

wealth of their households through higher standards of living (Oboler 

1985, McMI I Ian 1984), their private Incomes have often not kept pace. 

But women also operate under a different set of opportunities 

and constraints than do households and their heads, and some have 

entered the market economy on their own accounts more fully and more 

successfully than others. The following three sections wi I I dl~cuss 

some of the more significant factors Involved In this process. 

HI I Is vs. Plains 

As outlined In the preceding chapter, migration to the 

frontier has obviously been crucial to women's Independent production 

(Tables 4.1,2.1). While almost three-fourths of women living In the 

plains are producing Independently, only about one-half of the women 

In the traditional hi I I communities are doing so (Table 4.1). Women 

who live In hll I regions earn, on the average, much smaller Incomes 

from what they do produce (a mean of N80.8 In the plains vs. N15.5 In 

the hi I Is). Yam production Is much less common In the hll Is and, not 

surprisingly, hi I I women plant many fewer yam heaps (38.5 heaps vs. 
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269.9); they also grow fewer groundnuts (8.5 vs. 11.5 basins) despite 

the fact that groundnut production Is more feasible In the hll Is. 

Women who have not participated In the mov~ment to the plains are less 

able to take advantage of the new economic opportunities than are the 

migrants. The same Is true. of course. for whole households. 

Many households maintain both hll I and plains farms. Of the 

households on the plains. 38 percent have women living In a hi I I 

community. Since the maintenance of home farms ental Is some economic 

sacrifice on the part of women. various strategies have been adopted 

to accommodate them. Some women take turns living on the hi I I farms. 

rotating yearly. Others commission their cowlves In the plains to 

cultivate yams on their behalf. Women also have noneconomic reasons 

for living In hi I I communities. Including the desire to al low their 

chi Idren to attend school and to tend to aged relatives. There are 

also some sources of non-agricultural Income. such as beer brewing. 

which do not appear In this analysis. but which are available to women 

In the hi I Is. 

Despite these economic and non-economic reasons for living In 

the hi lis. these women do exhibit a different demographic profl Ie 

(Table 4.1). They tend to be older (a mean age of 41 vs. 34 years). 

longer married (13 vs. 10 years). and to live In less polygynous (1.8 

vs. 1.9 wives per household head) and less afflue~t households 

(household Incomes of N479 vs. NeOO). Some hili vi I lages have taken 

on the air of retirement communities. whose primary residents are 

women beyond the age of Independent production. Access to the means 
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of agricultural production and to Income generation Is, thus, clearly 

not equal across al I women and the social characteristics of women 

affect their agricultural Incomes. This topic Is more fully discussed 

In Chapter Six. 

Year of Migration 

Women's Independent production also shows a strong 

relationship to the migratory history of the households to which they 

belong. Average Independent Incomes for households (a total of the 

Incomes of al I the women In the households) are consistently smaller 

the more recently the household head has migrated to the plains (Table 

4.4)-- suggesting, perhaps, a pattern of decreased access to 

agricultural resources for women. This raises Interesting questions 

about the fate of women's Independent production with Increasing land 

pressure In the plains region. This Issue wi I I be addressed In the 

concluding chapter. 

Access to Land and Labor 

The effect of residence or timing of migration reflect, In 

part, the household's access to agricultural land and labor. Women's 

Independent production Is Importantly conditioned by the land al lotted 

to them by their male households head. It Is also a function of the 

labor a woman Is able to al locate or direct toward her Independent 

crops. The following section will discuss women's strategies for 

maximizing their access to land and labor, at the level of the system 

as a whole. Differences between women wll I be discussed later. 



Table 4.4 Year of Household Head's Migration to the Plains as It 

Affects the Independent Production of Women Resident within his 

Household 

Date of Household 

Head's Migration 

Prior to 1945 

1945-1954 

1955-1964 

1965-1974 

Post 1974 

Overa II 

Per Capita Income 

from Independent 

Productlona 

209.9c 

142.3 

104.9 

81.0 

73.6 

102.4 

Number of 

Householdsb 

23 

67 

204 

184 

83 

561 

93 

a Per capita Independent Income gives a measure of average Independent 

Incomes for women within a household, by dividing the total amount of 

Income earned by· al I female Independent producers within a household by 

the number of these female Independent producers. 

b Only househol~s containing at least one Independent producer are 

Included. 

c In 1984, N1 - U.S. $1.34. 
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The basic argument will be: Given constraints on land and 

labor avallabl I Ity, the system of Independent production capitalizes 

on what flexlbl I Ity exists In the agricultural system to maintain 

women's output and Incomes. The constraints on land may take a 

variety of forms ranging from a small household farm with an 

Inadequate land base to a large farm with a number of Independent 

producers competing for the land not used by the household and with 

significant obi Igatlons to the production on the household fields. 

The following discussion of crops demonstrates some of the ways Kofyar 

women have adapted to such constraints. 

Crops 

As described In the previous chapter, men and women both grow 

yams and rice as cash crops. Other crops grown, however, tend to be 

more gender speclf!c. Women grow groundnuts and bambara nuts, whl Ie 

few men grow either In the plains. Men are the almost exclusive 

owners of sorghum and ml I let. 

The Identification of specific crops with men or women Is not 

uncommon In Intensive systems of agriculture (M.P. Stone n.d.). 

Mandlnka women grow wet rice, for example, whl Ie men specialized In 

sorghum, ml I let and groundnuts (Haswel I 1963). The Jola of Senegal 

have a simi larly strict division with the men growing groundnuts and 

the women rice (Linares 1985). 

Several authors have speculated on the causes for gender

sp~clflc crops. Linares (1985) and Guyer (1984) argue that the 

Identification of a crop with men or women Is a result more of 
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historical and Ideological constructs than due to the technical 

characteristics of the crops themselves. Guyer argues that the 

Introduction of such New World crops as maize and cassava Into Africa 

al lowed a renegotiation of social and labor relations. She asserts 

that lithe Indigenous staples are characterized by complex and 

ritualized labor organization whereas recently Introduced crops tend 

to be Individuated, sex-specific and secular" (1984:374). Linares 

(1985) argues that among the Jola even recently Introduced crops have 

gained symbolic and Institutional power depending on the attitude of 

the colonial powers. Groundnuts, which were encouraged by 

colonialists as a cash crop, become the sole preserve of men and thus 

disrupted traditional relations of labor. The traditional crops of 

rice and palm products have stayed In the hands of those who always 

control led them and continue to be I Inked with equal access to land 

and labor. 

Guyer and Linares place consideration of the technical 

characteristics of the crops secondary to the symbolic Imports and 

social relations they Invoke. Guyer points out that even when men and 

women cultivate the same crop, women have less access to labor than do 

men and so cultivate the crop In a different manner. Thus the manner 

In which women grow the crop (I.e. with labor spread out as far as 

possible temporally and without additional help) Is not a result of 

the natural requirements of the plants themselves but rather a "soclal 

construct" (1984:380). 
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It Is clear. however. that the technical requirements of 

different crops are Important considerations to both male and female 

farmers. Crops which conflict with one another's scheduling. with 

specialized land needs. or with narrow climatic windows cannot easily 

coexist In the same agricultural system. Certain major crops. such as 

staple cereal crops. may be allowed to dictate the outlines of labor 

scheduling and land use. Secondary or cash crops may only be adopted 

If their land and labor requirements do not Interfere with the major 

staple production (G. Stone et !l. n.d.) 

In the Kofyar system. the staple crops of sorghum and ml I let 

are considered under the control of male household heads and were 

crops cultivated before the adoption of cash cropping. These crops 

are given priority for land and labor (approximately 40 percent of al I 

agricultural labor hours are devoted to cereal production. with 70 

percent of those hours devoted· to the household fields by members of 

the household). Much of cereal cultivation Is very time dependent as 

discussed In Chapter Two and causes significant labor bottlenecks (see 

Figure 4.1). 

The second greatest demand on agricultural land and labor Is 

made by the yams of the male household heads. With an average of 2900 

yam heaps per household head In the plains regions. the household 

devotes over 30 percent of all agricultural hours to these yams3. 

Although the average farm al locates only 9 to 25 percent of Its land 

to yams. between the cereal and yam crops of the male household head 
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relatively little land Is left for Independent production or for 

household production of other crops. 
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This puts a premium on two kinds of crops for Independent 

production In terms of land use: a) those which can be Intercropped 

with yams or cereals and, b) those adapted to specialized land types 

such as swampy areas. It also puts a premium on crops with certain 

labor characteristics, notably those with flexible scheduling which do 

not Interfere with the bottlenecks of cereal cultivation. Women would 

be expected to specialize In these types of crops for Independent 

production, and Indeed we find that the primary women's crops, after 

yams, meet these criteria. 

Groundnuts 

Groundnuts which Is the major crop grown by women and not by 

men Is flexible In several ways. First, groundnuts are often 

Intercropped among the cereal plants and thus require no separate 

al location of farm land. The male household head does not, therefore, 

sacrifice anything In al lowing his wives to grow groundnuts and may 

even benefit since the weeding of the groundnuts planted on the 

sorghum ridges can function as a sorghum weeding as wei I. Groundnuts 

do not deplete sol I fertl I Ity and In fact have nitrogen fixing 

capabl I Itles, thus benefiting the Intercropped cereals. Bambara nuts 

can also be found Intercropped among cereal crops, or can be sown In 

land which Is marginal for other crops. The low requirements for sol I 

fertl I Ity made by these nuts allows women to exploit lateritic sol I In 

some areas unsuitable for other crops. The Intercropplng of 
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groundnuts has allowed women to continue their cultivation In systems 

where they have lost land and male labor to tree crops (Reining 1970, 

Weekes-Vag.1 I an I 1976). 

·Secondly, groundnuts are extremely flexible In their 

scheduling. The field preparation and planting of groundnuts extends 

for four months from early Aprl I to early August. The harvest Is 

simi larly spread out from late July Into mid December, approximately 

21 weeks (see figure 4.2). When compared with the dramatic peaks In 

the millet and sorghum harvests (neither extending more than 6 weeks) 

and In ml I let planting, the flexlbl I Ity In groundnut scheduling Is 

highlighted. 

Furthermore, much of the work Involved In growing groundnuts 

can be postponed Into the dry season when other agricultural tasks are 

complete. Harvesting of groundnuts, as already discussed In Chapter 

Two, consists largely of pulling up the whole plant and roots and 

transporting these back to the compound or to a clear and shady place 

In the field. The time consuming task of pul ling the nuts off the 

roots can be postponed untl I convenient. The further step In 

processing, shelling the nuts, can be bypassed altogether If time Is 

pressed. The groundnuts can be sold In the shell for a lower price, 

or can be stored In the shell for consumption at a later date. 

Partly because of this flexlbl I Ity In scheduling and partly 

because of the nature of the tasks Involved In groundnut cultivation, 

women can perform the bulk of the work on groundnuts themselves or 

with the help of cowlves. Although they do sponsor ~ ~ for 
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groundnut cultivation, confined primarily to field preparation (see 

figure 4.2), most of the remainder of the work Is done Individually or 

In smal I household groups (see figure 4.3). Men's contributions to 

groundnut cultivation are largely limited to these field preparation 

mar ~ In the early season (see Figure 4.2 and compare to Figure 

4.3 and 4.4). 

This flexlbl I Ity In the cultivation of groundnuts In the 

frontier area may largely explain why they have become Identified as a 

woman's crop In the plains regions. In the hi I I communities, 

groundnuts were not so specifically a female crop, although as 

mentioned above, women did cultivate groundnuts as an Independent 

crop. Households also grew groundnuts In their outfield plots, as 

they were less demanding of sol I fertility and could be fertl I Ized 

with ~nly household ash. Groundnuts functioned as a cash and 

subsistence crop for both women and households In the hi I Is. This 

flexlbl I Ity of groundnuts as a food crop which can either be eaten or 

sold has been exploited by women elsewhere In Africa (Whitehead 1984, 

Reining, 1970, Weekes-Vagi lanl 1976, Reyna 1977). 

In the plains. male household heads have In large part given 

over the cultivation of groundnuts to women. Groundnuts have become 

so Identified with women, that when men persist In growing smal I 

quantities, It Is a subject of some Joking and embarrassment for them. 

A further reason why men may have turned over the cultivation 

of groundnuts In favor of yams, Is the relative profitability of the 

two crops. Groundnuts have lost much of their value over the last 
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NUT CROPS 

Figure 4.3 

Female Labor on Rice and Nut Crops, by Owner 

The pie charts depict the proportion of total agricultural labor time 
devoted to rice and nut (groundnut and bambara nut) of different owners. 
IP 'denotes Independent producer within the household. DFIP denotes 
Independent producer In another household. HH denotes household crop. 
DIF HH denotes another household. 
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several decades and have ceased to be a major Nigerian export (Watts 

1981). They are much less lucrative per unit of labor (If processing 

Is Included) than are yams. If land Is available, yams are a 

preferable choice as a cash crop, and a choice made by both men and 

women. 

Yams 

Yams have a great disadvantage as a woman's crop, however, In 

that they are land-demanding. They not only require a separate field, 

but each heap occupies about one square yard. They also require the 

construction of heaps which Is a particularly strenuous Job done more 

by men than women. Women overall spend less time making yam heaps 

than do men (women contribute only 28 percent of al I hours devoted to 

the making of heaps - see below on gender specific tasks). Although 

men overal I spend only 9 percent of their time working on women's 

Independent production, they devote 12 percent of al I their time spent 

working on yams to Independent production (Figure 4.5). Women, 

therefore, must gain access to male labor In order to grow yams. They 

may take advantage of group labor, hire laborers (even young men 

within their own household), besides building the yam heaps 

themselves. They can turn their special skill at beer brewing Into 

male labor for heap-making by sponsoring ~ ~ for their 

Independent yams (see below under discussion of labor on Independent 

fields). 

This division of labor Is seen among other African cultivators 

as wei I. Although most yams belong to the women among the Tlv 
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Male and Female Labor on Yams, by Owner 
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(Bohannan 1954), men bul It al I the heaps. Yams were, however, more of 

a subsistence than a cash crop among the Tlv. Baule women of the 

Ivory Coast had separate plots of yams on which men did the clearing, 

made the mounds and staked the yams (Etienne 1980). Among the Betl, 

where men contributed little to agriculture, yams required more 

consistent male labor Input than any other crop (Guyer 1980). Even 

when women are responsible for heap making, as among the Yako (Forde 

1964) they make the heaps with the help of foreign male wage laborers. 

Once the bunga are made, Kofyar women can easily perform the 

remainder of tasks required on yams. Overal I, they contribute 47 

percent of al I labor on yams, which attests to their higher 

Involvement In post heap-making tasks. 

Although yam cultivation Is less flexible In scheduling than 

groundnuts, It does allow some leeway. Yam heaps can be constructed 

at two distinct periods In the agricultural season, as discussed above 

and as Illustrated In Figure 4.2. Although the bulk of yam heaps are 

constructed In the autumn (from August through October), women tend to 

make their bunga In the spring as seen In Figure 4.6. This Is 

considered the less optimum time, since It Interferes with other 

agricultural activities after the start of the rains. Even during 

optimum time In the fal I, the Individual producers who manage to get 

their heaps made fit their work around the edges of the household 

bunga. They both anticipate the big push In household heap 

construction as well as extend beyond that peak (compare Figure 4.6 to 

Figure 4.2). 
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The weeding of yams extends from Aprl I to mid-September, and 

the harvest also extends over a 17 week span. Although there seem to 

be optimal times to harvest and weed yams, as evidenced by peaks In 

the hours devoted to these tasks (see figure 4.2) they can be delayed 

If necessary. The peak In yam harvesting may be less due to any 

requirements of the crop or climatic constraints, than to the fact 

that farmers want to sel I their major cash crop as soon as possible. 

The yams can stay In the dry ground for several months If necessary. 

So, again, the Independent producers exploit what flexibility 

there Is In the agricultural schedule so as not to Interfere with 

household production. Even by stretching the flexibility In the 

timing of yam cultivation, however, women stl I I require the al location 

of a separate field for their yams. Yams cannot be Intercropped, as 

can the nut crops, and can In effect be seen as a measure of a woman's 

"clout" In her household. This argument Is further pursued In later 

chapters on marriage and status within the household. 

Rice 

Rice Is not grown widely by either men or women. It requires 

specialized land, usually a stream bed with swampy or wet sides. 

According to some of my Interviews with women In the plains, rice had 

been primarily a man's crop unt! I recently when they have turned over 

more of this land to women. The reason given was that men consider 

rice too much work despite the high price It commands on the market. 

Of al I hours devoted by women to rice production, 42.9 percent Is on 

Independent fields. So although the majority of hours are on spent on 
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household fields (57.1 percent) the differences are not great (Figure 

4.3). 

Rice would be appropriate as a women's crop In that It Is 

adapted to land which Is unsuitable for the major crops and requires 

no tasks which women cannot accompl Ish themselves. The problem with 

rice Is that It does have relatively narrow ecological windows and 

thus does create bottlenecks In the calendar (Figure 4.2 and 4.7). 

The preparation and planting of rice fields begin In June and Is over 

by the end of August; weeding Is primarily done In September and 

October (but never demands more than 12 percent of field time); and 

the rice harvest Is confined to two weeks In November and absorbs over 

40 percent of labor time during these weeks. The harvest Is squeezed 

In before the cowpea and sorghum harvests, and after a slight peak In 

the groundnut harvest. Women are Involved equally with men In all 

tasks, and surpass male Inputs at harvest time (Figure 4.7). 
, 

-Rice cultivation wi I I never form a large part of the Kofyar 

farming system because there Is relatively little swamp land, and some 

of the sol I on what land there Is Is too heavy for hand hoeing. 

Increasing land pressure may lead to fuller exploitation of these wet, 

low-lying areas, and some women In the plains area were aware of the 

posslbl I Ity of, and were considering, renting tractor time for field 

preparation on the clayey rice plots. 
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Flexlbl I Ity ~ Independent Production 

The general pattern of flexlbl I Ity In Individual production Is 

I I lustrated by Figure 4.8. The peaks In percentage of work hours 

spent on Independent production corresponds with non-bottleneck 

periods In the agricultural cycle (as seen In the upper row of the pie 

charts). At these times when no single task dominates the calendar 

(no single task requires more than 30 percent of agricultural 

fieldwork time), a variety of tasks on a variety of crops can be 

pursued. These options Include Independent production. 

When one of the major crops requires a concerted effort (as 

I Ilustrated In the bottom row of pie charts), the percentage of time 

devoted to other crops drops dramatically. Simi larly, the percentage 

of time spent on Independent production consistently decreases, 

dropping as low as three percent during the early push on the cereal 

crops. 

Gender Specific Tasks 

Given this system of exploiting flexibility In the 

agricultural system and In which women must take advantage of any lag 

In the farming schedule, a large number of gender-specific 

agricultural tasks would work to women's disadvantage. If, for 

example, women specialized In weeding, Kofyar women would have to 

neglect their own crops during certain times of the year to tend to 

the weeding on the household farm. The Kofyar have few activities 

which cannot be performed by either sex, although certain agricultural 

tasks, especially those which require peculiar strength or endurance, 
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tend to be performed more by men than by women. Other tasks, such as 

beer brewing, which require particular ski I I~; only acquired by women, 

rarely Involve men. This division Is never strict, however, and women 

and men will work on virtually any task when needed. 

This section wll I compare the time devoted to certain tasks 

and categories of tasks by women and by men, fol lowed In the next 

section by a discussion of t~e Implication of these differences to 

women's Independent production. The discussion will be framed In 

proportion of time rather than In absolute hours, because meaningful 

comparisons to other groups Is not possible. Before presenting the 

comparat.lve percentages, however, a distinction Is required between 

overal I and per capita Input. In our time allocation study sample, 

the ratio of male/female adults was 1:1.38. This Is remarkably close 

to the overal I ratio In our household census population of 4,621 

Individuals of 1:1.36 (Figure 4.9). Given the fact, however, that 

there are more women than men In our sample, some figures are 

Identified as overal I female labor Input, whl Ie others are quoted as 

per capita female Inputs. Whl Ie most of the following discussion Is 

In terms of overal I contributions, the per capita Inputs al lows a 

comparison of average male vs. average female contributions to various 

tasks. 

As already discussed, men do a much larger percentage of the 

yam heap construction (82 percent of al I labor on bunga) than do women 

- the single most physically demanding task In the Kofyar agricultural 

round. The standard of building 100 heaps In a day's work Is only met 
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by a few outstandingly-strong women. Figure 4.10 clearly I I lustrates 

the greater Involvement of men In yam cultivation during the peak 

bunga season In the fall. 

Men also do more of the field clearing and field preparation, 

primarily for the cereal fields, which Includes the heavy work of 

ridging (58 percent of al I hours expended on these tasks Is by males). 

Women, correspondingly, do slightly more of the overal I planting, 

weeding, harvesting, storage and processing than do men. Women 

contribute 53 percent of the planting hours, 57 percent of the 

weeding, and 56 percent of the harvesting and post-harvest tasks. On 

a per capita basis, these differences diminish and In two cases 

disappear (46, 50, and 48 percent respectively). In other words, each 

woman Is spending approximately the same amount of time on these tasks 

as each man. Nonetheless, women's labor overall Is somewhat more 

Important to these activities than Is men's. Weeding and processing, 

often a women's Job among shifting cultivators (M.P. stone n.d.) are 

spilt evenly between men and women In per capita Input (both 50 

percent). 

Domestic tasks, unl Ike agricultural activities, are 

disproportionately performed by women. To al I nonfarmlng activities, 

women contribute 80 percent of all hours. This Is weighted by the 

fact that women do virtually al I of the cooking (98 percent) and the 

beer brewing (99 percent). If beer brewing Is removed, women 

contribute only 60 percent of the domestic labor overal I. This 

Includes only 44 percent of the wood gathering, and 67 percent of the 
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water fetching. When beer Is being brewed for a household head to 

sponsor a ~~. he wll I often gather the wood and less often fetch 

water himself for the brewing process. Men also gather wood for 

purposes other than cooking Including for construction (such as 

repairing storage racks and pigpens). and for crop-drying fires. Men 

spend more time washing their clothes than do women (men account for 

61 percent of al I hours spent on this task). 

Non-field agricultural tasks. such as livestock tending. are 

evenly divided between men and women (50 percent). These figures 

represent a much more evenly divided domestic burden than has usually 

been assumed for agricultural groups. and runs counter to findings of 

Ember (1983) and Burton and White (1984) which show women's field 

labor decreasing relative to that of men In Intensive system as 

women's labor Is Increasingly claimed by processing and domestic work. 

Other non-agricultural tasks which might be thought of as 

male. such as construction. actually have higher Input by women (55 

percent). The primary female task In construction Is weaving the 

thatching grass along with helping to mix the mud and carry the 

blocks. whl Ie men make the blocks. build the wal Is. erect the roof. 

and apply the thatch. Women contribute 49 percent of all mud work. 61 

percent of thatching work (gathering and weaving of the grasses). 35 

percent of the general construction work. Weaving of the thatching 

grass Is not physically difficult work (It can be done sitting In the 

shade of a tree) but It Is very time-consuming. 
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Therefore, relatively few agricultural and even 

nonagricultural tasks are gender specific. The general pattern, 

furthermore, Is for equal labor Input by both men and women. When all 

agricultural and non-agricultural labor Is lumped, women account for 

58 percent of al I hours. but only 50 percent per capita (Figure 4.11). 

When only agricultural labor Is Included (Figure 4.12) men contribute 

slightly more overal I per capita than do women. Women contribute 53 

percent of all hours to agricultural labor, although men contribute 54 

percent of these hours on a per capita basis. So although each 

Individual woman does contribute slightly less to the household's 

agricultural labor than each Individual man, by virtue of the 

Imbalance In the number of men and women In our data base sample (and 

In our sample overal I) women contribute more to the household 

agricultural enterprise. 

The differences between overal I labor Input by women and their 

Input Into agriculture Is accounted by women doing more domestic work 

and expending considerable hours on beer brewing. 

Both men and women contribute equally to labor outside the 

household (women contribute 56 percent of al I hours, 49 percent per 

capita). Men's per capita contributions to ~ ~ and wuk are 

slightly higher than women's (64 percent and 59 percent respectively), 

accounted for primarily by their higher Involvement In the heavy tasks 

described above. If brewing Is Included In group labor, however, 

women's contribution per capita Is 50 percent, maintaining the overall 

pattern of a balanced and equal sexual division of labor. This Is no 
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where more clear than In contributions to yam cultivation. Despite 

the fact that men perform the bulk of bunga labor, when brewing Is 

Included In yam work, women's contribution to yams remains 48 percent. 

So even In the exception to the rule of Interchangeable male and 

female labor, women maintain their contribution through the 

complementary task of brewing. 

Labor ~ Independent Production Field 

Because of the relatively low Incidence of gender-specific 

tasks, women can themselves perform a large proportion of the work on 

their Individual fields. Overall, 67 percent of all hours devoted to 

Independent production are accounted for by the producer themselves. 

A further 15 percent of hours are accounted for by other members of 

the household, with 18 percent from outside the household. 

As suggested above, for certain tasks, such as heap making and 

field preparation, women recruit other labor to help with Independent 

production. Although overall, only 10.2 percent of all hours devoted 

to Independent production are In the form of ~~, this proportion 

Is Increased to 35.9 percent of al I heap-making hours. And field 

preparation labor for groundnuts, as seen In Figure 4.2, Is also more 

likely to be In the form of ~ ~ than are subsequent tasks 

performed on groundnuts. 

Overal I, Independent producers rely on group labor In 

approximately the same proportions as do households (Table 4.5). 

Whl Ie 81.8 percent of al I labor devoted to household fields Is non 
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group, the corresponding proportion for Independent production Is 83.0 

percent. Households are slightly more likely to cal I on ~ ~ 

(12.4 vs. 10.2 percent) and slightly less likely to cal I on other 

types of group labor such as wuk (5.8 vs. 6.9 percent). 

These figures do not support the argument which has been made 

In the literature that women have limited Institutionalized means of 

mobil Izlng labor (Guyer 1984). If this were true, we would expect 

household fields to be cultivated much more frequently by groups, with 

women meeting the labor demands on their Independent fields 

themselves. 

Women's ability to marshal extra-household labor Is due, In 

part, to their beer brewing ski lis. Women must brew for their 

households, and can only sponsor ~ ~ If they have the mll16t (or 

money) and time to brew the beer. Some of female Income comes 

directly from the brewing of beer for sale during the slack 

agricultural seasons. Furthermore, women accumulate beer brewing 

"debts" throughout the year by helping other women brew. So the 

sponsoring of a ~ ~ by a woman for her Independent production may 

be relatively easy for her to afford In terms of both time and money. 

The limitations on women's ~ ~ events may be more because of 

small al locations of land, and the wi II Ingness of the neighborhood to 

attend multiple festive labor groups throughout the season, than 

because of women's Inabl I Ity to sponsor such events. 
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Table 4.5 Types of Labor Mobilization for Independent Production and 
Household Production (Percentages) 

Work Type Hhold Ind. Prod Overa II 

Non Group 81.8 83.0 82.0 

Wuk etc. 5.8 6.9 6.1 

Mar Muos 12.4 10.2 11.9 

Just Yam Heap Making 

Work Type Hhold Ind. Prod Overa II 

Non Group 20.2 55.5 30.3 

Wuk etc. 10.3 8.6 9.8 

Mar Muos 69.5 35.9 59.9 
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Conclusions 

Considering the yearlong demands on both men and women's time 

to cultivate the entire repertoire of subsistence and cash crops (G.D. 

Stone ~!l. n.d.), the fact that women can devote a ful I 28.8 percent 

of their time to their own Independent production attests to their 

leverage within their households (see Figure 4.13). They also benefit 

for their own production from 9 percent of male agricultural hours 

within their households. Women stl I I spend the majority of their 

agricultural hours on household production (54 percent) but a smaller 

proportion of their time than men (67 percent). 

Many factors contribute to the extent of women's Independent 

enterprises. There Is considerable variation In Independent 

production between women and this chapter has addressed several 

factors Including differences In residence, migratory history of 

household head and In women's access to land and labor. But the main 

thrust of this chapter has been to capture a portrait of the system of 

Independent production as a whole. 

Kofyar women have not experienced the negative effects of 

cash-cropping In the way that many African women have and In the way 

many scholars have argued Is the norm (see Chapter One). Neither has 

land been appropriated away from them, nor have they lost control over 

their own agricultural labor or access to the labor of others for 

their Independent farming enterprIses. This chapter has made the case 

that Kofyar land use and their sexual division of labor has favored 

the growth of women's Independent production In several ways. 
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The primary cash crop of both men and women Is yams. While 

both genders grow rice, It Is cultivated In much smaller quantities 

and by fewer farmers overall. Groundnuts are next In Importance as a 

women's crop and functions as both a subsistence and a cash crop. 

have argued In this chapter that these choices of major female crops 

make sense In terms of the constraints and opportunities Inherent In 

Kofyar farming system as a whole. 

The Independent production of Kofyar women depends on their 

access to land and to labor (their own and others) for the cultivation 

of their crops. Yams Is a crop that requires a separate field for Its 

cultivation, has timing constraints on when certain major tasks can be 

performed, and favors the superior strength of men In the building of 

Its heaps. Access to land for yam cultivation Is of major concern to 

women In the plains, and wi I I be discussed In the fol lowing chapters 

as a factor In marriage and divorce choices made by women. Women deal 

with the problem of a labor bottleneck In the construction of yam 

heaps by exploiting what flexibility In timing exists, both 

anticipatIng and prolonging the big push In bunga construction In the 

fal I and In exploiting the less-favored but stl II possible period of 

heap making In the spring. Women deal with the problem of male 

superiority In bunga making by exploiting one the complementary 

aspects of Kofyar sexual division of labor. Women brew beer to host 

labor parties for the building of heaps, thus capitalizing on male 

labor by exploiting their special skill of brewing. 
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The cultivation of groundnuts Illustrates a somewhat different 

kind of flexibility In the system exploited by women. In terms of 

land, groundnuts are often Intercropped with the household cereal 

crops and an Important feature of Kofyar women's success has been to 

exploit the Intensive techniques of Intercropplng and multlcropplng to 

maximize the amount of land which they can farm. These Intensive 

techniques, of course, mirror the Kofyar farming system as a whole, 

especially as It existed In the hll I communities (Netting 1968). 

Groundnuts Illustrate two strategies used by women In organizing labor 

to maximize outputs. First, women can perform al I tasKs of groundnut 

cultivation themselves, freeing them from any dependence on men for 

their groundnut harvests. Here the Interchangeability, more than the 

complementarity, of male and female labor Is of crucial Importance. 

This aspect of the Kofyar sexual division of labor also works to the 

advantage of women at the level of the system as a whole. It has 

al lowed Kofyar men to Increase their cash-crop production without 

placing any disproportionate burdens on the labor of women. and so In 

this way as wei I has permitted the women to Increase their Independent 

production (G.D. Stone ~~. n.d.). 

The second strategy of labor use exploited by women In the 

cultivation of groundnuts Is the extreme flexlbl I Ity In the timing of 

major tasKS. Women can time the planting. and thus subsequent work on 

their groundnuts. so as not to Interfere with tasKs on the major 

household crops. 



Kofyar women have thus developed a system of Independent 

production which takes full advantage of the flexible and balanced 

division of labor by gender and of the Increased land resources 
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al lowed by Intensification to expand their harvests and Incomes. What 

concessions they do require from men, such as land allocation for yam 

cultivation, are promoted by the crucial contribution of labor that 

women make to the production of the household. The leverage this 

al lows wi I I be further discussed In the fol lowing chapters. But most 

Importantly In light of the present chapter, Is the fact that Kofyar 

women's production competes only minimally with household production, 

and Instead exploits time, labor and resources around the edges of the 

household enterprise. 

This marvel of organization has not been described elsewhere, 

reflecting In part the uniqueness of the Kofyar self-developed cash

crop system, but also reflecting the paucity of similar studies In 

which women's and men's production are studlad concurrently. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE VALUABLE KOFYAR WOMAN: 
MARRIAGE, DIVORCE AND CHILDREN 

The preceding discussions have primarily dealt with 

Independent production as a unified concept and have only begun to 

Investigate variability among different categories of Kofyar women. 

Although Chapter Four presented the differences In Independent Incomes 

between certain categories of women, the primary task has been to 

describe the women's farming system as a whole and contrast women's 

activities and access to resources to those of their households. 

This and the fol lowing chapter wi I I re-examine the argument 

made at the outset of Chapter Four that by Investigating differences 

among Kofyar women we can begin to Identify what attributes of the 

Kofyar farming system have permitted the women to expand their 

Independent Incomes. Specifically, I wll I compare the economic 

activities of Kofyar women of different ages and marital and 

chi Idbearlng statuses In order to Identify which women are most likely 

to produce Independently. 

The basic argument wi I I again be that because of the 

Importance of female labor to the Kofyar farming system and, here may 

be added, the Importance placed on children, women are a valuable 

asset to their households. Kofyar women can and do capitalize on this 

value by manipulating the marriage and divorce system to their 
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economic advantage. The Introduction of economic decision making Into 

the treatment of such Issues as marital behavior remains the exception 

In discussions of social organization. Increasingly, scholars are 

paying attention to the role of economic calculation In marital and 

divorce choice (Bossen 1988. Bledsoe 1980). but most anthropologists 

have continued to emphasize their cultural rather than material 

values. I find no contradiction between the two and treat economic 

considerations as an Integral part of the social behavior surrounding 

marriage. 

A comparison of women of various categories helps demonstrate 

the Interconnections between the marital and economic strategies of 

women. The basic parameters are marriage and children, but, more 

specifically, the contrasts which wi II be drawn In the fol lowing 

chapter Include: monogamous with polygynous, senior wives of household 

heads with Junior wives, women married to household heads with those 

married to other men In the household, older with younger, women who 

have never been divorced with those divorced one or more times, and 

chi Idless women with women with one or more chi Idren. What wi II 

emerge Is a portrait of the most valuable women to household heads, 

who, In turn, are the most prosperous women In terms of Independent 

Incomes. 

The present chapter Is primarily a description of Kofyar 

marriage and divorce, with some discussion of changes In the system 

through time. 
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General Characteristics of Kofyar Marriage 

As In most African societies, virtually al I adult Kofyar women 

are married. Of a sample of 2315 women aged fifteen or over, only 9 

percent had never been married at the time of our census. Over 52 

percent of those never married women were between the ages of 15 and 

20. The first marriage of a woman Is customarily begun In her late 

teens, although the marriage may have been contracted earlier. 1 A 

very small number of women are officially married as children (.074% 

of girls under 15 are married) although the Incidence of this practice 

has probably decreased over the last 25 years. 

At the other end of the age distribution, women beyond 

chi Idbearlng may chose not to remarry If widowed or divorced but opt 

Instead to live In the household of a younger male relative 

(preferably a son). Of women over the age of fifty, 18 percent were 

censused as having a current marital status of widow (I.e. they have 

not remarried) and another 10 percent were listed as having no husband 

at present (unclear whether widowed or not). Even If stl I I officially 

married, however, older women may stl I I prefer to live separately from 

their husbands either In a relative's house or on the husband's farm 

which Is not his primary residence. This residence choice accounts, 

In part, for every Kofyar women's desire for sons - as one women with 

five daughters and only one smal I son remarked: "You can't Just go and 

live with your daughters' husbands." (although this too does occur In 

a smal I percentage of cases but Is not a preferred choice). It Is 

Interesting that almost a third of women over fifty are choosing to 
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stay unmarried. There are certainly advantages to living In the house 

of a grown son. Women usually hold a position of seniority over their 

daughters-In-law, carry a reduced domestic burden and may have 

preferential access to land for Independent production. 

Even though older women may chose not to be married, they have 

virtually al I been married at some time In their lives, and many of 

them more than once (47 percent of my sample of 2315 women are on 

their first marriage, 44 percent have been married more than once, 

leaving the 9 percent mentioned In previous discussions who have never 

been married). This frequency of remarriage Is quite high and Is 

undoubtedly related to the Institution of polygyny. Although at the 

time of our census each married man had only an average of, 1.8 wives, 

a ful I 69 percent of married women were cencused as wives In 

polygynous marriages. Considering the greater numbers of women during 

the peak chi Idbearlng years (see Figure 4.9), polygyny assures not 

only that every woman has the opportunity to marry, but that she can 

contract subsequent marriages with little difficulty. 

Brldewealth remains a fundamental aspect of marriage, and one 

of the most substantial cash outlays made by a household. The 

official brldewealth amount rarely covers al I expenses Incurred by a 

man In acquiring wife, Including gifts and "loans" to his prospective 

In-laws. Depending on the age and previous marital status of the woman 

the arrangements for marriage may require many years or several weeks. 

The first marriage of a young girl generally takes several years to 
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arrange, but If Initiated when she Is an Infant may take the length of 

her chi Idhood. 

Chi Id Marriage 

The custom of chi Id marriage Is known as matkoegoer meanlng.a 

wife who Is raised or who Is taken care of by someone other than her 

parents. The arrangements for her marriage may begin at her birth 

when an Interested man comes to her parents' house bringing some 

firewood and announcing that this baby Is his wife (or the wife of his 

son - matlanl). The firewood (which may be only one piece) Is said to 

symbolize his assumption of responslbl I Ity for the Infant's care, 

since newly delivered women spend several days Inside their huts 

warming next to a fire with the newborn. The young girl may then 

either be raised In her father's house or move to her husband's house 

after weaning or anytime thereafter. Whether she Is raised by her 

father or husband does not supposedly affect the brldewealth amount, 

although It Is recognized that If she grows up In her husband's house 

the husband has already carried the expense of her feeding, clothing 

and medical care and so the actual cash brldewealth Itself may be kept 

to a minimum. 

A matkoegoer Is considered a wife whether or not she actually 

ever lives with the husband or whether or not the marriage Is ever 

consummated. If she chooses to marry someone else, she always 

requires a divorce. The frequency with which young girls choose not 

to accept this marriage Is said to be going up, and Is given as an 

explanation for the decrease In frequency of this custom. No Kofyar 
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girl or woman can actually be coerced Into a marriage she does not 

want, and the possibility for divorce Is always open to a woman even 

If she accepts the marriage temporarily. Everyone's time and money Is 

wasted If the girl rejects the man. It Is also said that a young girl 

whose marriage Is already arranged may become lazy since her future Is 

already decided. She may refuse to attend school, for example, 

because she knows her future lies with a farming husband. 

As recently as twenty years ago, when court divorces were 

stl I I not universal, a matkoegoer who chose another husband might owe 

her first chi Id from her chosen marriage to her original husband. 

This custom was known as lawa. The return of a child In effect 

replaced the refunding of the first husband's Investment In the 

marriage. This practice underlies the unimportance of biological 

paternity In reckoning the social paternity of children. This custom 

was not restricted to chi Id brides but might be demanded In the event 

of any divorce In which the brldewealth was not refunded. Now that 

court divorce Is virtually universal, and some of the Kofyar have come 

to think of this custom as "Inhumane" the practice of lawa has greatly 

diminished. This undoubtedly reflects the opinion held by the British 

of lawa as the purchase of chi Idren and thus as a form of slavery. 

The raising of chi Idren In household's other than that of their 

biological mother or father continues In a variety of forms, however. 
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Marriage Arrangements 

Most marriages, however, are Initiated when the young woman Is 

In her late teens and Is ready to bear children. This pattern Is of 

course Interrupted by the secondary and higher education of girls but 

the Incidence of such schooling for woman remains low and for those 

who do remain In school It Is not uncommon for them to become pregnant 

out of wedlock (a fact bemoaned by the Kofyar as much as by any middle 

class American family). 

Generally, the first step Is for the prospective groom to talk 

to the girl herself and to come to an agreement. The young Kofyar 

claimed to me that parents no longer chose their chi Idren's spouses, 

and even If a father urges a certain man on his daughter, she Is not 

bound to follow his wishes. This seems to have been true to a certain 

extent even twenty years ago, although the pattern of refusal may have 

changed somewhat. 

In the past, the young woman may have been virtually forced to 

accept this first marriage, but could leave the husband If she 

Insisted. Now, she may be able to avoid the marriage altogether. In 

any event her preferences are taken Into account and the choice may be 

left entirely up to her If the match Is considered appropriate. The 

parents of the groom, of course, may exert more Influence over his 

choice of a first wife since, by custom, the father Is supposed to 

provide the brldewealth of his sons' first wives. If the son rejects 

his father's preference. the father may at least threaten to withdraw 

his financial contribution to the marriage, and If the young man 
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cannot pay the brldewealth himself at the time, he may remain 

unmarried at least for a time. The father of the bride may express 

his displeasure with a particular suitor by requesting an unusually 

high brldewealth. In some cases this may obstruct the marriage 

altogether or In others the young man may actually be able to scrape 

together the requested amount. 

But If the man and women agree, the young woman may then 

Inform her parents, often through her mother, of her choice. They are 

thus forewarned when the young man or his representatives (usually 

relations but sometimes just friends) come cal ling with gifts of 

ml I let or bottled beer. The parents may receive such visits from more 

than one suitor, and the woman must choose between them. 

When the choice Is made, a date Is set for the marriage. It 

may be set for as early as a month, but often several years In 

advance. At around this time, the girl's father, In consultation with 

his brothers or other relatives, sets the brldewealth. There may be 

some bargaining over the amount, since brldewealth amounts continue to 

vary quite considerably from one area to the next and one marriage to 

the next. 

On the day when the woman Is to come to the husband's house, 

he brings gifts to her family Including jars of beer and food. The 

food may be cooked (2 or 3 chickens cooked In palm 011 and sesame) or 

the Ingredients of such a meal. The mother of the bride Is given 

separate gifts (chickens, jars of wine) as wei I as more substantial 

payments discussed below. At least part of the brldewealth should be 
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paid a~ this time. When they arrive at the husband's house, there Is 

a celebration cal led Jiang. This Is a dance which may last throughout 

the night, attended mostly by the husband's relatives and friends. 

There may also be a large dinner that night, or one may be planned for 

a subsequent day to which people donate money, food, animals, and 

other gifts. 

Brldewealth 

Brldewealth Itself Is called bl long meaning literally "wealth 

things", but referring traditionally to livestock. And untl I very 

recently brldewealth was measured and paid In domestic animals 

Including goats, sheep and even horses and cows. Goats stll I form an 

Important part of brldewealth although other livestock have largely 

been replaced by cash. 

payment to the mother. 

mother of the bride. 

Included In brldewealth Is the blnoegoen or 

This Is an amount of some N40-50 given to the 

In addition, there Is the blkat which Is also 

given to the mother and the matrilateral relatives before the bride 

comes to the husband's house. Although the blkat may as wei I take the 

form of a goat, It Is more often given In the form of cash (around N20 

which Is less than a goat Is worth). The mother may chose to give 

this money to her daughter as Iistart up" capital for her new life -

perhaps to acquire yam seeds or buy millet for beer brewing. 

The matrl lateral relatives are also given what Is known as the 

blkoen or "things of the mother's brother". This Is usually called 

the oekkoen or Ilgoat of the mother's brother", because It Is almost 

always given In the form of a goat. If money Is substituted It Is 
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usually less than a goat Is worth, so the relatives try to Insist on 

the animal. Three separate payments are made to the mother and her 

relatives amounting to, at a minimum, one goat and N50-60. This gives 

evidence of the Importance of the mother and matrilateral relatives 

not only to a woman's marriage, but to her social Identity In general. 

A typical sequence was as fol lows: 

A young girl of seventeen was chosen as the second wife 
of a man who lived at some distance. After the more 
Informal meetings, he came to her family with some 
ml I let beer, a carton of bottled beer and a large pig. 
The pig was examined first to make sure It was 
sufficiently large. The young girl's mother was dead, 
and so her mother's sister stood In for her and accepted 
the pig as the blkoen. She took charge of distributing 
pork meat to the maternal relatives (or "those who stand 
behind her"). The prospective husband spent the night 
and at that time the brldewealth was set. This was an 
area of particularly high brldewealths, and the girl's 
family was asking for N1000-1200. The young woman did 
not take up residence with her husband for another year, 
but made a few visits to her new house during that time. 

The brldewealth may not be completely paid by the time the 

woman takes up residence as a wife. In the past, It was not uncommon 

for the brldewealth to remain partially unpaid untl I several chi Idren 

were born, thus validating the fertl I Ity and stability of the 

marriage. A common cause of divorce Is chi Idlessness or the death of 

chi Idren from a particular union (see below under divorce). Nowadays, 

the brldewealth may stl I I remain partially unpaid for a time, but Its 

completion Is not thought to depend so much on the successful birth of 

chi Idren. If the husband does not complete payment after what Is 

considered a reasonable time (which may be several years), the wife's 

father may urge her to leave. Although the assumption Is that she 
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wi I I walt In her father's house untl I the brldewealth dispute Is 

settled, her father may begin arranging a subsequent marriage for her. 

The Kofyar have a saying that brldewealth payments are never 

completed. Although the payment of the original brldewealth amount 

may have long been made, the wife's parents may continue to come to 

their son-In-law requesting what Is euphlmlstlcal Iy cal led "loans" or 

taka. The man may refuse a request If he cannot afford It at the 

time, but he cannot refuse al I requests. If the amount requested Is 

relatively smal I (10-20 naira) the husband wll I probably fulfl I I the 

request, but wll I call In a neighbor to witness the transaction. 

Technically al I such gifts, loans, payments are considered a part of 

the brldewealth and are to be Included In the refund at divorce. The 

description of divorce proceedings below, however, suggests that many 

of the smaller payments are not officially recognized, and are lost to 

the husband. 

Alternate Marriage Arrangements 

Not all marriages, even first marriages, are contracted In 

this customary sequence. If a young couple encounters too much 

resistance from their parents, or If the arrangements are going too 

slowly for their liking, they may choose to elope. This Is not really 

considered a bad thing, and may even be done with the prior knowledge 

of the woman's father. The custom Is simi lar to abduction of a girl 

who Is reluctant to accept her chosen husband. The suitor and his 

friends rush Into her house making loud noises to cover her cries as 
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they carry her away. Everyone In the village recognizes their shouts, 

and do not think It Is some kind of aiarm for fire or other emergency, 

and thus do not Interfere. This Is known as 9!P lareb or the taking 

of the girl. The word gap Is also used for the harvest of cereal 

crops. If you have abducted a girl you must report back to her father 

the next morning to let him know that she Is al I right. At that time 

you pay a blgap ~ a payment for abducting (kom means ear -

apparently referring to her father hearing about the deed). The 

payment Is usually small averaging only 5-10 naira. This takes place 

In the dry season, commonly after the harvest of the sorghum In 

November or December. 

The term gap lareb Is also used to refer to the first time 

that a brlde-to-be comes to her husband's house, whether by abduction 

or not. This may happen first when she Is very smal I, not to return 

to take up residence for many years. The woman takes certain risks In 

her decision to elope, sometimes fulfl I ling her parents' warnings: 

Nawam married a man In a home community and stayed with 
him for four years. This husband paid no brldewealth 
for her, but stole her In the night without her parents' 
knowledge. but of course, with her agreement. She bore 
one daughter with this man, and then when pregnant with 
the second, her husband wanted her to leave. She 
returned to her father's house and gave birth to a 
second daughter. The first child stayed with the 
father, but Initially It was agreed that the second 
would stay with Nawam and be raised by her father. 
Nawam met her second husband and he paid N600 as 
brldewealth. Her father was not sure at first whether 
to accept the ful I brldewealth In case she might not 
stay with this marriage. but she assured him that she 
would stay with this second husband. The second 
daughter from the first marriage was eventually returned 
to her father at about age three. 
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There are actually three kinds of marriage - court, church, 

and traditional -- but the great majority of marriages are never 

formally registered In either church or court. Only a first marriage 

of a man after all can be a church marriage, since polygyny Is 

dlsal lowed by al I the Christian churches In the area, both Catholic 

and Protestant. A man may continue to attend services after he has 

become a polygynist, but Is not allowed to accept communion. So too 

only his first wife can be a communicant. Both court and church 

marriages have the advantage of making an official record of the 

brldewealth, so that In the event of a divorce, there can be no 

dispute over Its amount. This amount, however, may not Include the 

more tnformal gifts the husband may have given his In-laws over the 

years. 

Divorce 

The arrangements for subsequent marriages are usually made by 

the woman herself, although If she returns to her father's house for a 

time he may try to Influence her choice. A woman who decides to 

divorce may simply go to live Ln the house of her next husband and be 

hidden there untl I the former husband Is summoned to court for a 

formal divorce proceeding. In other cases, especially If she Is 

pregnant, she may return to live In her father's house untl I the chi Id 

Is born and weaned at which time It Is returned to the former husband. 

If a woman divorces whl Ie pregnant, the court orders her former 

husband to pay a maintenance fee of five naira a month for her food. 

There Is often an Initial dispute over whether the woman was pregnant 
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or not at the time of separation, and the courts usually order that 

she go to a clinic for an examination. She may back down at this 

point and admit that she Is expecting a chi Id. AI I children she bore 

In her former husband's house remain with their father, and depending 

on where she moves, she may have little subsequent contact with them. 

The field from which a woman chooses a second husband Is 

somewhat constrained. The Kofyar have an agreed upon prohibition to 

the effect that a man Is al lowed to marry the daughters of his 

vi I lage, but not their wives. This custom operates as part of the 

corporate character of a vi I lage and prevents Internal conflict. A 

woman must, therefore, look outside the local vi I lage to find a second 

husband, or outside the ungwa In the migrant plains area. The search 

Is not usually very difficult, since there are plenty of opportunities 

to meet other men at markets and at home, and every man who can afford 

It Is Interested In acquiring additional wives. One ungwa was spl It 

by a conflict over wife stealing. What was once one ungwa which 

worked together cooperatively has been spilt Into the two ungwas of 

Duwe and Goewan by a man marrying another's wife. 

Divorces are almost al I Initiated by women. As one young 

Informant said disparagingly men do not care whether they I Ike their 

wives or not, they are only Interested In them for their abl I Ity to 

bear chi Idren and do farmwork. This Is undoubtedly an overstatement. 

and men can make an unwanted wife's life unpleasant thus prompting her 

divorce, but stl I I It Is very unusual for a man to send a wife away 

overtly. A man may, for example, marry a second wife even though he 
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knows this may alienate the first and drive her away. When a wife Is 

overtly rejected by her husband and asked to leave. the Kofyar use the 

Hausa term of salama. The most common reasons are expressed In terms 

of her attitude - she may be quarrelsome. or disrespectful of her 

husband. uncooperative. and unpleasant to the community. By custom he 

Is supposed to give her N10 when he sends her away. but he may give 

her more. He merely packs her things and puts them outside the 

compound. If the husband withholds any of her belongings or money and 

refuses to give them back. she may have to sue for their return In 

court. One of the few cases of which I actually heard of a man 

sending a wife away was expressed In witchcraft terms. The husband 

became convinced that his wife was bewitching him and after a diviner 

confirmed his suspicions he sent her quickly away. 

Disputes between husbands and wives may be arbitrated by the 

local neighborhood. Some of the close neighbors might be called In to 

Judge both sides of the argument and to Impose fines of ml I let beer on 

whichever party they consider at fault. The aim Is always 

reconcl I latlon. just as with cowlfe disputes. Every woman. after all. 

Is part of a cooperative labor network and the loss of her labor. 

especially In beer grinding. Is a loss to the community as a whole and 

not just to her household. Since women take turns working on the beer 

of neighboring households. her household. In effect. owes labor debts 

just as It Is owed such debts by Its neighbors. This adds an 

Interesting twist to the discussion In Chapters Three and Four about 

the value of female labor. Women's labor Is of value to their ungwa 



as wei I as to their household, and their neighbors wi I I make every 

effort to keep a marriage Intact to retain the woman's labor. But 

they wi I I not do It at the cost of community peace. 
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The decision to divorce may be made by a woman long before she 

actually leaves. Although the most common reasons for divorce are 

expressed as "lack of love" between the husband and wife, mistreatment 

by the husband, or chi Idlessness, the economic component of marriage 

and divorce Is never far below the surface. Women openly admit that 

when they are planning to divorce, they time It so as to fit the 

agricultural calendar and ensure at least a portion of the profits 

from the sales of their personal harvests. They may hide Income from 

the sale of their personal produce from their husbands and ask one of 

their relatives to keep the money, so that at the time of divorce, the 

husbands do not know the full amount of their cash reserves. For by 

tradition, half of al I produce the woman has produced (and the money 

from Its sale) as well as half of al I animals she owns should go to 

the husband. The rationale Is that these products were raised on his 

farm with his tools and he Is thus owed a share. If a woman leaves 

behind her possessions at the time of divorce, and Is forced to go 

through the court to sue for their return, this requirement Is often 

Imposed. So It Is to the woman's benefit to have cleared out as much 

of her personal profits as possible before she actually leaves the 

house. 

Some divorces, of course, are amicable and the husband raises 

no objection to the wife leaving with al I of her goods, especially If 
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she has borne him children. The husband may even waive the refunding 

of brldewealth If he Is left with chi Idren, although this was more 

common twenty years ago than It Is to~ay. The equivalence of 

brldewealth and children which was more the case before court divorces 

has been gradually disappearing. The waiving of brldewealth Is a 

relatively large financial sacrifice, but this would have been true In 

the past as wei I and cannot explain the stronger emphasis today on the 

financial aspect of brldewealth. 

When a woman decides on divorce she goes to court and pays a 

fee (of N6) to summon her husband to court. When the husband appears, 

he often pleads for a reconcl I latlon and Is customarily given two 

weeks to try and persuade his wife to stay. She wi I I stay In her 

father's house during that time and the husband may visit her there to 

try to convince her, both directly and through her father, to return. 

Both parties are allowed to talk at this Initial hearing In court, and 

If the wife seems to have been wronged, this two-week period may not 

be granted. In the long run, the wife needs no better reason than she 

Is tired of the marriage to be granted the divorce. 

The woman has several local courts'to chose from, and Judging 

from the divorce cases I reviewed In the Namu court, she may not 

necessarily chose the closest. The judge In Namu was a Fulanl who 

held a diploma In Islamic Law. Between the period of January to 

August 1984, the judge had heard 541 cases, the majority of which were 

divorce cases. Divorce Is considered a customary matter which Is tried 

under the customary law of the. various ethnic groups which attend the 
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court. The Mernlang (a Kofyar subgroup) operate by slightly different 

customary rules than do the Doemak (another Kofyar subgroup), and 

certainly by different rules than other tribal groups In the area 

Including the Goemal and Tlv. The Doemak people, for example, 

customarily give only N24 as brldewealth and this Is part of the 

court's body of knowledge. The catch, however, Is that the Doemak 

tend to chose a bride when she Is a very smal I chi Id, and so through 

the years of gift-giving end up with some of the highest brldewealth 

amounts In the area. 

Once all parties are summoned to court, the divorcing couple 

and their witnesses claim brldewealth amounts. If this Is a woman's 

first marriage, she may wei I not know the amount paid In brldewealth 

for her and her father Is summoned to testify. When the amount has 

been agreed upon (often after an Initial and substantial disagreement) 

the woman brings the money to court herself, or may even have come 

with adequate funds on the same day. The money usually comes from her 

next husband, but may be suppl led by the woman herself. When the 

brldewealth Is counted and h~nded over, the divorce papers are signed 

and the woman pays a second fee of ~6. If the husband does not appear 

for the hearing (as happens not Infrequently), the divorce Is granted 

anyway. The husband may sue later for the return of his brldewealth, 

or he may forfeit the amount, or he may never have paid any 

brldewealth so his appearance Is not crucial. 

Some Informants claimed that bribing Judges was the norm In 

al I court cases, Including divorce. Apparently both sides bribe, and 
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the court may judge to the advantage of whoever paid the most. It was 

never clear to me exactly what purpose the bribes served, since the 

case was always decided In favor of divorce, but perhaps the amount of 

brldewealth settlement was subject to the judge's biases. In any 

event, I have no Independent confirmation of this practice, and 

believe, that If It does occur, It has a minor effect on the 

proceedings. 

There Is often considerable Initial disagreement on the amount 

of brldewealth that was paid and thus what Is to be refunded. This Is 

Obviously complicated by the fact that brldewealths are often paid 

piecemeal over long periods of time. The series of gifts given to the 

bride's family by the groom are often cited by the husband as part of 

the brldewealth he paid although the wife and her family usually only 

quote the official amount. The fol lowing case story Illustrates the 

complexity of some divorce proceedings: 

April 1981: The man claims his wife Is three months 
pregnant and she admits to this but wants a divorce 
anyway. She wants to stay In her father's house and 
when the child Is old enough send It back to her ex
husband. The man lists the brldewealth amount. He says 
that she was previously married to one of his brothers 
who had paid N14 to her previous husband, N28 to her 
father, 50 jars of beer, 30 measures of millet, 1 goat, 
1 pig, and then again N60. When this brother died, she 
came to the present husband who again gave mo to her 
father, 50 Jars of beer, 1 goat, 1 pig, and 30 measures 
of millet. The woman says she knows of only N96 paid by 
the dead brother, N10 paid by the present husband along 
with 28 Jars of wine, 1 goat and 1 pig. The man 
mentions the names of 3 witnesses, and claims she owes 
him N242. The woman accepts this amount and wi II refund 
It, but wants him to give her money as food support 
until she del Ivers the baby. The court agrees that he 
should pay her N5 a month. 
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The sum of N242 mentioned by" the husband does not cover al I of 

the payments In cash and kind that he lists, but with the return of 

the chi Id at stake, he Is apparently satisfied with a lesser amount. 

More commonly: 

May 1981: The woman Is suing for her former husband to 
come and collect his brldewealth from their divorce 
which had already been granted. He claims NS75, 3 live 
and 1 dead goat. But the woman confirms only N80 as 
brldewealth,3 live and 1 dead goat. The court orders 
her to pay the N80 plus NSO for the 2 live and 1 dead 
goat, because according to the custom one of the living 
goats Is not supposed to be counted. The final amount 
comes to N140. 

Whatever disagreement exists over the amount of brldewealth to 

be refunded Is generally settled on the smaller amount than that claimed 

by the man. This Is often much less than he originally claims. The 

fol lowing case I Ilustrates this point: 

May 1981: The husband claims he has paid N10S0 In 
brldewealth but the wife Insists that she knows only of 
NaSO. The husband agrees to the smaller amount and Is 
paid this by his former wife. 

The next major cause for dispute In divorce cases centers 

around pregnancy at the time of divorce. The Kofyar are not concerned 

with physical paternity, but consider any chi Id conceived whl Ie a 

marriage Is technically stl I I Intact to belong to this soon-to-be 

former husband. The rules are quite standard and the fol lowing case 

study I I lustrates the mo~t common Judgment: 

Aprl I 1981: Nawam Is suing for divorce but admits to 
being four months pregnant at the time. The divorce Is 
granted, and she Is to stay In her parents' house untl I 
the chi Id Is delivered and" weaned. She Is not to 
remarry during that period. The former husband Is to 
pay N5 per month as a maintenance fee untl I the chi Id Is 
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handed over to him. The brldewealth Is to be collected 
at home from the woman's parents. 

May 1981: The 
breastfeedlng) 
ordered to pay 
three months at 
father's house. 
this time. 

woman has a child IIln hand" (I.e. st III 
at the time of the divorce. The man was 
the sum of N15 for chi Id maintenance for 
which time the child would return to the 

The brldewealth of N100 Is refunded at 

In some cases, the women denies her pregnancy and the Judge 
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orders she be tested at the clinic. The court records do Indicate 

that this Is Indeed done In some cases, but Just as likely either 

party wi I I acquiesce at this point and the divorce Is granted 

uncontested. 

Changes ~ Marriage and Divorce 

The primary difference between marriages In the 1980s and 

those studied by Netting In the 1960s concerns more their dissolution 

than their Inception. Court divorces are almost universal and have 

served to greatly standardize the brldewealth system. In the past, 

when fewer divorces were handled through the court, the custom of lawa 

In some ways functioned as a recompense to the former husband, but 

many men may not have been refunded their brldewealth at al I. Now, 

with the almost universal refunding of brldewealth (although not 

always a complete refund), one might hypothesize that divorce would be 

less easy and thus less frequent today. 

This does not seem to be the case as evidenced by the 

consistent number of previous marriages between a smal I 1960s sample 

and the larger 1984 sample (see Chapter Six). Average numbers of 
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divorces have remained remarkably stable across time. This must, In 

part, reflect also the remarkable stabl I Ity of brldewealth amounts 

over time. 

The brldewealths recorded from court records In the 1950s are 

difficult to compare to the brldewealths recorded from the court 

records of the 1980s. Twenty years ago, brldewealth conformed much 

more closely to Its name, bl long, In being composed primarily of 

livestock with some other trade Items, such as salt and Iron hoes, 

with very little cash. Understandably, as the economy has monetized, 

brldewealth Is Increasingly paid strictly, or at least principally, In 

cash. On first glance, and If you ask the Kofyar themselves, the 

brldewealths of today are much higher than they were In the past. 

With what evidence I have for the value of goats, cows, horses and 

chickens In the 1960s, as wei I as estimates for the value of the other 

trade Items, brldewealths have actually remained quite constant over 

time. This comparison Is tentative, however, because even comparing 

cash amounts Is difficult over time. Cash had a different value In 

the 1960s than today - It was much scarcer, and much more difficult to 

acquire. And a horse, therefore, despite the fact that we have a 

price for both the 1960s and the 1980~, must be valued differently 

today than It was twenty years ago. Nonetheless, the question Is 

Interesting enough that I feel It worth making some rather large 

assumptions. 

As we can see In Table 5.1, If anything, brldewealth was 

relatively more expensive In the past than It Is today. Several 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of Brldewealth Amounts from Court Records In the 

1950sa and the 1980s 

Early 

One horse N10b 

One cow 10 

One goat .70 

One hen .10 

One hoe .50 

One cloth .60 

Average Inflation Factor 

Brldewealth 
(Mean) 

Adjusted 

N 

N12.40 

570.40 

Late Increase 

N600 x60 

600 x60 

40 x57 

5 x50 

5 x10 

25 x40 

X46c 

N400.59 

400.59 

655 

a Court records for Bong, Doemak and Kwa court from 1949,1953,1959 
collected by R.M. Netting 

b Earlier records In pounds (conversion factor 1 pound - 2 naira) 

c No Independent measure of Inflation Is used 
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points must be emphasized however. The records for the 1980s covered 

the years of 1980-84 In the Namu court. The earlier records were those 

of 1949, 1953, 1959 collected for Bong vi I lage, Doemak and from the 

Kwa court. The first obvious distinction Is that the earlier records 

referred to people living In the traditional home villages, while the 

later records pertain almost exclusively to bush migrants. The 

migration to the Namu bush, of course, was only Just beginning at the 

time of the earlier census, but stl I I we are comparing different 

populations. Secondly, as already mentioned, many fewer divorces were 

brought to the court In the earlier period. It Is not clear whether 

those women who did choose to go to court can be considered 

representative of divorces In general for the earlier period. In the 

absence of evidence to the contrary, however, they will be treated as 

such. 

Assuming that the comparison Is valid, brldewealths on the 

average have not changed much over time and If anything have 

decreased. My records, of course, do not reflect when the marriage 

which Is now being dissolved was contracted, so considering the 

substantial standard deviation, the newer marriages may Indeed reflect 

very recent Increases In brldewealths as the young Kofyar complained. 

A sample of sixteen brldewealth amounts was collected In Ungwa Kofyar 

and are reported In Table 5.2. We can conclude almost nothing from 

such a smal I number of cases, but the figures do Illustrate that 

although the largest amounts are confined to the more recent years, 
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Table 5.2 Brldewealth Amounts for Ungwa Kofyar women 

Year Married Brldewealth 
(In naira.) 

1954 90 

1960 140 

1961 24 

1974 140 

1976 140 

200 

140 

320 

1977 250 

1979 600 

95 

85 

1980 140 

1981 600 

1982 502 

1983 160 

N ... 16 
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there Is a great deal of varlabl I Ity In amounts throughout the thirty 

year period represented. 

A further pattern which the Kofyar mentioned but was not borne 

out by an analysis of the court cases was the frequency of divorce 

cases by month or agricultural season. They maintained that divorces 

were most frequent during the dry season when agricultural activity 

was low, when women had already extracted their produce from 

Independent production from the soon to be former husband. and when 

they could contract the subsequent marriage In time to plant their 

Independent crops for the next year In their new household. In fact 

the peak of divorces was recorded for the months of Aprl I and May 

which are wei I lrito the new agricultural season (see Table 5.3). It 

Is likely that these cases were Initiated In the dry season months of 

December-February but not finalized In the court records untl I several 

months later. In the past, women often ran away at the beginning of 

the rains, with the formal divorce recorded several months later 

(Netting p.c.). In any event, whenever the woman leaves. the conflict 

over her absence becomes most severe during the bottleneck period of 

planting and cultivating during the early rains. Women seem to be 

striking when It wi I I hurt their former husband (and employer) the 

most. 

Conclusions 

The Kofyar marriage system shows remarkable stability through 

time despite major changes In their agricultural. economic and even 

household organization over the last twenty years (cf. Netting 1969). 
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Table 5.3 Monthly Number of Divorce Cases Heard by the Namu Court 

Month Number of Divorce Cases 

January 47 

February 75 

March 44 

Apr II 104 

May 121 

June 67 

July 49 

August 48 

September 48 

October 29 

November 20 

December 17 

Total 655 
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Education of women, western rei Iglons, the Increase In both male and 

female Incomes, among other Innovations do not seem to have had any 

fundamental effect on Kofyar marriage or divorce. 

The most noticeable changes have been In regard to chi Id 

marriage and to the custom of lawa. The former may be disappearing 

due to the Increasing Incidence of education among girls, or may never 

have been particularly common among the Kofyar despite contemporary 

perceptions of Its frequency In the past. The latter custom, as 

discussed earlier, has been largely replaced by the standardization of 

the return of brldewealth In court divorces. Nevertheless, these two 

changes have little Impact on the marital histories or experiences of 

the majority of Kofyar men and women. 

The flexibility of the marriage system may explain Its 

persistence. The fact that both men and women may contract numerous 

marriages In their lives ensures that no one Is confined to anyone 

particular union. This also al lows freedom In reacting to economic 

and social changes, and permits significant residential mobil Ity 

(between regions and households). This mobil Ity which may have 

originally been adapted to problems with fertility may now be equally 

adapted to changing economic conditions. The behavior pattern has 

persisted, but the function has changed. Fertl Ilty, and the security 

and labor which the chi Idren suppl led In the past, may be partially 

replaced by a contemporary form of welfare and security measured In 

cash Incomes. And, finally, the flexlbl I Ity which women exploit In 



the farming and economic system, Is mirrored In the marriage and 

divorce system. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE SOCIAL AND THE ECONOMIC SPHERES: 
PATTERNS OF MARR IAGE AND PRODUCTION 

The relationship between a woman's social Identity and her 

economic pursuits and success Is the topic of the current chapter. 

The discussion wi II assume that differences between women In marital 

and chi Idbearlng statuses will be reflected In economic Indicators. A 

series of hypotheses wi I I be proposed linking the social and the 

material realms. We have already seen regular variation between women 

living In home vi I I ages as compared to women living In the plains and 

the differences In agricultural Incomes were paralleled by social and 

demographic contrasts (see Table 4.1). We would expect simi lar 

regular variation between women of differing social profiles. 

This chapter wi I I focus on three related topics: polygyny, 

divorce and chi Idbearlng. The theoretical debates surrounding these 

three Issues wi I I set the stage for the analyses of the Kofyar data. 

The common thread which unites al I three sections Is women's 

Independent agricultural production. 

The goal of this chapter Is to Identify which Kofyar women are 

most likely to produce Independently and, how significant the 

differences In production are, through a comparison of the economic 

activities of women of various categories. The ultimate goal, which 

wi I I be addressed In the concluding chapter, Is to Isolate the 
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characteristics of the most commercially active women In order to 

understand the determinants of Independent production by Kofyar women 

and compare these factors to those affecting women In other economic 

and agricultural systems. 

Age 

Before discussing the effects of marriage on Independent 

production, I must note that a woman's age has a marked effect on her 

Independent production. Many of the following discussions and tables, 

therefore, control for age. The very young and the very old women, 

for example, are much less likely to produce Independently (Table 

6.1). The percent of Independent producers peaks In the 36-40 age 

group, with over 84 percent of these women producing Independently In 

both hi I I and plains regions (compared to 67 percent of women 

overall). These same women also make the most money from Independent 

production and plant the largest number of yams (Table 6.1). The 

pattern Is Illustrated graphically In Figure 6.1. 1 

Kofyar Households and Residence 

Before discussing rates of polygyny and numbers of children, 

It Is useful to sketch out the variety of forms of Kofyar households 

and marriages. 

Women move to Join their husband's household upon marriage. A 

man may form a new household as he marries, or he may choose not to 

fission from his natal household thus forming a multifamily unit. 

Although the Ideal and more the norm In the home communities In the 
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Tab Ie 6.1 The Effect of Age on Independent Production of al I Women by 
Region 

H I I I sand P I a Ins Plains Only 

Age All Ind. All Ind. Ind. Ind. 
Women Produ- Women Produ- Pr.oducer Producers 
(N) cers (N) cers Incomes Yam Heaps 

(%) (%) (X)a (X) 

15-20 338 33.0 240 37.7 19.3 90.4 

21-25 341 71.1 272 76.7 58.8 219.9 

26-30 360 76.1 303 81.3 111.4 330.2 

31-35 185 83.6 148 86.7 96.4 334.7 

36-40 265 84.2 195 87.0 145.5 407.3 

41-45 160 81.7 105 85.1 78.4 338.3 

46-50 194 75.6 116 80.8 129.3 332.8 

51-55 110 64.3 57 69.5 62.7 310.5 

56-60 127 56.6 64 61.5 66.5 242.2 

61+ 157 45.9 77 48.7 22.3 44.9 

Overa II 67.2 72.8 81.6 267.1 

Total 2464 1736 

a Reported In Naira. In 1984, N1 - U.S. $1.34. 
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1960s was for a newly-married couple to establ Ish their own residence 

(Netting 1968:130), the Incidence of multifamily households (two or 

more married couples) has Increased In the plains areas related to the 

changing labor demands of farming In the frontier (Netting 1965). 

The average household size In the plains area In 1984 was 8.38 

people. This represents an Increase In average size from earlier 

censuses conducted by Netting. Households with migrant bush farms had 

an average size of 6.44 during the 1960s (Stone et !l. 1984). The 

average size of household Is also significantly larger than the 

household In the home communities during the 1960s (mean size of 

4.35). 

The larger household sizes reflects these higher rate of 

extension and of polygyny. Whereas 38.8 percent of non-migrant 

households were polygynous In the 1960s (Stone et !l. 1984:99), 50 

percent of al I households In the plains were polygynous In 1984. 

Similarly, whl Ie 7.8 percent of non-migrant households took a 

multifamily form In the 1960s, 14.9 percent of al I plains household In 

1984 held multiple faml lies. Other major household forms In the 

plains In 1984 Include nuclear (or simple) households (20.9 percent), 

and extended (18.4 percent) households. 2 

The majority of women live In extended polygynous households (31 

percent) or In multifamily polygynous households (20.2 percent). 

These kinds of households, not surprisingly, are especially large with 

an average membership of 12.79 and an average of 3.8 resident women. 
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These larger average household sizes also reflect growing 

numbers of chi Idren per household. Whl Ie the proportion of the 

population aged 0-15 years was 37 percent In 1966 It has grown to 47 

percent In 1984 (Netting et !l. n.d.).3 

But larger households are not evenly distributed across age 

groups. Just as we noted that average Independent Incomes decrease 

steadily with how recently the household head migrated to the plains 

(Tabla 4.4), so too does household size and complexity decrease with 

how young the household head and his household are. This may reflect 

Increasing land pressure In the frontier plains, reducing the labor 

value of large resident households (Netting et !l. n.d.). 

This pattern Is complicated, however, by the fact that many 

Kofyar households Include two spatially-distinct farms (typically one 

farm In the hi I I communities, one In the migrant plains). The members 

of that households may rotate between the farms or certain Individuals 

may reside permanently on one farm (such as an elderly mother staying 

at home In the hi I Is), but foodstuffs and other resources are shared 

and al I members recognize It as one household with one household head. 

Households described as In the plains area may also have a home farm 

(whose residents are Included In household size figures); households 

described as non-migrant or In the home areas have only a home farm 

(and In a very few cases two home farms). 

The differences In household organization and size are not 

consistently reflected In differing ~ capita Independent Incomes or 

production. Some regularities have been Identified (such as the 
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advanta~les of polygyny to women's Independent enterprises) and wi I I be 

discussed In subsequent sections of this chapter. First, however, 

wi I I Justify I Inking marital to economic behavior through a review of 

existing theories. 

Theories of Marriage and Economics 

Marriage has long been thought to Incorporate an economic 

component, especially In systems where marriage prestatlons exist 

(Evans-Pritchard 1934:172). 

Most earlier discussions of marriage focused on Its social 

functions. The structural-functionalists, with their stress on the 

Importance of descent rules, treated economics as a secondary 

consideration. Radcliffe-Brown, for example, viewed marriage as the 

legal transfer of rights In people and property (1950). The transfer 

functioned not only to create ties of al I lance through exogamy, but to 

perpetuate the descent system through socially-sanctioned ties. In a 

patrilineal society, the husband and his kin acquire rights In the 

woman and In the chi Idren she bears. These rights are balanced by 

duties toward the woman herself (such as economic support) and to her 

kin group (as In brldewealth). 

Gluckman (1950) extended this theory with his analysis of the 

determining relationship of descent systems on marriage rules, 

brldewealth payments and divorce. Marriages In patrl lineal societies 

were typified by exogamy which permanently Incorporated the wife Into 

her husband's patrl lineage, and thus were also typified by high 

brldewealth payments and Infrequent clvorce. Matrl lineal societies 
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were marked by a low level of absorption of women Into their husband's 

kin group, and so brldewealth payments were low and divorce frequent. 

Although neither argument Is consciously economic, they did 

lay the foundation for further more specifically economic hypotheses. 

Spiro (1975), for example, argues In a simi lar vein that since In a 

patrl lineal society a woman's productivity and/or reproductlvlty Is 

lost to the husband's grouping, her family must be recompensed. More 

generally, marriage payments occur In systems where "the cost-benefit 

ratio of marriage to Its principals Is unbalanced" (1975:98). Comaroff 

(1980) describes this view as considering the "commercial logic of 

conjugal transactions". 

The underlying notion Is that the more "valuable" a woman or 

her potential chi Idren are, the higher the Investment In her wi I I be. 

This Is not restricted to brldewealth amounts, but Is extended to 

Include the relative absorption Into the husband's grouping, the ease 

of divorce, and In more recent formulations of the argument, women's 

Independent economic activities and freedom. 

In general, however, few regular relationships have been found 

to hold true cross-culturally. Some of these attempts, such as 

testing the correlation between the presence of polygyny and women's 

economic value, will be discussed below under specific headings. 

Other studies have considered numerous variables In control led 

comparisons. Cllgnat (1970) compared two ethnic groups of the Ivory 

Coast and found no consistent relationship between the cost of 

brldewealth, the Incidence of divorce or the descent type. The Aboure 
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conformed to expectations by having low brldewealth and high divorce 

rates. but the Bete had both high brldewealth and high divorce rates 

despite a high degree of absorption Into the male group. The Aboure. 

however, were matrl lineal with patrl local residence whl Ie the Bete 

were both patrilineal and patrilocal. Cllgnet concludes that the 

links between descent, residence, brldewealth and divorce are not 

consistent, but are complicated by such Intervening variables as 

women's Independent economic activities and the extent of cash

cropping typical of the system as a whole. Other researchers have 

presented simi lar findings (Weekes-Vagi lanl 1976). 

Cllgnet was one of the first theorists to consider the role of 

women's Independent economic activities and Incomes In their marital 

decisions and histories. More recent researchers have been more 

explicit In taking the women's point of view (for example, see Bledsoe 

1980, Bossen 1988). The following analysis works within this 

tradition In an effort to demonstrate logical I Inks between women's 

economic activities and social characteristics. 

Polygyny 

Polygyny Is a widespread social phenomenon In much of sub

Saharan Africa. The extent an~ degree of polygyny In the region, 

however, Is largely unknown. Although It Is thought that In general 

the mean number of wives per married man Is 1.5 (Cllgnet 1970), this 

figure masks a huge range of variation. Furthermore, these rates of 

polygyny Imply. that at anyone point In time, the proportion of 
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polygynous men wi I I be smal I. HI I I (1975) estimates that with a 

polygyny rate of between 1.2 and 1.4 wives per married man, at anyone 

time, around 70% of the marrIed men have only one wife, 25% have two, 

with the proportion of men with three or more wives always smal I 

(1975:119). So even when polygyny Is the expressed norm, most 

faml lies at anyone point In time may be operating as monogamous 

households. 

Women's Economic Contributions to their Households ~ Polygyny 

One hypothesis which has received considerable att~ntlon has 

atfempted to correlate the value of women's economic contributions to 

the presence or degree of polygyny (Boserup 1970). 

Goody (1971) has argued· that wealth and status In Africa does 

not rest on the amount of land a person owns, but rather on the number 

of people he or she can muster for farmwork. In patrl local situations 

where women participate In agricultural labor, the acquiring of 

additional wives can be a direct method of Increasing the agricultural 

labor force of a household (Netting 1968). 

There Is a basic problem which Is trying to define women's 

contributions. Goody (1973) has noted that merely comparing the 

amount of female labor In agriculture does not explain the presence or 

absence of polygyny. He found that although northern Ghanaian women 

do less farming than southern women, the rates of polygyny were higher 

In the north. Goody explains this puzzle by expanding the definition 

of women's economic contributions. Since fuel and water are more 

scarce In the northern region, women must spend more time In food 
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processing and preparation. On a broader scale, he points out that 

despite the fact that overall women's contributions to agriculture are 

greater In East than West Africa, polygyny rates are lower (Goody 

1973). 

Clark (1975) compared five areas In Malawi, some polygynous, 

and others monogamous. Although she found a great deal of variation 

In what farm and domestic work women performed, these differences did 

not explain the type of marriage. 

Therefore, a simple correlation of the Importance of women's 

labor to polygyny rates does not hold. As Goody (1973) asked, If 

women's labor Is so valued why are they not retained as daughters 

rather than alienated as wives? He suggests what may be more critical 

Is the labor of a woman's male children rather than the labor of the 

wife herself. 

Polygyny and Cowlfe Relations 

Polygynous households Include multiple wives and the nature of 

cowlfe relations varies from cooperation to separateness to outright 

host I Iity In some Instances. In some systems, cowlves live In 

separate households. sometimes In a conscious strategy on the part of 

men to spread out their wives productive capacities In separate 

pursuits. Among the Sherbros of Sierra Leone, wives live In separate 

vi I lages so that the "household" can taks advantage of both fishing 

and farming (MacCormack 1976). From the wives' point of view this 

arrangement may also be economically attractive. The Sherbro cowlves 
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cooperate somewhat separately from the husband - the headwlfe, for 

example, may buy her husband's fish to be marketed by the other wives 

In their various vii lages. 

Under more purely agricultural conditions and when land Is 

plentiful as In many systems with extensive cultivation, cowlves may 

also be set up on "separate" farms with no cooperation between them 

(Reining 1970, Weekes Vagi lanl 1976). Even when sharing the same 

farm, cowlves may conceal their agricultural stores and Incomes from 

each other as well as from their husbands (Robertson 1976). With 

husbands trying to claim or borrow a portion of their wives Incomes, 

women are often loathe to admit the extent of their cash reserves. 

This segregation of cowlfe Incomes and activities may even function In 

conditions of purdah where cowlves are confined to the same compound 

and may even be Involved In the same business (Simmons 1976). 

Cowlves often compete with each other for money and attention 

from the husband, and the conflicts which may result can be especially 

acute when differential resources are allocated to the children of 

cowlves (Robertson 1984). Issues of Inheritance, education, and 

household fission al I are potential sources of conflict between 

cowlves (Potash 1986). 

This segregation may also be reflected In women's attitudes 

about Independence from their husbands. As quoted In Oppong et al. 

(1975:71): ,lIln Ghanaian society women themselves believe that only two 

types of their species suffer, the sterl Ie --that Is those Incapable 

of producing chi Idren -- and the fool Ish. And by the fool Ish they 



refer to the type of woman who depends on her husband for 

subsistence." 

Not all cowlves compete. and this may vary both by ethnic 

group and by household within one group. Women may cooperate In 
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chi Idcare. domestic tasks. as wei I as help each other In economic 

activities. whether for the household or for the women Individually. 

Kofyar Polygyny 

The great majority of Kofyar women live In households which 

contain other married. adult women. A full 82.4 percent of the sample 

(1988 women aged 15 and above) live In households where the total 

number of wives (whether of the head of the household or not) exceeds 

one. A large proportion of this pattern Is accounted for by 

polygynous heads of household (69.4 percent). whether In simple 

polygynous households (18.2 percent) or In the extended or multifamily 

polygynous households discussed above. 

Most wives of heads of households (73.5 percent of 1594 women) 

are polygynously married. The largest number of polygynously married 

women have only one cowlfe (30.8 percent). although a further 20.5 

percent have two cowlves. These high rates of polygyny and complex 

household organization are. of course. correlated with large household 

sizes (average of 7.6 people In a sample of 700 households) ranging 

from 4.16 people In simple households (usually a nuclear household) to 

12.79 people In multifamily polygynous households. They are also 

correlated with large average numbers of women (average of 2.34 women 
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overal I, ranging from .97 women In simple households to 4.16 women In 

multifamily polygynous). 

Regional Patterns of Polygyny. The regular regional 

differences In Independent production documented In Chapter Four 

(Table 4.1) are mirrored In simi lar regional contrasts In rates of 

polygyny and In average number of resident women. Households with two 

farms consistently have larger numbers of women and usually a higher 

degree of polygyny than do single-farm households. This reflects both 

differing agricultural strategies as wei I as differing abl I Itles to 

afford additional brldewealths. For practical reasons of domestic 

labor needs, furthermore, most households attempt to have at least one 

resident woman on each working farm. 

Households with only one home farm are, as one might expect, 

the most "women poor". Of those households with only a home farm but 

with at least one resident women, the total resident wives average 

only 1.5 and wives of the head average Just above one at 1.1 (n=200). 

Average household size for these households Is 5.4 people. This Is 

Identical to average size of households (censused In 1961) which had 

not migrated to the plains (Stone et !l. 1984) further supporting 

Netting's argument about the adapt I veness of household size to 

agricultural production In the hi I Is (Netting 1965, 1968). 

By contrast, households with only one farm but located In the 

plains reported an average of 1.9 resident wives and 1.6 wives of the 

household head (n=469). The average size of these households Is 7.2 
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people. So farming on the plains Is correlated with higher rates of 

polygyny as wei I as larger household sizes. 

Households which maintain both a hi I I and a plains farms have, 

not surprisingly, even larger numbers of resident women and higher 

rates of polygyny. These households averaged 2.3 wives per head of 

household and 3.0 total wives In the household (n-233). These 

households also tend to be larger with an average of 10.6 resident 

members. 

As demonstrated In Chapter 4, greater numbers of resident 

women, and thus by Implication a higher degree of polygyny, enhances 

household production (Table 4.3). Polygyny also correlates with 

Increased Independent production as discussed below. 

Independent Production and Polygyny. Regular differences In 

yam production exit between women In monogamous and women In 

polygynous marriages. Women In monogamous marriages planted an 

average of only 155 yam heaps as opposed to 230 heaps of polygynous 

women (significant at the .001 level In t-test analysis). The 

polygynous women simi larly had higher Incomes from their agricultural 

production averaging N68 as opposed to N50.4 for monogamous women. 

Groundnut production does not fol Iowa simi lar pattern and 

shows little variation between women of different categories. 

Groundnuts, as discussed In Chapters Two and Four, Is both a 

subsistence and a cash crop and so are produced more equally across 

the sample of women. It does not really matter whether a woman lives 

In the hi I Is or the plains, or whether she comes from a large 



prosperous household or a smal I poor one. her groundnut production 

remains relatively constant. Most of the following discussion will 

be, therefore, based on yam production and on overal I Independent 

Incomes. 
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might hypothesize that the differences In yam production and 

Incomes between monogamous and polygynous women could be accounted for 

by differences In age (Figure 6.1). I might argue. for example. that 

monogamous women would tend to be younger on the average married to 

younger husbands who have not yet had the chance to become polygynous. 

But age does not seem to account for the differences and the smal I 

contrast In average age (36.6 years for monogamous women vs. 35.4 

years for polygynous women) Is not statistically significant. 

One difference between these women which Is statistically 

significant and may help explain lower rates of Independent production 

by monogamous women Is their slightly higher number of children In the 

present marriage. Monogamous women average 2.1 chi Idren whl Ie 

polygynous women average only 1.9 children (significant at the .006 

level In t-test analysis). Polygyny has been shown to be associated 

with lower fertl I Ity (DorJahn 1959) and this Issue, as well as the 

effect of chi Idren on Independent production, wll I be discussed at 

greater length In the last section of this chapter. 

Kofyar women, themselves, believed that polygyny enhanced 

Independent production. They cited the sharing of domestic and 

household agricultural duties as the principal advantage to polygyny. 

This released more of their time for Independent production. They 
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also not Infrequently cooperated with coresident women on their 

Independent economic activities, Including belonging to the same 

women's cooperative group, helping with each other's beer brewing and 

even taking turns working on each other's Independent fields. 

Kofyar women did not see polygyny as an unmixed blessing, 

however, and they reported both cooperation and competition among 

cowlves. Some women cited cowlfe rivalry or disputes as adequate 

cause for divorce, and the al location of such resources as education 

and land among children certainly can spark cowlfe competition. Even 

though In practice polygyny does not always work smoothly, In theory, 

both Kofyar men and women recognize Its advantages to the household as 

a whole as well as to Its female members. 

Differences between Polygynous Women. Although overal I 

prosperity of women In polygynous marriages and their households Is 

easily demonstrated, the .qu6stlon iamains how much variation these 

average figures mask. could hypothesize that It Is only a certain' 

category of these women, perhaps the senior wives, who are benefiting 

from polygyny with higher average Independent Incomes. 

The most accessible comparison Is between the first wife and 

the second wife of the heads of households. These are by far the most 

numerous categories of polygynous women. wll I present some analysis 

with subsequent wives of household heads, but as three or more wives 

are much less common, the samples are smal I. 

The first or senior wife Is given a special name by the Kofyar 

- she Is cal led the ~ al£!, a Hausa term meaning "mother of the 
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house". This name accords with an Ideological notion of her authority 

over other women In the house. She has some control over domestic 

task al location and a role In mediating disputes between household 

members. Furthermore, the first wives do have a higher likelihood of 

having Independent production than do other women (almost 85 percent 

of them are producers - see Table 6.2). These women also tend, to grow 

more cash crops than do other married women (Table 6.3). These 

differences might be due to the fact that ~ ~ tend to be older 

and longer married to their present spouse, both factors which In 

general Increase Independent production (Tables 6.2 and 6.3). But 

even when control ling for both age and years married, the first wives 

stl I I tend to plant more yam heaps than do other wives of household 

heads. 

Although this discussion has been restricted primarily to 

polygynous wives of the heads of households, It should be noted that 

these are the women who as a group tend to have the highest production 

when compared to women married to other men In the household or to 

women who are not married at all (see Table 6.4). 

These are only statistical patterns, however, and not all uwar 

~'s experiences wi I I conform to this general model. One senior 

wife In her late 50s or early 60s said she enjoyed her position. She 

had helped pick her husband's subsequent wives and said she had 

stopped cooking altogether In recent years. In terms of Independent 

production, however, she said that with each additional wife her own 

farmland had shrunk since she had to share a relatively fixed amount 
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Table 6.2 Percentages of Plains Women Producing Independently and 
Mean Amounts of Yams Produced. by Age and Marital Status 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
AGE Percent Percent Percent Number 

Married First Wives First Wives Yams per 
Producing of Heads with Polygynous Married 

Producing Heads Producing Women 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
All 79.5 85.0 86.9 302.7 

15-20 54.4 64.7 58.3 135.1 

21-25 78.8 86.7 88.6 228.3 

26-30 81.5 82.2 82.3 331.3 

31-35 88.3 89.5 92.6 344.0 

36-40 88.0 86.4 88.6 416.9 

41-45 86.5 93.4 95.3 359.2 

46-50 82.4 82.5 86.5 348.6 

51-55 68.8 80.8 86.4 321.7 

56-60 75.0 88.2 91.7 346.5 

61+ 57.9 66.7 66.7 51.6 

N 1406 606 396 1476 



Table 6.3 Mean Number of Yam Heaps Planted by Independent Producers, by 
Years Married to Present Spouse -- Plains Wives Only 

Years All Married All H~ad ~I First Head Wives First Wives 
Married Women Wives Wives Aged 20-40 Aged 20-40 

0-3 216.2 222.0 267.2 232.3 290.7 

4-7 274.0 265.9 303.6 253.7 310.6 

8-14 352.4 320.2 3n.8 340.2 374.3 

15+ 383.4 339.9 404.8 381.7 413.6 

Overa II Mean 307.5 280.0 358.9 283.8 362.1 

Number of Women 1476 335 625 403 429 

a Wives of household heads b Includes monogamous wives 
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Table 6.4 Women's Independent Production of Yams and Groundnuts, and 
their Age, by Husband's Household status -- Hills and Plains COmblneda 

Husband's Household 
Status 

Household head 

Other man In her 
residential household 

Man living outside her 
residential household 

No husband (woman 
unmarried) 

avera II Mean 

Number of Women 

Percentage Yams b 
Independent W~an Heaps Income 
Producers Age (X) (X) 

79.4 36.1 255.5 54.8 

62.2 24.0 195.7 31.6 

50.6 47.9 144.3 56.3 

34.2 38.7 42.9 10.6 

67.0 36.1 199.8 42.2 

2464 2464 2386 2299 

Groundnuts b 
Basins Income 

(X) (X) 

3.0 13.4 

3.1 3.1 

2.2 8.7 

1.1 4.1 

3.0 10.6 

2436 2201 

a All differences In means are significant at the .005 level In t-test 
analysiS. The significance of the differences In yam production and 
overall Independent Income stll I hold true even when age Is controlled. 
This Is not so for groundnut production. 

b In 1984, Nl = U.S. $1.34. 
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of land her husband had set aside for his wives' production. That on 

the average, polygynous wives produce more than do monogamous suggests 

that lack of time and labor Inhibits Independent production more than 

problems with access to farmland (see Chapter Two and Four). 

Polygynous households are, In general, more prosperous than 

monogamous households. This prosperity Is demonstrated In higher 

average Incomes and production, which may, In turn, reflect the larger 

resident labor pool and may also Imply larger farms. At this stage of 

development of frontier farming It Is not simply those households with 

access to the most labor who can produce the most, but also those 

households with access to adequate farm land. The ~ ~ In the 

anecdote may wei I belong to a household whose number of potential 

Independent producers Is outstripping Its land base. The portrait of 

the larger, polygynous household as the more prosperous for the group 

as a whole as well as It female members stll I holds true for the 

majority of Kofyar In the plains. 

The portrait of the women with the highest Independent 

production Is being sketched In: (a) women who have migrated to the 

plains, (b) women between the ages of 36 and 40, (c) women who are 

married to household heads (especially to polygynous household heads), 

and (d) women who are senior wives of household heads (~ ~). 

Divorce 

Kofyar women divorce with some frequency, and I could 

hypothesize that divorce, I Ike marriage, has measurablo effects on 

women's Independent production. The rates of divorce and the 
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relationship of divorce and women's Independent production wi I I be 

documented below. This Interaction between divorce and women's 

economic activities In agricultural settings has rarely been studied, 

and what literature on African women Is available on this topic Is 

discussed below. 

The relation between polygyny and divorce has been discussed. 

HI I I suggests that "polygyny may be regarded as a system which 

effectively guarantees every women under (say) fifty years the 'right' 

of being married .. " (1975:120). She I Inks this to high divorce rates: 

"a high regard' for the marrl.ed state as such Is often associated with 

a low regard for the stability of any particular union" (1975:120) . 
. -

Viewing divorce from the women's point of view rather than the 

social system as a whole, Its frequency Is In some ways puzzling. 

Most female farmers In patrilineal societies risk losing access to 

land and even to their own crops at divorce. Dey (1981) found that 

the women at the time of a divorce were supposed to keep their 

personal crops and enough of the communal crop to feed themselves 

untl I the next harvest. These customary rights, however, were often 

denied. If women however are valued for their labor, they often move 

straight from one marriage Into another, thus gaining rights In 

another man's land at the same time as they are losing rights In their 

former husband's farm. This "recycling" of women may al low women to 

Improve their access to land by negotiating new marriages with men 

with more ample land. 
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Divorce also Implies the refunding of brldewealth, making the 

frequency of divorce again puzzling especially In areas of expensive 

brldewealths. Since the brldewealth for a daughter Is usually used to 

acquire wives for her brothers, refunding by her own family may be 

difficult. But the refunding may not be as onerous as It seems. 

First, the ful I amount of brldewealth Is often not paid In ful I by the 

time of divorce. Secondly gifts from the groom to the bride's family 

are usually not recognized by the courts, and so the husband's 

recouping of loss may be Incomplete. Additionally, If the marriage 

has produced chi Idren, the husband may not demand return of the 

brldewealth as long as he retains control of the offspring. 

But more Importantly, the woman's next husband may be waiting 

In the wings to pay her brldewealth and refund her former husband. 

Due to demand for additional wives, women are assured of speedy 

remarriage. Finally, In situations where women's Incomes have been 

rising, women may be able to refund the brldewealth from their own 

earnings. Bledsoe (1976) found that In the more modern Kpel Ie areas, 

women were making large Incomes and were divorcing more frequently by 

paying It back themselves. Well (1973) also found that as women 

gained economic Independence their rates of divorce were rising. When 

I asked a Kofyar man what brldewealth he had paid for his wives, he 

was reluctant to tel I me for fear his wives would find out how smal I 

the amounts had been and choose to pay It back themselves (P. Stone, 

fleldnotes). 
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And finally, If a wife has borne sons In a marriage, It may be 

to her advantage to stay In the household untl I her sons Inherit their 

father's farm or acquire farms of their own. A woman can return to 

the farm of a grown son from a previous marriage, but her welcome may 

not be assured. Resident mothers often have a better claim to sons' 

land than do the sons' wives. Recent studies of African widows have 

helped shed light on such strategies (Potash 1986). 

Kofyar Divorce 

Every married woman In our census was questioned about the 

number of her previous marriages. Although there may be some 

reporting errors In recording al I of the earl lest marriages of 

frequently divorced, older women, we can feel secure In categorizing 

women as "divorced at least once" as opposed to "never divorced". Of 

my sample of 1988 currently married women, 45.8 percent of them 

overal I are on at least their second marriage and the average number 

of marriages per woman Is 1.5. This Is remarkably consistent with 

Netting's (1969) analysis of divorce In three hili vi I lages. He found 

that 44 percent of them overall were at least on their second 

marriage. Divorce rates may thus be steady not only through time but 

across regions. 

These numbers are depressed somewhat by the younger women In 

the sample, who, In essence, have not yet had a chance to divorce. 

The majority of women (69 percent) under 30 years of age who are 

currently married have never been divorced. By the age group of 30-

49, however, the percentage of women who have never been divorced 
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drops to 43.3, and makes a further smal I drop to 42.8 percent of the 

group of women aged 50 and older. The fact that overal I almost half 

of adult women have dissolved their first marriage attests to the ease 

and frequency of divorce among the Kofyar. 

There Is no overal I difference In divorce rates between women 

living In the plains and those living In the hi I Is (In both regions 54 

percent have never been divorced). For this reason, no distinction of 

residence Is made In the fol lowing discussion. 

More women, proportionately, who are married polygynously are 

divorced (51.8) than are women In monogamous marriages (39.8 percent). 

Although this difference Is the product of multiple factors, It does 

In Itself demonstrate the role of polygyny In allowing women mobility 

between husbands. 

Divorce and Independent Production 

This section wi I I Investigate some of the effects of divorce 

on Independent production. It Is a difficult task to Isolate the 

Impact of divorce, because of the confounding effects of multiple 

variables acting on Independent production. For married women overal I, 

divorce Is found to depress average Independent Incomes and numbers of 

yam heaps planted (Table 6.5). This general pattern, however, Is 

complicated by the effects of several factors which have been shown In 

previous discussions to affect production and Income, Including age, 

years married, husband (I.e. whether head or not), and type of 

marriage (I.e. whether monogamous or polygynous). I wi I I address 



Table 6.5 
Divorce and Independent Production - Married Women 

Never Divorced 

ALL WOMEN (N-1988) 

Yam Heaps (X) 
Independent Producer 

Incomes (X) 

242.8 

N74.3 

AGE (N .. 1851) 

Yam Heaps (X) 
15-29 
30-49 
50+ 

Independent Producer 
Incomes (X) 
15-29 
30-49 
50+ 

208.1 
348.2 
204.0 

N55.3 
N115.9 
N72.6 

MARRIED 3-20 YEARS (N-1736) 

Yam Heaps (X) 
Independent Producer 

Incomes (X) 

332.5 
N93.6 

WIVES OF HOUSEHOLD HEADS (N-1381) 

Yam Heaps (X) 
Independent Producer 

Incomes (X) 

282.3 
N88.6 

MARRIAGE TYPE (N-1075) 

Yam Heaps (X) 
Monogamous 194.2 
Polygynous 253.0 

Independent Incomes (X) 
Monogamous N54.0 
Polygynous N80.3 

a b Significant at the .05 level In t-test analysis 
Not significant at the .05 level In t-test analysis 

Divorced 

214.1 b 

257.9a 

120.6 

N60.7 
N80.8 
N40.5a 

316.5b N87.6 

226.2 
N68.4a 

179.5 
261.6 

N70.6 
N63.9 
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these Issues and also discuss the phenomenon of multiple divorces to 

speculate on whether It Is the frequency of divorce, or simply Its 

presence, which affects women's Independent Incomes. 

~e. When the sample of married women Is stratIfied by age, 

for example, the depressing effect of divorce on Independent Incomas 

Is not found across groups. For younger women (aged 15-29) who are 

currently married, found no statistically-significant differences 

In production figures between those who had been divorced and those 

who had not (Table 6.5). This Is true for women from al I regions as 

wei I as Just women In the plains regions where agricultural Incomes 

are higher. For the age groups of 30 to 49 and 50 and above, however, 

divorced women planted significantly fewer yams and had significantly 

smaller agricultural Incomes In al I regions. This contrast may 

Indicate other underlying variables and patterns. I could hypothesize 

that divorce, ~~, does not reduce women's Independent Incomes, but 

may do so only In the presence of other factors. 

Years Married. This difference may derive, for example, not 

from some Intrinsic handicap In being a divorced women, as evidenced 

by the fact that the younger women do not experience any decrease In 

Independent production upon divorce, but Instead from the Interaction 

of divorce and years married to the current husband. The Importance 

of years married to women's Independent production Is Illustrated In 

Table 6.3. Divorced women tend to have been married to their current 

husband for less time than have non-divorced women (Table 6.6). 

Younger women, whether they are on their first marriage or not, have 
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Table 6.6 Effect of Divorce on Women's Independent Production and 
Incomes - AI I Married Women 

Marriage Yam Heaps Yam Income 

(X) (X) 

First 242.8 53.1 

Second 201.1 42.5 

Third 146.0 23.2 

Overa II 200.2 42.6 

Total Independent 
Income 

(X) 

74.3 

60.8 

44.4 

60.7 

Years In 
Marriage 

(X) 

13.1 

9.1 

6.4 

11.1 
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not been married many years to their current husband. With older 

women the differences In years married become much more pronounced 

between never divorced and divorced women (Table 6.7). When 

eliminating the newly-marrled and very long-married women, we find no 

difference overal I between divorced and non-divorced women (Table 

6.5). 

The nature of agricultural production explains a great deal of 

the effect of years married. Depending on when In the agricultural 

schedule a woman first enters a household, she may not have a chance 

to plant her own crops during that first year. Even If she does, her 

first season wi I I not appear as Income untl I the end of the first or 

even second year. The social Integration of a woman Into a new 

household may take several years and may contribute to the gradual 

adoption of Independent production. Access to agricultural and 

brewing labor, as wei I as to land and seeds, reflect social as wei I as 

economic clout. Of women who are In their first year of marriage 86 

percent have no Independent production at all, dropping to 51.3 

percent In their second year and 18.1 percent In their third year of 

marriage. 

But the variables of years married and age do not entirely 

explain away the effects of divorce on Independent production. Other 

relevant factors must be considered. 

Wives of Heads of Households. We have demonstrated In 

earlier discussions that the husband's status within the household has 

a decided effect on the wife's Independent production (Table 6.4). 
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Table 6.7 The Effect of Age and Number of Years Married on Yam 
Production (X), Independent Agricultural Incomes (X), and Numbers of 
Chi Idren (X) -- (N-814) 

Years 
Married 

Age 

20-29 

30-39 

40-49 

50-59 

Yam Heaps 
Incomes 
Children 
Number of 

Marriages 

Yam Heaps 
Incomes 
Children 
Number of 

Marriages 

Yam Heaps 
Incomes 
Ch II dren 
Number of 

Marriages 

Yam Heaps 
Incomes 
Children 
Number of 

Marriages 

0-5 

193 
53 
.9 

1.4 

339 
107 

.7 
2.3 

248 
102 

.2 
2.7 

97 
16 

0 
2.3 

6-10 11-20 

263 374 
71 76 

2 3.1 
1.3 1.0 

287 333 
78 107 

1.5 3.4 
1.9 1.4 

243 411 
39 73 
.7 1.9 

2.3 1.8 

160 214 
32 78 
.2 .5 

2.5 2.1 
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Let us now rerun the preceding analysis only on wives of heads of 

households. These women represent by far the largest subgroup of the 

sample of currently married women In any event (1455 of 1880 cases, or 

78 percent). By selecting this large group, however, one potential 

source of variation can be control led. 

Divorced wives of household heads do plant fewer yams and do 

have lower Incomes than do wives who have never been divorced. An 

analysis restricted to wives of heads of households who have been 

married no more than twice, yields very simi lar results to the 

previous analysis run on the larger sample of al I currently married 

women. So the effects of divorce on Independent production are 

neither felt more nor less by women married to heads of households 

than by married women overal I. 

Multiple Marriages. The analysis of wives of household heads 

also excluded women who have been divorced more than once. Samples of 

women who have been divorced twice or more are smal I In any event 

(only 6.8 percent of currently married women). But even though these 

women are In a smal I minority, they may In fact behave differently 

than the great majority of women and demonstrate a new aspect of 

divorce. 

These "habitual divorcees" may wei I be contracting subsequent 

marriages for very different reasons than are the bulk of women 

arranging only their second marriage. They are certainly older on the 

average (42 years as opposed to 38 years of women on their second 

marriage), have been married fewer years to their present husband (6.2 
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vs. 9.1 years) and, not surprisingly given the two characteristics 

Just listed, have fewer average children In the present marriage (.8 

as opposed to 1.3). They do also have lower agricultural Incomes and 

production (Table 6.6). 

When number of marriages are analyzed by age, we find as one 

might expect that the older the group of women are the more likely 

they are to have contracted multiple marriages. So whl Ie only 3.3 

perGent of women between the ages of 30 and 39 have been married more 

than twice, this percentage Increases to 7.5 by the time women are 60 

years of age or older. These differences are not al I that striking 

however when we consider that across ages so few women have been 

married more than twice, and that older women earn less on the average 

than do younger women whether divorced or not (Table 6.7). 

Polygyny and Divorce. The kind of marriage (I.e. whether 

monogamous or polygynous) Is another variable which might confound the 

effects of divorce on Independent Incomes. Here the patterns are 

unclear (Table 6.5). Divorce and type of marriage have no consistent 

effect on women's Independent production. 

Discussion 

Whl Ie In the aggregate, divorce has a negative effect on 

women's Independent Incomes, the contributions of other factors to 

this pattern are significant. The risks In loss of Independent Income 

that a Kofyar woman might make by divorcing are clear-cut neither to 

her nor to us In reviewing the comparative analyses. Women certainly 

divorce for other reasons than their Independent Incomes, and so the 
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effect of economics on the divorce deciSion may be difficult to 

assess. Even so, the advantages of living In the plains or Joining a 

wei I-to-do polygynous household to Independent Incomes might wei I 

override any negative effects of divorce. The posslbl I Ity that women 

use remarriage to Improve their Independent Incomes remains. 

Chi Idren 

Other theorists have placed more Importance on the role of 

women as reproducers than as producers In analyses of marriage 

patterns. The links between economics and fertility have been used In 

explaining differing rates of divorce. Stennlng (1959), for example, 

found that although the wives of the Fulanl of Sornu were completely 

absorbed Into their husbands' patrl lineages, divorce was frequent. He 

attributed this to high rates of sterl I Ity on the one hand, and to 

economic motivations on the other hand. Women wanted milk to sell, 

and were likely to leave men with smal I herds. 

When marriage Is thought of primarily as a transfer of a 

woman's reproductive capacities, divorce becomes a rational response 

to chi Idlessness (Reyna 1977), and Is most likely In chi Idless unions 

(Cllgnet 1970, Netting 1969a). Reyna found that among the Sarma of 

Chad, 25 percent of the population was Infertl Ie, and 50 percent of 

marriages which produced no chi Idren ended In divorce (1977). 

The desire for chi Idren has both a social and an economic 

component. On the social side, reproduction has been viewed as the 

prime determinant of women's social status (Benerla and Sen 1981, 



Leacock 1981, Sacks 1979). On the economic side, the value of 

chi Idren's labor to farming households has been demonstrated (Nag, 

White and Peet 1978), and this value may wei I Increase with 

Intensification. 
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The Interaction of women's productive and reproductive roles 

and their relative Importance also remain problematic. Some have 

argued that women's reproductive responslbl I Itles should be viewed as 

prior to and determining of their productive activities (Brown 1970, 

Burton et al. 1977). The demands of chi Idcare are seen as determining 

what work women do and where (close to the home). Even Income earning 

activities are seen as extensions of home activities - such as the 

production and marketing of crafts (Benerla 1979). When reproduction 

Is defined so as to Include social (I.e. perpetuation of the social 

system) as we~ I as biological reproduction and dally maintenance of 

the labor force (Benerla and Sen 1981), women's roles are seen as 

predetermined. This view tends, however, to Ideological biases; 

"societies have developed a variety of forms of control of female 

sexuality and of women's activities, and this control Is at the root 

of female subordination" (Benerla 1979:203). 

Others have argued the Inverse of this stance. Women's 

economic activities are seen as prior to and determinant of their 

chi Idbearlng and chlldcare decisions. These scholars cite as evidence 

mechanisms to limit fertility (such as postpartum sex taboos) as 

strategies by women to minimize the Intrusion of chi Idcare Into their 

economic activities. This contrasts with the more common 
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Justification of post-partum sex taboos which emphasize the problems 

with Infant survival (Caldwel I 1972). Practices such as fostering of 

chi Idren (Goody 1982), cooperation of cowlves In chi Idcare and 

domestic chores, and the care of Infants by older siblings are simi lar 

strategies. 

Childbearing obviously does not keep women from working 

outside the home. In fact, women often say they work because they 

have children not In spite of them (Bay 1982). Mott (1974) found In a 

Nigerian village that women with chi Idren were more likely to be 

working than the childless since most of the children were In school. 

Tardlts (1962) found that the female traders In Dahomey had more 

Independence after the birth of their first chi Id than before. If 

chi Idren make a difference to productive activities, the difference Is 

not obvioUS! priori and may well vary from one productive system to 

the next. 

Kofyar Women and Children 

Among the Kofyar, the mere presence of chi Idren does not have 

a noticeable effect on Independent production, although chi Idren do 

seem to depress Independent production at a certain point In women's 

marriages and chi Idbearlng careers. 

Due to the way the data have been coded, this discussion Is 

based on a measurement of number of surviving chi Idren In the current 

marriage. This variable cannot be used as a proxy for comparative 

fertl I Ity either. synchronically or diachronically, since neither 

number of pregnancies nor number of chi Idren from previous marriages 
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Is Included. The raw census data does Include numbers of surviving 

chi Idren from each of a woman's marriages, but due to problems with 

the consistency of these data, they were not Included In the current 

analysis. Future work wi I I be able to address some of the Issues of 

fertl I Ity left aside In the present work. 

When discussing Issues of women's time use and economic 

activities, however, a variable which measures the number of living 

chi Idren she has living with her In her current marriage Is stili of 

Interest. 

Overal I total number of chi Idren In the present marriage Is 

not high. A full 27.9 percent of married women have no chi Idren at 

al I, with 20.4 percent with only one. So almost half of the women In 

my sample have one or fewer children. Table 6.8 presents frequencies 

of number of children. The average number of chi Idren for the entire 

sample Is only 1.9, but considering what Is measured here, this 

relatively low number of children per woman Is not surprising. 

Some of the pattern seen In Table 6.8 can be explained by age. 

Of women aged 15-20 a ful 151.3 percent have no children, while of the 

women aged 21-25 only 16.7 percent have no children, and only 12.7 

percent of women aged 26-30 are chi Idless. For women over the age of 

29 the number of chi Idren In the present marriage goes down 

progressively reflecting the effect of divorce and remarriage (Table 

6.9). These women may wei I have had chi Idren In previous marriages 

which are not counted In this variable. 
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Table 6.8 Percentage of Women with ~Ifferent Numbers of Children In 
Current Marriage 

Number of Chi Idren Percent N 

0 27.9 483 

1 20.4 353 

2 19.6 339 

3 13.2 228 

4 8.2 143 

5 6.7 116 

6+ 4.1 71 



Table 6.9 Average Number of Children In Current Marriage for 
Divorced and Never Divorced Women Control ling for Age 

Age Never Divorced Divorced 

20-30 2.05 1.27 

31-40 3.88 1.60 

41-50 3.67 1.28 

51-60 3.29 .69 

N 800 602 
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Number of surviving chi Idren Increases steadily with years 

married as one might expect. For the senior wives of household heads, 

average number of children Increases from .42 chi Idren In the first 

two years of marriage to 3.5 children by the time they have been 

married 18-25 years. 

Women who are listed as the second wives of household heads 

have consistently fewer chi Idren at al I stages In their marital 

history (see Table 6.10). This Is also seen In the third wives of 

heads whose average number of chi Idren are even lower than the others. 

Sample sizes are too smal I for the fourth and fifth wives of household 

heads to extend this pattern. 

It Is not clear why marriage order should affect the number of 

chi Idren. One posslbl I Ity for some of this pattern may be reporting 

error. The variable, marriage order, was based on the order that 

wives were censused and this, In turn, was In response to our request 

that the longest married wife be listed first fol lowed by others In 

order of years married. When wives are married In close succession, 

the household head may tend to list the wife with the most chi Idren as 

the senior wife rather than the woman who was actually married first. 

Successful chi Idbearlng has a crucial Impact on a woman's status 

Including, perhaps, their relative marriage order In the house. This 

cannot be verified, however, and most probably does not account for 

much of the difference. 

T~ere may wei I be other reasons for greater numbers of 

chi Idren among first wives. As the senior women, the first wife may 



Table 6.10 Number of Children In Current Marriage 

Averaged for Uwar Gldas and Second Wives of Head, 

control ling for Years Married and Age 

(ages 20-50) 

Years Married Uwar Gldas Second Wives 

0-4 .78 .64 

5-8 1.62 1.24 

9-17 2.69 2.12 

18+ 3.65 3.05 

Total 2.44 1.58 

N 555 289 
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have a higher frequency of sexual relations with the husband. The 

~ ~ may also have been monogamous In this marriage at one time 

and have exhibited the higher fertl I Ity demonstrated for monogamous 

women (see discussion below), who In all probabl I Ity have more 

frequent sexual encounters with their husbands than polygynous women. 

The ~ ~ as a monogamous wife or even as a polygynous one may 

also observe a shorter post partum taboo than can subsequent wives. 

No direct Inquiries were made on this subject, but It seems reasonable 

that post-partum taboos In general are not as strictly observed as 

they were twenty years ago, and this might well have more of an Impact 

on the senior wife than others. Although no analysis has been 

possible as of yet on birth spacing among the Kofyar, a preliminary 

scan of chi Idren's ages (and the population pyramid Included In 

Chapter Four) suggest that post-partum sex taboos are no longer 

operating to the extent they were In the 1960s. 

One strong piece of evidence for the diminution of the post

partum taboo Is the disappearance of the t~adltlon of an expectant 

woman leaving her husband's house for the del Ivery. These women often 

stayed away for the duration of the post-partum taboo which could last 

up to several years. They usually stayed In the compound of 

traditional healers, but might also return to their relatives for this 

period. This practice Is virtually unheard of In the plains today, 

although If a woman Is having a difficult pregnancy she stl I I 

occasionally takes up residence with a native doctor who can monitor 

the pregnancy's progress. The smal I number of households censused 
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with patients listed as members, as wei I as the Infrequency with which 

a census listed an absent wife, underlines how rarely this custom Is 

followed In the contemporary period. 

Chi Idren and Independent Production 

The effect of chi Idren on Independent production varies by 

such factors as age, marital history, residence, as well as numbers of 

children. In general, women with chi Idren are more likely to be 

Independent producers than are. chi Idless women. Women with no 

children In their current marriage are less likely to produce 

Independently than the population as a whole. Whl Ie only 67.6 percent 

of women with no chi Idren are Independent producers, this contrasts 

with 77.4 percent of married women overal I. When broken down by 

numbers of chi Idren, 79.9 percent of women with one child are 

Independent producers, 82.3 percent of women with two, and 82.8 

percent of those with 3 or 4 chi Idren. These differences are not 

large, but show nonetheless a consistent relationship (see also Figure 

6.1). 

Region. The percentage of women with children at different ages 

Is consistently higher for women living In the plains. Of those 

married women with no chi Idren In their current marriage, 67.8 percent 

of them are living In the hills, whl Ie of the women with one or more 

children 73.6 percent of them are living In the plains (see Table 

6.11). The differences though not large, may reflect the preferential 

position of women who are successfully bearing children In their 

current marriage. 



Table 6.11 Children and Residence 

Number of 
Children Plains 

o (N) 345 
Column Percent 26.4 

1+ (N) 962 
Column Percent 73.6 

Home 

136 
32.2 

286 
67.8 

201 

Total 

27.8 

72.2 
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DIvorce. Of those currently marrIed women between the ages of 

20-60, the hIghest nL\mber of chIldren are consIstently recorded for 

women In theIr fIrst marrIage. For example, whl Ie 51.5 percent of 

women on theIr second marrIage have no chIldren In thIs marrIage, only 

38.3 percent of those on theIr first marrIage are chIldless. The 

reason for thIs pattern Is not entIrely clear, although It may well 

reflect the hIgher lIkelIhood of dIvorce for women wIth fertl I Ity 

problems. 

Polygyny. Polygyny among the Kofyar, as suggested by DorJahn 

(1959) among other groups, does seem to correlate wIth lower 

fertl I Ity. Although the dIfferences are statIstIcally sIgnIfIcant 

they are not large In real terms. Whl Ie monogamous women have an 

average of of 2.1 chi Idren (n-488), polygynous women have an av~rage 

of 1.9 chIldren (sIgn at .006 level In t-test). When control lIng for 

age by selectIng women between the ages of 25 and 40 monogamous women 

have an average of 2.6 chIldren as compared to 2.3 chIldren of 

polygynous women (sIgn at .01 level In t-test). 

SenIor wIves also have more chIldren than do subsequently 

marrIed wIves of heads of households (2.28 vs. 1.f.2, sIgnIfIcant at 

.001 level) but when control lIng for age, the dIfference Is no longer 

statIstIcally sIgnIfIcant. 

DIscussIon 

I have establIshed that the women who are successfully bearIng 

chIldren In theIr current marrIage are more lIkely to be producIng 

Independently. ThIs relatIonshIp may be somewhat unexpected because 



one might think that chi Idless women would have more time for 

Independent production. Although the demands of chlldcare and 
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chi Idbearlng may temporarily depress production of women In their 30s 

(Figure 6.1, Table 6.7), In the longer run, I would argue that 

successful chi Idbearlng must Increase a woman's status within her 

household and thus enhance her Independent Income. As with the 

effects of divorce on women's production, however, the operation of 

multiple factors simultaneously cloud the effect of this single 

variable of chi Idren. 

Conclusions 

The portrait of the more prosperous woman Is now more complete 

and Is I I lustrated In Table 6.12. To the list cited above: (a) women 

married to household heads, especially polygynous household heads, (b) 

women who have migrated to the plains, (c) women of peak productive 

age (36-40), we can add (d) women who have already had several 

chi Idren In their present marriage. We are left with the question: 

How do these characteristics affect the likelihood and scale of 

Independent production? 

The answer Is that these attributes describe the most valuable 

members of any household; It Is these women who provide the labor 

which fuels the Increasing prosperity of the household. A woman with 

the above characteristics not only has the most to contribute to the 

current labor force of the household, but Is also contributing to the 

future labor force through her c~lldren. The fact that the more 
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Table 6.12 Marital 2tnd Household Characteristics of Prosperous womena 
In both HI I Is and Plains 

Characteristics Prosperous Women other Women 

Percentage of Sample 20 80 

Percentage Married to 81.6 57.2 
Household Heads 

Number of Wives per 2.2 
Household Head (X)b 

1.8 

Chi Idren In curregt 2.2 
Marriage (X) 

1.8 

b Household Size (X) 9.8 8.4 

Household Income (X)b N1254.8d N664.5d 

Age (X)c 35.3 36.2 

Times Married (X)c 1.5 1.4 

Years Married to 
Present Husband (X) c 

11.8 10.7 

Total Number of Women 407 1707 

Total Number of Households 263 810 

a Prosperous women are those In the upper 20 percent of the 
Independent Income profl Ie. 

b Differences between Prosperous and Other are significant at 0.004 
I eve I In T -test. 

c Differences between Prosperous and Other not significant. 

d In 1984, N1 a U.S. $1.34. 
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prosperous women (the upper 20 percent of the sample based on 

Independent Incomes) have on the average more children than do other 

women supports this thesis. I would argue that a household head's 

wife with several chi Idren Is of great value to her household, and her 

husband recognizes this worth by al lotting land for her Independent 

production and time to work those fields. 

If this wife Is not granted these concessions by her husband, 

she can divorce. And although, on average, being the ~ ~ 

Increases a woman's Independent production, so may her Joining a 

polygynous and more prosperous household as a second or third wife of 

the household head. The high rates of polygyny, the cost of 

brldewealth, the positive correlation between the presence of women 

and Increases In household agricultural production as wei I as In 

women's Independent production al I attest to the continuing value of 

women's labor and are reflected In the Independent economic power of 

women. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 
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This dissertation has challenged the consensus about the loss 

of female power at the Introduction of market agriculture with the 

case study of the Kofyar. I have described and analyzed the 

experiences of Kofyar women In the last 25 years In migrating to a 

frontier and adopting cash-crop production In an attempt to understand 

the limits to the generalizations. 

The models of the detrimental effects of cash-cropping on 

women Isolate no single factor but Instead enumerate a number of 

contributing patterns. Given the considerable variation In the 

farming systems of sub-Saharan African groups. due to everything from 

environment to rei Iglon. It Is not surprising that responses to 

monetarlzatlon have been equally varied. African women have shared 

certain common characteristics. however: many farming systems feature 

the pre-eminence of women and these same farming systems have 

experienced the modern world through a package of changes that may 

Include cash-cropping. the Introduction of new farming technologies. 

changes In land tenure and population movements and pressure. In 

general. scholars note that men have disproportionately enjoyed what 

benefits these changes have brought (e.g. Increased Incomes). while 

women have more often suffered the problems (e.g. Increased work 



loads). National economic goals and development policies often 

emphasize the gender Inequalities. 
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Theoretical efforts to model this process are largely limited 

to broad-scale dichotomies. One can apply contrasts such as 

horticulture vs. agriculture, subsistence vs. surplus and traditional 

vs. modern to the sexual division of labor and rights In agriculture, 

but these distinctions are so general that they neglect Important 

sources of varlabl I Ity. The Kofyar, I Ike many farming groups, 

straddle these definitional contrasts, and are subject to 

Inconsistencies In the transition from one farming and economic stage 

to the next. In Chapter One, I argued that varlabl I Ity such as the 

differences between Intensive and extensive modes of cultivation, and 

the production of food crops for domestic markets compared to the 

production of non-food export crops, have an Important Impact on 

women's experiences of market economies. 

Kofyar women are managing to farm Independently of their 

households, sel I their personal crops and maintain control over their 

Incomes. Independent farming Is defined In this dissertation as the 

farming undertaken by Individuals, over which they maintain control, 

separate from household production. This dissertation has argued that 

Kofyar women have been able to generate Independent Incomes through 

farming, In contrast to many sUb-Saharan female farmers, because of 

two primary factors: 1) Kofyar women exploit the flexibility In the 

economic and marital system, and 2) K~fyar women's labor has been of 



vital Importance to the farming system both before and since the 

Introduction of cash-cropping. 
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Chapter Two begins the process of describing the Kofyar 

farming system and placing women's activities In the context of the 

economic system as a whole. It sketches the recent history of the 

Kofyar, Including, Importantly, their migration Into an agricultural 

frontier, the adoption of yams as the primary cash-crop, and the 

evolution of a complex set of mechanisms for mobilizing group labor. 

It emphasizes women's role In the cooperative labor networks (both 

farming and brewing contributions) and In household labor, and links 

this role to their access to labor for their own Independent 

production. The agricultural activities and Incomes of women are also 

shown to be only one part of women's Independent sphere which Includes 

beer brewing for sale and livestock raising. 

In the absence of comparative data of equal detail from 

simi lar farming systems, I adopt the approach of analyzing the 

differences among Kofyar women In an effort to Isolate what It Is 

about the Kofyar which has al lowed women to maintain and expand their 

Independent sphere. Chapter 4 begins this process by comparing Kofyar 

women living In the home communities to those In the migrant area, 

women whose household heads migrated early to those who have arrived 

In the plains late, and sources of varlabl I Ity In women's access to 

land and labor for Independent production. 

The Independent production of Kofyar women depends on their 

access to land and to labor (their own and others) for the cultivation 
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of their crops. One aspect of Kofyar women's success has been that 

they exploit the Intensive techniques of Intercropplng and 

multlcropplng to maximize the amount of land which they can farm. The 

Intercropplng of groundnuts with the household's cereal crops, the 

planting of sesame In the same fields after the groundnuts are 

harvested and the yam heaps are constructed for the fol lowing year are 

good examples of Kofyar women's adaptations to what might be seen as 

an Inadequate land base and labor deficits. The women have evolved a 

system of Independent production which fits around rather than 

competes directly with male/household farming. 

The dissertation goes on to place women's Independent 

activities within the broader social system by analyzing differences 

between women fn marriage and chi Idbearlng histories and strategies. 

These aspects of family and household organization are treated as 

being closely tied to the mat~rlal basis of the Kofyar system, In that 

women's decisions concerning marr:age and divorce are bound up with 

their decisions about their Independent farming. 

I continue the attempt, begun In Chapter Four, to Isolate what 

aspects of the Kofyar system have permitted women economic success, 

with a comparison of women In different types of marriages (e.g. 

polygynous, monogamous, etc.), at different stages In their marital 

careers (e.g. newly married vs. long married, never divorced vs. 

divorced, Junior wives vs. senior wives), and differing numbers of 

chi Idren In their current marriage. The most Independently-productive 

women emerge as those In polygynous marriages with heads of 
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households, living In the plains with several chi Idren In the present 

marriage. sketch the I Inks between these social characteristics and 

the division of labor by sex and the system of Independent farming. 

In a system which depends on the equal and major contributions of 

women In agriculture, and In which some accommodation must be made to 

al low women to farm Independently the cash-crop of yams, the ease and 

frequency of divorce may become a factor In women's economic 

strategies. Women's labor Is In demand and they may chose which 

household wi I I benefit from their labor through divorce and 

remarriage. 

Kofyar women's success In expanding their Independent 

production and Incomes Is thus seen as a product of the Kofyar 

agricultural system as a whole and Its evolution. The system In 

general has become more prosperous and women as Important contributors 

to that prosperity are also benefiting Individually from the changes. 

Comparison 12 other African Women 

The question remains, however, why the position of Kofyar 

women has not worsened with the Imposition of a money economy. As 

outlined In the first chapter, the more common African pattern has 

been for men to dominate cash-cropping and land with male Incomes 

outstripping female Incomes. Women come to work Increasingly on their 

husbands' crops without remuneration whl Ie becoming Increasingly 

responsible for the family's subsistence production. Women thus 

become more dependent on men for their I Ivel Ihood. Why should Kofyar 

women be the exception or are there other African women who have 



simi larly not suffered the decay In status and Independence? The 

question Is what factors most account for the variations In women's 

experiences. 

Sources of VariatIon 

Some of the sources of variability which might account for 

differences In the way the women of sub-Saharan Africa have 

experienced the market economy are discussed below. 

Male Outmlgratlon 
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In many areas of sub-Saharan Africa, most notably Eastern and 

Southern Africa, widespread male outmlgratlon for wages Is the norm. 

In Lesotho, 60-70 percent of the men are gone for nine and one-half 

months of the year and do little farmwork when they are home 

(Safl I los-Rothschild 1985). In these areas, women not only head many 

rural households, but, by necessity, provide virtually all of the 

agricultural labor In their households. The absence of men, whether 

seasonally or permanently, has profound effects on the farming system 

they leave behind. 

Women-headed households are generally disadvantaged and poor 

(8uvlnlc et al. 1978, Fortmann 1981). Rather than giving women 

economic freedom and status, being the head of a farming household 

usually depresses a woman's standard of living and restricts her 

options. These households are underservlced by agricultural extension 

(Staudt 1975-6, Moock 1976) and are generally not able to produce for 

the market. The women may find themselves completely responsible for 
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their families' subsistence due to the absence of transfer payments 

from the migrants (Well n.d.). Even when wages are sent by the absent 

spouse, they may be below subsistence levels, and the responslbl I Ity 

for feeding the family may stili be placed on women (Mel Ilassoux 1975, 

Deere 1976). The women must adopt labor saving Innovations (Hay 

1984), assume formerly male task~_ In agriculture (Levine 1966, Okeyo 

1978) and take over decision making roles that had formerly been male. 

This may Involve longer working hours, the adoption of labor-saving 

crops, and nutritional loss (Wei I 1973, Okeyo 1979). The labor burden 

on women may be exacerbated by the loss of child labor to schooling 

(e.g. In Kenya, see Barnes 1983, Okeyo 1979). 

Women can and do manage their farms In the absence of men 

either assuming male tasks themselves or hiring men to perform them 

(Alberti 1982, Okeyo 1978). Van Velsen (1952 as quoted In Safll los

Rothschild 1985) claimed that the farming system In Lesotho could 

function normally with as much as 60-75 percent of the male population 

absent. But In many cases, male tasks, such as plowing, may be 

neglected (Palmer 1985). 

Although women In these systems may have more authority over 

their farming enterprise, they often operate under severe constraints 

for labor and capital Inputs. Their production, furthermore, can no 

longer be considered Independent production since It goes principally 

toward family subsistence and support. Even when they run the farming 

operation, they may not be viewed as Independent farmers since they 



are nominally under the control of another family member (Satl I los

Rothschild 1985). 
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There are some women, however, who have benefited from the 

absence of their husbands. In Mozambique, where women had always been 

the primary cultivators, they adopted cash crops In the early part of 

this century. The women grew groundnuts and sisal, and later adopted 

cotton and cassava. The men, who were working In the mines In South 

Africa, had little control over the farming enterprise (Young 1977 as 

cited In Charlton 1984). These women are viewed as the exception, 

rather than the norm. 

Male Special Izatlon ~ Cash Crops 

In some ways, the Introduction of certain cash crops Into 

farming systems has simi lar negative effects on women farmers. 

Although men are not withdrawn entirely from the agricultural labor 

pool, their labor may Increasingly be devoted to specialized cash crop 

production and withdrawn from subsistence production. Again women may 

have to Increase their production of food, barring them effectively 

from cash-cropping themselves (Guyer 1980, Fortmann 1982). Women may 

furthermore work as unpaid laborers on their husband's cash crops 

(Fortmann 1982) performing the same tasks as they did In the past 

(Currens 1976) but which may require more time than In the past 

(Etienne 1980). Although women may share In the profits of the 

husband's cash crops, their share may be very smal I (Etienne 1980). 

With male outmlgratlon or cash-cropping, however, the standard 

of living of the household as a whole Is often Improved even If 
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women's Incomes do not keep pace. Often. one finds that women have 

suffered no drop In absolute Income. but rather a proportional drop In 

relation to the family Income as a whole (McMillan 1984). So although 

women may be losing ground relative to men. their standard of living 

may have Improved to the point that women perceive themselves as 

better off than before (Oboler 1985). Furthermore. women may be able 

to market a higher percentage of their Individual crops (McMI I Ian 

1984) If the men's production or Incomes have Increased. But stili 

women are often apprehensive about being without their own money 

(Okeyo 1979) and In one reported case preferred to maximize their own 

Incomes rather than the total Income of the household when the two 

were In conflict (Jones 1983). 

Women's Access to Land 
~~~~ ~~~~ -- ----

With the Introduction of Individual land tenure. women's 

access to productive land Is undermined. In Kenya. for example. 

official Individualization of land tenure has hurt women's Independent 

production. Land titles are granted to men. and women's use rights 

have become less secure (Oboler 1985). Some women have even been 

forced to petition the land control board to block their husbands from 

sel ling land which the women were cultivating (Haugerud 1982). 

Increasing land pressure Is also eroding their customary rights 

(Haugerud 1982). Women who are marginal to begin with. such as widows 

and chi Idless women, are often the first to lose their claims to land 

(Okeyo 1978). 
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Technological Innovations 

Women may also be marginalized by the Introduction of 

technological change and by other changes Introduced by extension 

agents. When the plow Is Introduced, the advantages tend to go 

disproportionately to male crops (Wei I n.d.). The plow may substitute 

for women's labor In some cases thus reducing their labor burden 

(Boserup 1970), but may In other cases Increase their work, especially 

weeding, even though used on male fields (Oboler 1985). Access to 

crodlt and to extension education In new techniques also tends to 

favor male farmers (Staudt 1975-6, 1985, Moock 1976). Women also use 

less fertl I Izar, pesticide and other purchased or project-suppl led 

Inputs (McMillan 1984). 

The extent of women's participation In farming does not 

necessarily affect their Integration Into development projects. 

Safl I los-Rothschild (1985) compared projects In Lesotho (where there 

are high levels of absent males) to Sierra Leone (where women were 

active In farming and trade for themselves) and found few differences 

In the targeting of women for program benefits despite the contrast In 

women's decision-making activities In the two areas. 

Other Sources of Income ~ Off-Farm Employment 

The Involvement of women In other productive activities 

besides agriculture Introduces considerable varlabl I Ity. Farming and 

semi-sedentary pastoral women may own livestock of their own (e.g. 

semi-sedentary Fulanl women of Burkina Faso as reported In Henderson 

1986). Farm women may also brew beer (Saul 1981), make handicrafts 
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for sale, market food and other products (Boserup 1970), and work as 

agricultural wage laborers (Charlton 1984). 

Furthermore, as suggested In the Introduction, the economic 

marginalization of women may obtain mostly In farming systems that are 

modernizing In capital-Intensive ways or where cash crops are nonfood 

exports. The pre-existing farming system, for example, whether 

Intensive or extensive, can have Important effects on women's 

reactions to market agriculture (M.P. stone n.d.). 

Implications for Women ~ Development Projects and Research 

It Is thus very clear that not all African women farmers are 

the same, and the sources of variability both In the traditional and 

modern systems are numerous. Even women within the same farming and 

cultural systems operate under different sets of constraints and 

priorities, depending on such factors as their age, marital and 

chi Idbearlng status, and personal ambitions. A better understanding 

of such sources of variations In women's strategies both within and 

between economic systems could certainly Improve efforts to Introduce 

economic change. Our detal led understanding of Kofyar agricultural 

labor, for example, could greatly enhance the I Ikel Ihood of any 

Innovation being adopted. 

But the raw material with which a development planner works 

such as the pre-existing system cannot be redesigned. If the sexual 

division of labor or resources favors men over women before the 

Introduction of change, It wi I I very likely do so after whether In the 
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traditional or new and different ways. Furthermore, such factors as 

outmlgratlon, environmental crisis such as the Sahel Ian drought, 

national policies of land tenure, and balance of trade, are beyond the 

control of most development planners or proJects. Thus, the 

marginalization of women In many situations may be unavoidable. But 

stl I I, the grass roots approach Is probably better for understanding 

and designing programs for the African peasant In general, and the 

female farmer In specific (Richards 1985, 1986, Netting n.d.). As In 

the Kofyar case study, women's power Is often not official or 

Immediately evident, but relies Instead on a delicate exploitation and 

Interpenetration of male-dominated social and economic systems. 

Theory and Q!!! 

This sort of Insight Into the strategies of women requires the 

kinds of empirical data I collected on Kofyar women and their 

households. These quantitative methods and data demonstrate the 

difficulties with proposing the kinds of deductive formulations I 

discussed In the first chapter. Untl I we understand the patterns and 

workings of women's lives, captured In numerical as wei I as 

descriptive data, we cannot hope to understand their role In the wider 

social and eC9nomic system. Only then, should we attempt to make more 

sweeping statements about the future of women throughout Africa. 

Boserup herself, while contributing greatly to the theoretical 

thought about African women In modern economic systems, breaks this 

rule. Her formulations about agricultural Intensification (1965) are 

of more use to understanding the sexual division of labor In 
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agriculture, than are her later theories directed more specifically to 

women (1970). The effects of an already Intensive system and of the 

process of Intensification on women's economic power and value are 

more positive than her later formulation would admit. 

The Example of Labor 

The high value placed on female labor In Intensive 

agricultural systems remains central to this thesis and the data 

collected on Kofyar labor allow empirically-based comparisons with 

other groups and conclusions about the role of labor In agricultural 

development. 

The Kofyar agricultural system requires a high overal I Input 

of labor. The yearly average per adult worker for al I field and crop 

processing work Is an estimated 1,615 hours. This works out to an 

average of 4.4 hours per day In a seven-day weele (ranging seasonally 

from 2.8 to 7.4 hours). Estimated annual average labor by gender Is 

1,729 hours for men and 1,473 hours for women. 

These yearly labor Inputs are substantially above averages 

reported elsewhere In Africa. Extensive agricultural systems report 

averages of 500-1000 hours a year, with mOl'e Intensive systems Just 

over 1000. The men of the Niger Val ley Nupe who work In a simi lar 

environment are reported to work 728 hours In a year (the Nupe women 

do no farming; Cleave 1974). The male Hausa cultivators worked 556-

684 hours per year, whl Ie the secluded women contributed only minimal 

amounts to the farming (Cleave 1974). So despite the fact that the 
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Nupe and Hausa have access to only half of the labor force of the 

Kofyar, since their women do not farm, their men are stl II devoting 

less than half the number of hours to farming. This four-fold 

Increase In total agricultural labor depends Importantly on the labor 

of Kofyar women. 

But beyond the question of gross labor Input, Kofyar women 

are contributing to the full array of tasKs across the agricultural 

year. At no time In the calendar do the Kofyar have to operate with 

less than their ful I complement of male and female workers . 

. Agricultural production Is thus not constrained by task specialization 

by gender which can, and does In other systems, limit the amount of 

labor devoted to bottleneck tasks. 

One of the few exceptions to this Interchangeability of male 

and female labor Is the dominance of males In the heavy tasks of yam 

heaping and cereal field clearing and ridging. The overall 

contributions of women to these Jobs remain high, nonetheless, through 

the complementary task of beer brewing. 

The brewing labor of Kofyar women not only al lows the 

household to sponsor group farming events for help In this task, but 

also al lows Kofyar women to grow yams as their primary cash-crop. 

This Is despite the fact that yams are costly In labor - and are 

especially expensive for women who do not participate equally with men 

In the construction of yam heaps which Is probably the single most 

physically difficult and Important tas~ In the cultivation of yams. 

Women, In effect. trade beer for brawn and effect this trade to the 
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benefit of themselves as wei I as their households In the form of mar 

muos. The elements of reciprocity and balance which typify the Kofyar 

sexual division of labor reverberate throughout the Kofyar economic 

and social system and emerge only with the analysis of the empirical 

data on labor and production. 

The Future 

But as discussed earlier, women's average Independent Incomes 

are consistently smaller the more recently the household head has 

migrated to the plains -- suggesting, perhaps, a pattern of women's 

decreased access to agricultural resources. Women's labor may 

continue to be of great Importance, but this may not guarantee future 

Increases In their agricultural Incomes. Some of the more prosperous 

women have already branched out Into other Income-generating pursuits, 

Including brewing millet beer, sel ling bottle beer, trading, 

tal loring, etc. Other women farmers, along with their households, 

have begun to relntenslfy their agriculture, reintroducing some of the 

Intensive practices of the hi lis (e.g., manuring) as wei I as 

Introducing some Innovations (e.g., chemical fertl I Izlng), al lowing 

them to enhance production. Other faml lies continue to move Into new, 

more distant frontier areas In search of virgin forest. The future 

of the Kofyar farming system, and the place of women within that 

system, Is difficult to foresee. 
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ENDNOTES 

Chapter 4 

1 Yam production Is the best proxy for market Involvement 

2 

3 

because yams are almost exclusively a cash crop. Only a few 

yams are eaten by the Kofyar. The sale of other crops by 

women, most especially groundnuts but also bambara nuts and 

rice, Is more complex because these crops are also grown for 

consumption. Thus, yam production Is the most appropriate 

figure for drawing a comparison about the comparative market 

Involvement of Kofyar men and women. When comparing what 

proportion of crops are not sold but eaten, however, yams are 

an Inappropriate Index so other crop production and sales are 

used. 

Independent production, In Its various grammatical forms 

Including as a verb (to produce Independently) wll I remain 

within the definition Included In Chapter One, and household 

production wi II always remain a distinct category (I.e. only 

the production of the household/household head, and never 

Including the crops of Independent producers within the 

household). 

A more complete discussion of labor al location fol lows In 

succeeding sections of this chapter. Percentage of al I 

agricultural hours refer to al I time devoted to agriculture, 

not Just to building heaps. 
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Chapter 5 

1 Some of the sharp distinctions between married and unmarried 

women In their late teens that have appeared In our data may 

be the result of bias on the part of our census takers that 

the proper age of first marriage for a young woman was 18 

years. In aging women, or In estimating their years married, 

this bias may have Intruded. AI I Kofyar were difficult to 

age, but the women especially so since they were less aware 

than the men of the significant events by which we estimated 

peoples ages. 

Chapter 6 

1 Independent producer Incomes (Table 6.1) do not exhibit the 

2 

same smooth peak as do percent Independent producers or even 

mean number of yam heaps planted by age group. The larger 

Incomes are clustered In the same middle group as the other 

measures. It Is possible that proportions of crops sold other 

than yams Is not the same at all ages, but It Is also possible 

that the variations are random. This has not yet been fully 

explored. 

The categories used to describe households are not mutually 

exclusive so the percentages do not add up to 100. The 

categories of polygynous and multifamily. for example. are 

overlapping. 
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No attempt wi II be made In this dissertation to tackle the 

Issue of fertl I Ity among the Kofyar, nor Its change from the 

1960s to the present .. From first glance It appears the Kofyar 

are reproducing at a more rapid rate tQday than they were 20 

years ago, but these Issues wi I I be dealt with In future work. 
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LABOR ALLOCATION FORM 

KOPYAR TIME ALLOCATION STUDY 

Original tor week of Ootober 15, 1984. Adult holBehold membel'lJ, taska, haUl'S per 
task. Group taslcil by type, day, hours, numoor ot particlpants, names ot halBehold 
membol'lJ particlpating. 

·1·····------------
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APPENDIX E -- CROP COMPLEX AND CALENDAR 

The agricultural year will be treated as beginning with the 
end of the dry season In approximately March. It Is Important to 
note. however, that certain substantial tasks, such as the 
construction of yam heaps, carryover from one year to the next. 

With the first rains. the Kofyar begin to prepare their 
sorghum (~) and ml I let (~) fields. In 1984, the first rain came 
on March 22, and planting (kop) of the millet started the day after. 
Sorghum can be planted at the same time, although It may not be 
planted until as late as the third week In July. The major field 
preparation stretches from Aprl I Into July. In general. the fields 
have been cleared of debris the year before. The crop rotation system 
Is such that a planting of yams Is usually fol lowed the fol lowing year 
by a planting of cereals. The breaking down of the yam heaps Is 
partially accomplished by the harvesting of the yams and rough ridges 
can be created by this process Into which the cereals are planted. 
Fields which are to be planted In cereals for more than one year at a 
time have ridges which are simi larly broken down In harvest and field 
clearing. 

Two alternative methods of land preparation are possible. The 
first and most common Is cal led plan. In this task the remainder of 
the yam heaps are scooped up with the large hoe Into paral lei ridges. 
Alternate planting of the sorghum and millet Is then done directly 
Into thA ridge. by making a d~presslon with the heel. dropping a few 
seeds Into the hole, and covering the seeds with the foot. 
Alternatively. small heaps can be created (the task Is cal led koo) 
Into which the seeds are planted. fol lowed later by a task called ogot 
In which the ridges are created around the plants when they are 
approximately one foot high. This al lows a delay In the major land 
preparation of the cereal fields. permitting a timely planting of the 
millet. This alternative Is wei I adapted to the great delay In 
sorghum planting fol lowed by some households. Some of this work Is 
done as late as mid-July. 

The ml I let Is thinned (taar) during the month after Its 
planting. The fol lowing month (mid-May to mid-June). the early
planted sorghum Is thinned and some transplanted (ka) to areas of the 
field where the seeds did not germinate. Others are transplanted 
around field borders (Stond n.d.) or onto parts of the farm that had 
not been tl lied In the early part of the season. 

Weeding (fer. ~. tudem) of the cereals may take place anytime 
from late May until harvest. The first weedlngs are done with the 
smal I hoe, scraping the weeds away from the plants. Later weedlngs 
are discussed below. 
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Harvesting of the ml I let (gap ~) peaks In August whl Ie the 
sorghum Is not ready for harvest (dip swa) until December. As the 
ml I let Is harvested, the sorghum IS-Weeded In two ways. The first, 
known as tangon creates ridges around the base of the sorghum plant. 
The second method Is to create yam heaps among the sorghum In 
anticipation of a rotation of the field the fol lowing year. Both 
methods serve to protect the sorghum from wind damage, which becomes 
more of a problem with the removal of the Intercropped ml I let, by 
pi ling up dirt around their bases. They also both function as 
weedlngs. Separate weedlngs of the sorghum and mil let are common 
throughout the growing season but especially In June and July. 

The millet harvest begins In mid-July and Is completed by mld
August. Some farmers uproot the millet plant with a smal I hoe and lay 
the stalks In between the ridges with the heads pointing the same 
direction. The heads are then cut off and placed In a drying rack 
(wada) which Is constructed each year either next to the field or 
around the compound. The millet heads are stacked In single rows 
between upright posts, protected from the rain by layers of thatching 
grass both below and above the stacks. Others cut the head directly 
off the standing plant and knock the stalks down later. 

The ml I let Is transferred (~) from th~ wada to a more 
permanent storage rack (~) beginning In early August. At this 
time, the millet heads may be separated for seed, sale and consumption 
depending on quality. A fire Is kept continually burning under the 
ml I let untl I the rains are past or the millet Is sufficiently dry In 
September. Some take the millet out of the paar to process and bag 
the grains for sale In mid-September, but most do this work In January 
and February after the sorghum and yam harvests. In general, the 
millet Is threshed (tu) by men In the middle of the compound by 
beating It with sticks or flails. The women then do the winnowing 
(!..L> . 

The ml I let harvest Is a task which must be accomplished during 
the few weeks at the end of July and beginning of August. The main 
danger In delay Is rain damage to the crops In the field or as they 
are being stored. 

The sorghum harvest occurs after the end of the rain and can 
take place In December or early January. The timing of the harvest 
depends partially on the variety grown. The red sorghum matures 
earlier and Its harvest may be completed while the white variety Is 
stl I I Immature. This characteristic made the red sorghum less 
succeptlble to the early cessation of the rains In 1983. White 
sorghum Is preferred by some for taste, however, and In general 
commands a higher market price. The sorghum Is generally cut off at 
ground level with a machete. The heads may be allowed to dry on the 
stalk for several days before being cut off. The seed heads are then 
transported directly back to the compound and placed on top of the 
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storage huts. No fire or covering Is necessary because the danger of 
rain has passed by this time. Most sorghum Is left on the head to be 
processed as eaten. Some Is processed In bulk during the dry season, 
especially If It Is to be sOld. 

As discussed above, yam heaps (bunga) may be construpted 
during the preceding season. Some bunga are made as early as late 
July on land that was not farmed In cereals during that year. The 
Incidence of cooperative work group meetings for the making of the 
heaps Is especially high during August through October. During this 
period, wage laborers from the Jos Plateau come Into the area to make 
bunga. 

Yam heaps cannot be dug during the dry season since the ground 
Is too hard, and If farmers walt untl I the rains the construction of 
yam heaps conflicts with other work on the cereals. So as many yam 
heaps are made during this early period as possible. A clearing of 
grasses (shang dem) Is necessary before the heaps are built because 
the Kofyar say that If the grasses are simply turned under Into the 
heaps, the yams wi I I rot. In some cases the yams are actually planted 
(~) during the dry season with each seeded heap protected by a cap 
of grasses from sun damage. The planting of yams thus begins as earlY 
as the second week In January and extends Into early June. 

Yams (shim) have to be weeded three or four times. Weeding of 
yams may begin as early as April but peaks In July and extends until 
the harvest In November-December. Some of the early maturing 
varieties of yams are harvested (sak) even In early November but most 
are dug In Decembei and early January. Yams are loosened from the 
heaps with a hoe and sometimes a digging stick. The dead vines and 
weeds are cleared away (mangkoe) before the harvest and used for 
covering and protecting the pi les of yams that are often left In the 
field for a time. 

The yams are often sold directly from the fields or brought 
back to be stored In "yam barns" In mid-January. One of the wage 
labor activities which Kofyars' perform for one another Is the 
counting (kun), pricing, and seiling of yams. Many yam barns are 
temporary structures made of sorghum stalks and bul It anew every year. 
The smaller yams are kept for seed whl Ie the larger ones sold. Some 
yams which are somewhat shrunken and cracked at the time of harvest 
are peeled, sl Iced (~) and dried Immediately to be ground later Into 
yam flour. If this Is not done, the yam would rot with the exposure 
to air. This yam flour Is known as karnaku and Is prepared Into a 
~ much I Ike semovlta or ~ (cassava flour). 

Rice (kappa) cultivation begins In June with a preliminary 
clearing of the rice field. The weeds are usually cut and. removed 
from the field to al low the rice to "get enough air". The ground Is 
turned with the large hoe and the rice broadcast onto the field. Only 
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one weeding of rice Is needed between late June and late October. The 
weeding Is hand pul ling of weed grasses (tagat). The rice harvest 
extends from early November to early December. The grain heads are 
cut (~) with a knife or sickle and left to dry In a clear place In 
the field. The processing of rice Into paddy Is done during the dry 
season from mid-November until the third week of December. Most rice 
Is sold In bagged form soon thereafter. 

Cowpeas (oeroe~) are planted around the middle of July, 
Intercropped In the cereal fields. In some cases, a separate ridge Is 
created between the cereal rows (yal) Into which the cowpeas are 
planted. This substitutes for the cOllstructlon of yam heaps. Yal may 
be done before or after the ml I let harvest. Cowpeas were very costly 
In 1984 because the cowpea crop, being a late maturing crop, was hard 
hit by the drought of the previous year. Cowpeas are harvested (te) 
from mid-November to early January by picking Individual pods off the 
plant. Cowpeas are sometlmeG stored In the pod and not processed 
untl I needed for seed the fol lowing year. After being spread out to 
dry, they are pounded In a mortar and winnowed. If destined for sale, 
or to separate out the· seeds, the broken beans are winnowed out and 
used for people or chicken food. Cowpea weevl Is are common and 
unblemished seeds are picked out as seed. A few other beans are grown 
In very smal I quantities In the plains Including a lima bean (bala) 
and a curly string bean (chagar), although these are much more 
commonly cultivated In the hi I I communities. 

Groundnuts (kom) show a wide range In their scheduling. Some 
are planted as early as March whl Ie others not untl I late July. 
Simi larly the harvest ranges from early August to late November. A 
weeding of groundnuts Is usually done sometime between June and 
August. The method of harvest depends on how late the groundnuts 
mature. If early, the plants can be simply yanked out of the ground 
(shang) and the whole plant carried back to the compound to dry. If 
late, the ground Is too dry and hard for easy pul I lng, and the 
groundnuts are harvested with a hoe (kap). The harvesting of 
groundnuts can also function as a weeding of sorghum when the two are 
Intercropped. The pul ling of the seed off the roots Is a separate 
process (chin) which Is done soon after the harvest (from mid-August 
to early December). The groundnuts may be stored or sold In the 
shel I, or shel led (kak) during the slack dry season to fetch a better 
market price. 

Various varieties of sesame (Iem) are planted by broadcasting 
(fu) from mid-June to late September. Generally It Is spread In 
amongst the sorghum ~Iants sometimes on the yam heaps that have 
already been constructed, sometimes on the ridges left by the 
groundnut harvest. If planted before the groundnuts are out, the lem 
Is planted In between the ridges of groundnuts. Lem does not I Ike a 
lot of rain, apparently, and produces best If It only receives one 
dousing after planting. Due to variation In dates of planting, some 
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lem Is mature by early December, others not untl I mid-January. When 
the seed heads turn yellow, the plants are cut at the base and are 
stacked head-up to dry. The seeds are separated by turning the plants 
upside down and beating the plants with a stick (bwap) and then 
winnowed. This Is accomplished during the slack dry season from early 
January to early March. Both the dried leaves and seeds are eaten. 

Maize (massara or sunkwa) Is planted In June and harvested In 
August. Most maize Is planted haphazardly and thinly among the yam 
heaps, serving as stakes for the yam vines. Since the Kofyar grow 
relatIvely lIttle maize, the harvest Is not systematic but Individual 
ears are simply plucked when ripe. 

Bambara nuts (komzugut) are not grown as commonly as 
groundnuts In the plains areas. What little Is grown Is planted from 
mid-June to late July, usually Intercropped In other fields. It may 
be handweeded from mid-July to late August and harvested In November 
and December. It appears more commonly In areas of poor or lateritic 
sol Is such as the Kwande community of Mangkogom. 

Numerous sma I I root and sauce crops are grown In smal I patches 
usually clustered around the compound, benefiting from household 
wastes and water. Sauce crops Include okra (tokla), small hot peppers 
(shlta), and some bitter tomatoes (~). Pumpklnl Ike crops (tokmang) 
are multipurpose since the young leaves, seeds and fruit all are sauce 
Ingredients. There are several varieties grown Including nakwa and 
laeer distinguished by different size fruit. 

Minor root crops Include cocoyam (gwan), rlzga (~), Hausa 
potato (dwang or tumuku), and sweet potato (doeku). Large heaps are 
constructed for cocoyam !n shaded portions of fields where yams or 
cereals would not grow. These crops are of more Importance In the 
hi I I communities, however, and are grown In very smal I quantities In 
the plains regions. 

Tree crops are limited largely to the mango trees (mangoro) 
which are planted near or In compounds for shade as weI I as fruit, and 
the locust bean tree (~) whose bean Is ground Into a sauce flavoring 
(cal led humorously African maggl). 01 I palm are virtually nonexistent 
In the plains and the cultivation of bananas Is stl I I In Its Infancy. 
A few Kofyar have planted citrus trees but these too are rare. 
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